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Abstract
Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) is studied in plasmas relevant to inertial confinement fusion
(ICF). The Eulerian Vlasov-Maxwell code ELVIS was developed and run for this purpose. Plasma
waves are heavily Landau damped in the regimes of interest, and coupled-mode theory predicts
back-scattered SRS is a convective instability. Simulations in a finite length, homogeneous plasma
show electron trapping drastically elevates the reflected light over convective gain values (“kinetic
enhancement”). Average reflectivities are ∼ 10%, while the instantaneous reflectivity is chaotic and
does not reach a steady state. Trapping reduces the plasma-wave Landau damping and downshifts
the observed frequencies from their linear values. Two longitudinal acoustic (ω ∝ k) features and
light from possible stimulated electron acoustic scattering (SEAS) are present. The phase-matched
SEAS plasmon lies on the observed acoustic mode with phase velocity 1.3(Te/me)1/2.
As the pump laser intensity is increased or the electron temperature is decreased, SRS transitions
sharply from the coupled-mode steady state to kinetically enhanced levels. Enhancement happens
for diﬀerent back SRS seed levels and monochromatic or broadband seeds. Simulations with a
Krook relaxation operator to mimic speckle sideloss display enhancement when resonant electrons
complete a bounce orbit before escaping, with a sharp onset as the relaxation rate varies. The
sudden development of kinetic enhancement as parameters change suggests trapping makes SRS
absolutely unstable. Simulations with mobile ions give kinetic enhancement until a burst of activity
occurs near the laser entrance, after which back SRS is low. The burst contains several Brillouin
and Raman re-scatters and subsequent Langmuir decay instability (LDI), although no LDI of back
SRS is seen.
SRS runs in a density gradient show kinetic enhancement for long scale lengths and coupled-
mode convective levels for shorter ones. The reflectivity is higher when the pump propagates toward
higher, rather than lower, density. The amplitude of externally-driven plasma waves in a density
gradient is also enhanced over linear levels and displays a similar directional asymmetry.
These results imply kinetic enhancement of SRS may be a concern in hohlraum plasmas for
ICF experiments such as the National Ignition Facility.
Thesis Supervisor: Abraham Bers
Title: Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
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Preamble
• Fourier conventions: We Fourier decompose a physical field u as u = (1/2)u˜ exp iψ + c.c.
For u˜ and ψ real, u = u˜ cosψ. We sometimes omit the tilde when the context (PDE with
∂x, ∂t or algebraic equation with k, ω) indicates an equation’s domain.
• Complex numbers: xr, xi are the real and imaginary parts of a complex x: x = xr + ixi.
In polar form, x = r exp iθ. The argument of a complex number arg x ≡ arctan(xi/xr) = θ.
• Stimulated Raman Scattering: We label the pump light wave (laser) mode 0, the daughter
scattered light wave mode 1, and the daughter plasma wave mode 2.
• Units: We use SI units, except temperatures are in eV. We use standard SI abbreviations,
like ns, µm, W, Ω for nanosecond, micron, Watt, Ohm. We also define some quantities in
commonly-used units with subscripts:
λµ: wavelength in microns I15: intensity in 1015 W/cm2 n26: number density in
1026 m−3 TkV : temperature in keV.
• Density profiles: We use nB(x) for the time-independent background electron density.
For a homogeneous plasma, nB = constant. When considering inhomogeneous plasmas we
frequently use n0 = nB(x0), the density at a reference point x0. For homogeneous plasmas
we use nB and n0 interchangeably.
• Mathematics: We follow the notation of Abramowitz and Stegun [2] for special functions
whenever possible.
Acronym Meaning
a.u. arbitrary units
BGK Bernstein-Greene-Kruskal (not Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook)
c.c. complex conjugate
CMEs coupled-mode equations
εr = 0 mode longitudinal “mode” found by solving εr(kr, ωr) = 0; see Chap. 4
e−; e electron; positron charge
EDI electromagnetic decay instability: EPW→EMW+IAW
EMW, e/m electromagnetic wave (light wave, photon), electromagnetic
EPW electron plasma wave (plasmon)
SBS stimulated Brillouin scattering: EMW→EMW+IAW
(F,B)SRS (forward, backward) stimulated Raman scattering: EMW→EMW+EPW
IAW ion acoustic wave (phonon)
ICF inertial confinement fusion
Krook Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook relaxation operator
LDI Langmuir decay iInstability: EPW→EPW+IAW
(L,R)HS (left, right)-hand side of an equation
LPI laser-plasma interactions
LSV linearized spatial variation (see p. 109; just keep εr ≈ εxrx)
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Acronym Meaning
NIF National Ignition Facility
(O,P)DE (ordinary, partial) diﬀerential equation
PIC particle-in-cell
PPD plasmon-phonon decay: EMW→EPW+IAW
SCS stimulated Compton scattering
SDL strong damping limit
SEAS stimulated electron acoustic scattering: EMW→EMW+EAW
TPD two plasmon decay: EMW→EPW+EPW
Definitions and Notation
Sym. Name Definition Comment
e positron charge 1.6022×10−19 C positive
me e− mass 9.1094×10−31 kg 511 keV/c2
nB (x) background e− density #/volume nB = (ω2p/ω
2
0) nc
n0, ωp0 reference nB, ωp n0 = nB (x0) x0 = reference point
Ts species temperature
ms species mass
Zs species charge state Zs = qs/e
ωp e− plasma frequency ω2p = nBe
2/(ε0me) ωp(fs−1) = 0.564n
1/2
B,26
λD e− Debye length λ2D = ε0Te/(n0e
2) λD(nm) = 23.5
³
Te,kV
nB,26
´1/2
vTs species thermal speed vTs = ωpsλDs =
³
Ts
ms
´1/2
vTs = 0.0442T
1/2
s,kV
³
me
ms
´1/2
Nλ e− in Debye cube Nλ = n0λ3D Nλ = 1300 T
3/2
e,kV /n
1/2
B,26
de e− skin depth de = c/ωp = λ0v2π
³
nc
nB
´1/2
de(µm) = 0.531n
−1/2
B,26
νei e−-ion collision freq. νei/ωp = 0.021fiZ2i logΛ/Nλ fi = ni/n0
GENERAL WAVES
k, k wavevector, wavenumber k = ∇ψ, k =
¯¯¯
k
¯¯¯
ω frequency ω = −∂ψ/∂t
ψ phase ψ =
R x
xa
dx0 · k (x0)− ωt allows for k (x)
vp phase velocity vp = (ω/k2)k
vg group velocity vg = ∂ω/∂k
ν time damping rate, s−1 ν = − Imω
σ space damping rate, m−1 σ = ν/ |vg| > 0 ki = σvg/ |vg|
E electric field amplitude E(x, t) = 12
E exp iψ + cc
W energy density εoω4
E∗ · ∂ω←→D h · E ←→D = dispersion tensor
N action density N =W/ω = aa∗
a action amplitude a = N1/2 exp iθ arg a = argE
Z action flux Z = vgN
∆ dispersion factor ∆ = −ω2 + v2pk2 + ω2p ← fluid example
δ detuning frequency δ = ∆/ (2ω)
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PLASMA WAVES, TRAPPING
χ susceptibility χ = − 1
2(kλD)2
Z 0(ζ) Z: plasma dispersion func.
εˆ permittivity εˆ = 1 + χ dielectric ε = ε0εˆ
ζ normalized vp ζ = vp/(vT
√
2) À 1 in fluid limit
vg group vel. −∂kεˆ/∂ωεˆ ≈ 3v2Te/vp (fluid limit)
ν time damping rate, > 0 ν = εˆi/∂ωεˆr
σ space damping rate, > 0 σ = ν/|vg| = −sgn(vg) εˆi/∂kεˆr
n1, nˆ wave amplitude δn = n1 cosψ nˆ ≡ n1/n0
vtr trapping island half-width vtr = 2
ωB
k = 2
q
eE
mek
= 2vTe
q
eφ
Te
= 2
ωp
k nˆ
1/2
ωB bounce frequency ωB =
q
eEk
me
= kvTe
q
eφ
Te
= ωpnˆ1/2
kB bounce wavenumber kB = ωB/vp = k
ωp
ω nˆ
1/2
τB bounce period τB = 2π/ωB
LB bounce length LB = vpτB = 2π ωωp 1k nˆ
−1/2
fˆ normalized 1-D dist. (vT
√
2π)−1e−v
2/2v2T
R
dv fˆ = 1
E/M WAVES
Subscripts v, p indicate a quantity (e.g., wavelength λ) in vacuum, plasma respectively.
c speed of light in vacuum c = 299.79 µm/ps
Z0 free-space impedance Z0 =
p
µ0/ε0 = 1/(ε0c) = 376.73 Ω
Pem useful e/m power factor Pem = m2ec
5ε0/e2 0.693 GW
η index of refraction η = c/vp =
q
1− n0nc vg/c = η
nc critical density ω2 = nce2/(ε0me) nc,26 = 11.1/λ2µ
I intensity (W/m2) I = 12Z
−1
0 E
2 E(x, t) = E cosψ
Ep E field in plasma Ep = (2Z0I/η)
1/2 Ep = 86.8
³
I0,15
η
´1/2
MV
mm
E swells by 1/η vs. vac.
Bp B field in plasma Bp = (2µ0I0/vp)
1/2 Bp = 290(I0,15η)1/2 Tesla
B shrinks by η
vos e− oscillation (quiver) vel. vos = eE/(meω)
v2os/c
2 Iλ2v/(2π
2Pem)/η 7.3× 10−4I15λ2v,µ/η
v2os/v
2
Te 0.374 I15λ
2
v,µ / (Te,kV η)
Bc critical B: ωce(Bc) = ω Bc = 2πcme/ (eλ) 1.07× 104/λv,µ Tesla
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THREE-WAVE INTERACTIONS
These are for coupled-mode description. Some are just for SRS. More are defined below in tables
for the standard parameters.
K coupling constant k2√ω0ω1ω2
ω2p√
8nBme
(SRS) units: 1/(time*action)
γ temporal growthrate −ν1+ν22 +
q
γ20 +
¡ν1−ν2
2
¢2 coupled-mode result
γ0 undamped growthrate K |a0| = k2vos0 ωp4√ω1ω2
γc threshold γ
√
ν1ν2 γ0 > γc : instability
γa absolute threshold γ
1
2
p|vg1vg2| (σ1 + σ2) γ0 > γa : absolute inst.
α spatial gain rate σ2−σ12 −
q
−α20 +
¡σ1+σ2
2
¢2 valid for backscatter
α0 undamped gain rate α0 = γ0/
p|vg1vg2|
αSDL strong damping limit α αSDL = γ20/ (|vg1| ν2) for |∂xa2| ¿ |σ2a2|
αk kinetic α αk =
2γ20ω2
|vg1|ω2p Im [χ/εˆ] SRS
Longitudinal permittivity and the Z function
The longitudinal (k||E) permittivity for a Vlasov (kinetic, collisionless) plasma is εˆ = 1 + χ
where
χ = −
ω2p
k2n0
d
dvp
Z ∞
−∞
dv
f0(v)
v − vp
, vp = ω/k. (1)
For a Maxwellian f0, this becomes
χ = − 1
2 (kλD)
2Z
0(ζ), ζ =
ω
kvTe
√
2
. (2)
χ is the kinetic susceptibility. The natural modes are given by εˆ = 0. Z is the so-called plasma
dispersion function [3] and Z 0 is dZ(ζ)/dζ. In terms of the complimentary error function erfc
( [2], p. 297), Z(ζ) = i
√
πe−ζ
2
erfc(−iζ). erfc(z) = 1 − erf(z) where erf(z) ≡
R z
0 dt e
−t2 is the
error function. There are several widely-available numerical routines that calculate the Faddeeva
function w(ζ) = −iπ−1/2Z(ζ) [4]. When numerically computing the Z function, we use a Matlab
routine by J. A. C. Weideman for w(ζ) ( [5], code available at http://dip.sun.ac.za/~weideman/
research/cef.html).
We define, for arbitrary complex ζ, Z(ζ) = Zr(ζ) + iZi(ζ) where Zr(ζ) = −2e−ζ
2 R ζ
0 dt e
t2 and
Zi(ζ) = i
√
π exp(−ζ2). The motivation for these definitions is Zr, Zi are real, imaginary for real
ζ. Zr(ζr) = −2wD(ζr) where wD(x) = e−x
2 R x
0 dt e
t2 (x is real) is called Dawson’s integral ( [2]
p. 319). In the “fluid limit,” for |x| À 1 and x real, we have [6, App. A]
Zr(|x| À 1) ≈ −x−1 − 1
2
x−3 − 3
4
x−5 +O(x−7); (3)
Z 0r(|x| À 1) ≈ x−2 +
3
2
x−4 +
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4
x−6 +O(x−8). (4)
Z 0r(x) = 0 only at x = ±x0 where x0 = 0.924. Expanding about x0 ( [7], Eq. (26b)),
Z 0r(x) ≈
2
x0
(x− x0) + (x− x0)2, |x− x0| ¿ 1. (5)
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Standard Parameters
We frequently use a set of reference plasma conditions, called the standard parameters:
λ0 = 351 nm; I0 = 2× 1015 W/cm2; n0/nc = 0.1; Te = 3 keV.
We sometimes include ions (e.g., for collisional damping). In chapter 2 the ions consist of a
50-50 quasi-neutral hydrogen-helium mixture:
ZH , ZHE = (1, 2); nH = nHe = n0/3; TH = THe = Te/3; mH ,mHe = (1, 4)mp.
Elsewhere they are pure helium:
ZHE = 2; nHe = n0/2; Ti = Te/4; mHe = 4mp.
When we use standard parameters but vary, say, Te, all the other parameters take on these
values. “Collisional” vs. “collisionless” standard parameters denotes whether collisional damping
of the daughter waves is included (Landau damping of mode 2 always is). We now give numerical
values for some quantities in the standard parameters.
Table columns: symbol normed: (time, length, vel) in (ω−1p , de, c) SI-eV comment
PLASMA
n0 1 9.049×1026 m−3
Te 3 keV
vTe 0.07662 22.97 µm/ps
ωp 1 1.697 rad/fs
de 1 0.17666 µm c/ωp, skin depth
λD 0.07664 13.54 nm
n−1/30 1.03 nm inter-e
− spacing
Nλ 2244 e− in Debye cube
logΛ 7.88 Coulomb logarithm
νei 1.2×10−4 0.210 ps−1 collision freq., total over ions
MODE 0 (PUMP)
I0 2× 1015 W/cm2 intensity
λ0v 1.9869 351 nm vacuum wavelength
k0p 3 1.6.98 µm−1 k in plasma; k0pλD = 0.230
ω0 3.162=
√
10 5.367 rad/fs frequency
nc 10 9.049×1027 m−3 critical density
ν0 1.051×1010 s−1 collisional amplitude damping rate
σ−10 2.71 cm collisional damping length = vg0/ν0
vos0 0.01342 4.023 µm/ps e− osc. vel.; vos0/vTe = 0.175
vp0,p 1.054 316 µm/ps phase vel. in plasma
vg0,p 0.9488 284 µm/ps group vel. in plasma
E0p 0.126 MV/µm wave E field in plasma
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MODE 1 (BACKSCATTER)
λ1v 3.25 574 nm wavelength in vacuum
ω1 1.933 3.28 rad/fs frequency
k1p 1.6542 9.364 µm−1 wavenumber in plasma; k1pλD = 0.127
ν1 1.66×10−5 28.13 ns−1 collisional amplitude damping rate
σ1 1.94×10−5 109.63 m−1 spatial damping rate
MODE 2 (EPW)
k2 4.6542 26.35 µm−1 k2λD = 0.357
ω2 1.229 2.086 rad/fs
vp2 0.2641 79.16 µm/ps phase vel.
ν2LD 0.03799 64.47 ps−1 Landau damping rate
ν2 col 2.71×10−5 46.02 ns−1 collisional damping rate
vg2 0.0667 29.16 µm/ps group vel.
SRS W/ COLLISIONAL AND LANDAU DAMPING
γSRS 2.52×10−3 4.27 ps−1
γ0 0.01013 17.7 ps
−1 undamped growthrate
γc 2.64×10−3 1.347 ps−1 instability threshold
α 3.33×10−3 0.01882 µm−1 spatial gain rate
SRS W/ ONLY LANDAU DAMPING
α 3.35×10−3 0.01895 µm−1 spatial gain rate
γa 0.0563 95.6 ps
−1 absolute inst. threshold γ0 > γa
Ia 5.87×1016 W/cm2 absolute inst. threshold I0 > Ia
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Chapter 1
Laser-Plasma Interactions and
Inertial Confinement Fusion
The passage of intense light through plasma is a very rich physical process of much practical
importance. Light waves of high intensity can modify the medium they propagate in, while the
medium also aﬀects the light waves. Some of the resulting distortions of the light wave have found
useful applications, while others impede eﬀorts to use the light for its intended end.
One area where researchers are attempting to utilize interactions of light with matter is inertial
confinement fusion (ICF). In this scheme, lasers are used to compress a pellet of hydrogen to the
density and temperature required for thermonuclear fusion. In either the direct or indirect drive
approaches to ICF, complicated light-matter interactions are used to uniformly irradiate the pellet
and drive its ablative compression to densities thousands of times that of ordinary liquids. Eﬀorts
to achieve ICF have also been hampered by instabilities that occur when the laser interacts with
plasma surrounding the pellet. This thesis studies one of these laser-plasma instabilities, stimulated
Raman scattering (SRS), in regimes relevant to ICF. The current chapter first reviews the ICF
process and the plasma conditions where Raman scattering occurs. It then describes the various
underdense laser-plasma interactions (LPI) and relevant past work on SRS. Recent experiments on
SRS in conditions of strong Landau damping, as well as evidence for stimulated electron acoustic
scattering, are discussed. We then present the findings and outline of this thesis.
1.1 Inertial confinement fusion
1.1.1 ICF overview: direct and indirect drive
Thermonuclear fusion for significant energy gain occurs when a collection of nuclei capable of
exothermic fusion reactions are kept at a high enough density and an optimal temperature for a
long enough time. For controlled fusion on Earth, the first two conditions have proven much easier to
achieve than an adequate confinement time. Eﬀorts to achieve fusion energy have centered on either
magnetic or inertial confinement of quasi-neutral (electron-ion) deuterium-tritium (DT) plasmas.
Since charged particles are constrained to gyrate around a strong magnetic field, various magnetic
geometries such as the tokamak, stellarator, spherical torus, and field-reversed configuration have
been studied as possible avenues to magnetic confinement. Inertial confinement, however, relies
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on the fact that all particles have a finite mass (inertia); an unconfined plasma still takes a finite
amount of time to disperse into the surrounding space (roughly the system length divided by the
sound speed). If the conditions are favorable, which usually implies densities hundreds of times
ordinary solids, fusion can occur before the particles fly away.
ICF conditions are produced by imploding a pellet of fuel, usually cryogenic, solid DT, to
high temperatures and extremely high densities via some external driver. The hydrogen bomb
demonstrates that fusion can be so achieved. ICF research is dedicated to using the same principle
in a controlled and less violent way. The idea is to implode the fuel so that fusion occurs in a central,
hot region. The fusion products then must deposit enough energy in the cooler outer region of the
pellet to cause fusion to start there too, and so on. The achievement of such a thermonuclear burn
wave is the ignition criterion for ICF.
Current ICF schemes use intense light to drive the ablative compression of the pellet. As
light is absorbed in the pellet’s outer layers, it heats electrons which then ablate (evaporate) oﬀ
the surface. This imparts momentum to inner layers of the pellet, as in a rocket, and causes
compression. The direct drive approach to laser fusion involves shining many lasers directly on the
pellet. This requires a very symmetric implosion, including uniform arrangement of beam imprints
on the pellet and a smooth pellet surface, to avoid Rayleigh-Taylor and other fluid instabilities. The
indirect drive approach mitigates these symmetry requirements by shining the lasers on a high-Z
metal cage (such as gold), called a hohlraum. The lasers heat the metal to ∼200-300 eV, which
then emits x-rays via blackbody radiation. This produces a uniform bath of x-rays which implode
the pellet. The drawbacks of indirect drive include the ineﬃciencies of converting the lasers to
x-rays and the geometrical eﬀect that most of the x-rays do not hit the pellet. In addition, indirect
drive hohlraums contain large, uniform regions of underdense plasma (the next subsection explains
its origin), which allow LPI to occur.
Many current or planned ICF systems, such as NIF, OMEGA, and LMJ (Laser Mega-Joule),
use Nd:glass lasers with a fundamental wavelength of 1057 nm. Some early attempts at ICF, for
example the Antares laser at Los Alamos (see [8] and references therein) used much more eﬃcient
and higher repetition-rate CO2 lasers which produce 10.6 µm light. Unfortunately, most LPI
growth rates scale like Iλ2 (I is laser intensity and λ its wavelength), and these experiments were
plagued with hot electron generation, probably due to Raman scattering. Less eﬃcient but shorter
wavelength (1.06 µm) Nd:glass lasers, such the Shiva laser system [9, Sec. II], also showed much
laser energy converted to hot electrons by SRS once the corona density reached nc/4 (the critical
density nc is defined by ω20 = nce
2/ε0me where ω0 is the laser frequency). To avoid this, the light is
frequency tripled to 351 nm. Nd:glass laser fusion systems have very low eﬃciencies (light energy
out per electrical energy in) and very low repetition rates (a few shots per hour). For inertial fusion
energy reactors (∼1 GW power output), where ∼10 pellets each with a net energy gain of ∼100 MJ
must be ignited per second, other ICF drivers are being explored. Advanced laser systems, such
as diode-pumped solid-state and KrF lasers, operate at shorter fundamental frequencies, higher
eﬃciencies, and higher repetition rates than Nd:glass lasers. A Z-pinch can be used to generate the
x-ray bath instead of heating a hohlraum with lasers. Heavy ion beams may also provide a much
more eﬃcient way to heat a hohlraum than lasers.
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1.1.2 Indirect-drive coronal conditions: plasmas and laser beams
In this thesis, we focus on parameters relevant to the underdense plasma away from the pellet
in indirect-drive ICF (loosely called “blowoﬀ” or “coronal” plasma, even for indirect-drive). It is
these regions in the hohlraum where a large, uniform plasma forms, and is most susceptible to
LPI. Cylindrical hohlraums planned for NIF have diameters of ∼5 mm and lengths of ∼1 cm. The
lasers must travel through the laser entrance holes at either end of the hohlraum and several mm of
plasma to reach the gold wall. Hohlraum designs typically include a fill of low-Z material to tamp
the gold ions from filling the hohlraum, such as a 50-50 hydrogen-helium mixture or a low-Z foam.
A gold fill would absorb the laser via inverse-bremsstrahlung in the wrong locations and produce
an x-ray bath without the needed symmetry.
The coronal plasma is formed when the laser ionizes the tamp material, and also includes
some ablated plasma from the pellet. For instance, a low-Z gas fill quickly ionizes as the laser
strips electrons oﬀ atoms and then accelerates the former; they ionize other atoms via collisions.
Figure 1-1 shows the plasma conditions and beam intensity along an inner beam in a typical NIF
simulation, from [10]. The red box on the upper-left plot indicates the region where SRS has the
highest linear gain. We shall be interested in plasmas conditions roughly similar to these: the ions
are low-Z (such as H, He), the density is around 10% critical, Te is several keV, the density and
temperature scale lengths are several mm, and the average beam intensity is several 1015 W/cm2.
The laser beams in ICF experiments undergo much processing before reaching the target. As
mentioned above, the 1.06 µm light from the Nd:glass laser is frequency tripled to mitigate LPI. The
resulting beam, however, does not have a smooth spatial profile, or spot. Rather, there are regions
of very low and high intensities. The latter, called hot spots, are most susceptible to LPI. Several
smoothing techniques, such as random or kinoform phase plates (RPPs or KPPs), polarization
smoothing (PS), and smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD) are used to reduce hot-spot intensities,
produce a more uniform spot, or vary the speckle pattern in space and time [10, p. 375]. The
smoothed beam has a known intensity distribution, typically of the form P (I) ∼ exp(−I/I0) or
∼ I exp(−2I/I0), where P (I) is the fraction of beam power located in a region of intensity > I.
For planned NIF shots, most of the spot will have an intensity around 1015 W/cm2 with hot spots
reaching ∼ 2× 1016 W/cm2.
This discussion of ICF ignition experiments, and NIF in particular, describes the regime of
physical parameters considered here. This thesis is not an attempt to simulate or make predictions
about NIF. For our purposes, important qualitative features of ignition hohlraum plasmas are that
SRS is expected to be convectively but not absolutely unstable, involve a strongly Landau-damped
plasma wave, and have linear gain lengths of 10’s to 100’s of µm. This is demonstrated in Chap.
2. Now we discuss LPI and how it can harm ICF.
1.2 Laser-plasma interactions (LPI)
It is a simple exercise in undergraduate electromagnetism to show that light passing through a
plasma becomes evanescent when the electron number density n0 exceeds the critical density nc,
where the plasma frequency ωp ≡ (n0e2/ε0me)1/2 equals the light frequency ω0: (nce2/ε0me)1/2 =
ω0. However, there is a series of nonlinear laser-plasma interactions besides this linear reflection
which can alter, absorb, or reflect the laser over the whole range of densities n0 ≤ nc. Many
LPI start out as parametric processes that involve the coupling of a small number of coherent
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Figure 1-1: NIF hohlraum and typical electron density, temperature, and beam intensity for an inner beam
[10, pp. 368-369].
natural modes of the plasma via the excited transverse electromagnetic plasma wave (from here on
frequently called “the laser”) as a “pump.” The simplest to describe are three-wave interactions,
where a pump wave (the laser, labeled 0) decays into two daughter waves (labeled 1 and 2). Each
wave is nonlinearly driven by the beating of the other two waves. Three-wave processes are resonant,
in that they occur when the waves nearly satisfy matching conditions:
k0 = k1 + k2, ω0 = ω1 + ω2. (1.1)
These represent conservation of momentum and energy, respectively. Three-wave interactions have
been studied for many years, in fluid dynamics, plasma physics, semiconductor physics, nonlinear
optics, and other areas.
One can view the pump as being part of the equilibrium, and the parametric interaction as a
linear instability of the modified, linearized plasma dynamics. Such an approach neglects pump
depletion, or the modification of the pump by the parametric interaction. If the daughter waves
are undamped, then the growth rate of the parametric instability γ0 is proportional to the pump
amplitude. When the daughters are damped, the pump amplitude must exceed a threshold for
instability to occur, which can be expressed as a threshold for the undamped growthrate:
γ0 > γc =
√
ν1ν2. (1.2)
ν1, ν2 are the amplitude damping rates of the daughter waves.
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Figure 1-2: EPW and EMW dispersion relations and BSRS modes for the standard parameters.
We now review the laser-plasma interactions that occur in an underdense plasma (n0 < nc).
1.2.1 Raman scattering
Stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) is the coupling of a pump light or electromagnetic wave (EMW,
mode 0 in the plasma, created by the laser) to a daughter light wave (EMW, mode 1) and an electron
plasma wave (EPW, mode 2). The dispersion relations for these modes are
ω2 = ω2p + c
2k2; (EMW) (1.3)
ω2 = ω2p + 3v
2
Tek
2. (EPW) (1.4)
vTe = (Te/me)1/2 is the electron thermal speed and c is the speed of light. The simplest geometry
that allows for SRS is for all three waves’ k to be collinear (although the scattered light k1 may be
parallel or ani-parallel to the pump k0). The plasma wave is then driven by the v × B force from
the beating of the two light waves. Each light wave is driven by the current density (= −en1ve)
due to the product of the plasma-wave density fluctuation (n1) and the electron oscillation velocity
(ve) due to the other light wave. For the frequencies to match, it is necessary that ω0 ≥ ωp,
which translates to n0 ≤ nc/4. The weak damping of light waves in a plasma is called inverse
bremsstrahlung, and is due to electron-ion collisions. The plasma wave is damped due to collisions
and the collisionless process of Landau damping. For the high-temperature plasmas relevant to
ICF, kλDe of the plasma wave is large (& 0.3). Landau damping grows dramatically with kλDe
and generally dominates collisional damping in this regime.
Fig. 1-2 displays the EPW and EMW dispersion relations, as well as the three modes involved
in back-scattered SRS (BSRS) for n0/nc = 0.1, Te = 3 keV, and λ0 = 351 nm (vacuum). We call
these conditions the “standard parameters” and refer to them frequently; they are listed in the
thesis preamble. In one dimension the matching conditions Eq. (1.1) can be viewed geometrically,
as requiring the three modes in a three-wave process to lie on a parallelogram with one vertex at the
origin of ω(k). When interpreting spectra from simulations is it very helpful to have this picture in
mind and try to draw parallelograms that couple the various excited waves. Parametric processes
involve a small number of coherent, narrow-band modes, unlike strongly turbulent situations where
energy cascades through a broad, continuous range of modes.
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Three-wave models of Raman scattering, discussed in Chap. 2, using the linear Landau damping
rate for the plasma wave predict convective SRS gain lengths (distance for amplitude e-folding)
∼100 µm in ICF plasmas. This suggests SRS arising from thermal noise reaches large amplitudes
(say, in 10 e-foldings) only in plasmas that are homogeneous over ∼ 1 mm. These conditions
occur for plasmas in indirect-drive hohlraums, making SRS a potential threat. Recent experiments
on Nova gasbags [11] give reflectivities much higher than convective-gain calculations using linear
Landau damping. Moreover, the SRS level shows almost no variation with kλD and thus the
Landau damping of the EPW, which was changed by adjusting the plasma density. This implies
a nonlinear mechanism is enhancing, rather than limiting, SRS. A main culprit is thought to be
kinetic eﬀects, in particular the trapping of electrons in the plasma wave and the resultant Landau
damping reduction and nonlinear frequency or wavenumber shift of the EPW. It is understanding
and extending these results that motivates this thesis.
1.2.2 Other LPI
The three-wave interaction analogous to Raman scattering, but with an ion acoustic wave (IAW)
playing the role of the plasma wave, is stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS). The role of nonlinear
IAW behavior in Brillouin scattering [12—14], as well as its interaction with Raman scattering
[15,16], is under active investigation. The decay of a light wave into two plasma waves is known as
the two plasmon decay (TPD). Since both plasma waves have frequencies near ωp, this generally
happens near n0 ≈ nc/4 to satisfy frequency matching. The growth rate is largest when the
two plasma wave k’s are both ≈45◦ from k0 and in the plane determined by k0 and E0. Near
n0 = nc/4, TPD and SRS become intertwined. Near the critical density a laser can decay into a
plasma wave and an ion wave, in the plasmon-phonon decay (PPD, so named due to the analogy
between phonons in a crystal lattice and ion waves in a plasma). Filamentation or self-focusing of
the laser can also occur, where density fluctuations transverse to the beam’s propagation direction
can focus the beam into filaments or “hot spots,” and also steer the beam. The various LPI in ICF
conditions and their relation to SRS are discussed in Sec. 2.6.3.
1.2.3 Relevance of LPI to ICF
LPI poses obstacles to ICF that must be mitigated. The major problems caused by LPI are loss
of laser energy, hot electron generation, and loss of symmetry or control, in space or time, of
energy deposition. The laser intensities needed for ignition are above the instability thresholds
for many LPI. The daughter waves are usually suﬃciently damped that these instabilities are
convective rather than absolute. One can hope that a convectively-unstable pulse is not amplified
to a dangerous level as it propagates through space. However, linear calculations of convective
gains along beam paths frequently give SRS and SBS gains large enough to amplify thermal noise to
reflectivities near unity, much higher than what is observed in experiments conducted on comparable
plasmas. Nonlinearities are clearly important.
SRS is a concern because it can remove substantial energy from the laser (especially deleterious
for back or side scatter), both in light waves and in EPWs. The plasma waves can have hot
electrons associated with them, which may pre-heat the pellet before it ignites. The compression is
designed to be mostly adiabatic, with the central, imploding fuel being heated when it stagnates.
Pre-heating the pellet degrades the compression: it requires more pressure to compress a hot gas
than a cold gas. SBS is worrisome since it removes laser energy; it can take place for n0 ≤ nc and
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so is somewhat more eﬀective than SRS, which only happens for n0 ≤ nc/4. Very little energy
is transferred to the ions in SBS due to the Manley-Rowe relations, and the daughter IAWs have
phase velocities much less than vTe. Hot electrons are thus not generated.
“Electrostatic” LPI (TPD and PPD) involve at least one plasma wave and can generate hot
electrons, besides absorbing laser energy at undesired locations or times. To satisfy frequency
matching, TPD and PPD only take place very near nc/4 and nc, respectively. This makes TPD a
serious concern for direct drive, where the laser runs into high densities as it approaches the pellet.
PPD is seldom a problem now since spatial gradients are very strong near the critical surface
n0 = nc, and the laser energy is heavily absorbed there anyway. For indirect drive, the laser only
encounters plasma with high enough density as it approaches the hohlraum walls. This plasma is
very high Z due to gold ions and has short scale lengths, both of which heavily limit TPD and
PPD.
Laser filamentation is worrisome since it can focus the laser beam and alter its propagation
direction. Beam-line bending can ruin the needed pattern and timing of laser implant on the
hohlraum or pellet, and thus produce a radiation drive without the desired intensity pattern. High-
intensity filaments are also more likely to undergo Raman and Brillouin scattering.
The major concerns about LPI in indirect drive ICF are: SRS and SBS for back-scattering
laser energy; SRS for generating hot electrons; and filamentation for beam steering and producing
hot-spots. Due to the stringent symmetry requirements to avoid fluid instabilities, and the precise
timing needed to compress the fuel with shock waves, small levels of backscatter (∼5%) may prevent
ignition on indirect-drive machines like NIF.
1.3 Past work on Raman scattering
SRS in plasmas has been studied for at least four decades [17], and has been an important concern
in eﬀorts to achieve ICF since the program’s beginning. This section reviews past work on SRS,
related developments in other LPI, and parametric instabilities that is relevant to this thesis. It is
impossible to give a comprehensive literature review, so we emphasize nonlinear and kinetic aspects
of SRS and its coupling to other parametric decays. A central mystery about SRS in ICF-relevant
experiments is that the reflectivities are much lower than fluid coupled mode theory predicts.
Understanding the physics behind this is needed to develop predictive capability of LPI levels.
There are a host of nonlinearities that can saturate SRS, such as pump depletion, parametric decay
of the plasma wave, modification by SBS, Langmuir wave collapse, and wave-breaking. Electron
trapping, however, is one of the few nonlinearities that can enhance the reflectivity. This thesis
explores how trapping aﬀects SRS in both homogeneous and inhomogeneous plasmas, and suggests
what experimental conditions may reveal the role of trapping.
The importance of kinetic eﬀects in the SRS-generated plasma wave has long been appreciated.
Electron trapping in large-amplitude plasma waves leads to a reduction and eventual elimination
of Landau damping as trapped particles complete many orbits. This eﬀect was studied analytically
by O’Neil [18] and Al’tshul’ and Karpman [19]. The former found the wave amplitude eventually
becomes constant, while the latter found the wave amplitude to oscillate indefinitely. When a
collision operator is included, there is a nonzero, amplitude-dependent “residual” damping rate,
calculated for a Vedenov (diﬀusive) and Krook operator in Refs. [20] and [21], respectively. Kinetic
SRS simulations have been conducted since the 1975 work of Forslund et al. [22] where electron
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trapping and wave-breaking were seen. This and its accompanying theory paper [23] summarize
the contemporary thinking and literature on SRS and SBS at that time. A unified, kinetic, linear
treatment of decays of a light wave involving a daughter light wave, such as SRS, SBS, and SCS
(Compton scatter), was given by Drake et al. in [24]. This includes pump modification of the
linear modes, and gives the bandwidth around resonance for growth. Cohen and Kaufman studied
electron trapping in driven plasma waves [25] with PIC simulations, and deduced a nonlinear
damping and frequency shift which qualitatively agree with the analytic calculations of O’Neil [18]
and Morales [26] for free waves. They then studied the full SRS problem [27], showing generalized
Manley-Rowe relations for action transfer could be very useful in understanding numerical results.
PIC simulations also showed the generation of hot electrons [28] and were used to explore the role
of density gradients and collisions [29].
There is also broad interest in parametric interactions in their own right. Three-wave interac-
tions (3WI) in homogeneous media have been well studied and admit soliton solutions for integrable
cases (undamped waves) (see [30] and references therein). Three-wave SRS models allow simple
analyses of whether the instability is convective or absolute and the role of pump depletion, dis-
cussed in Chap. 2. Inhomogeneous media detune 3WI due to wavenumber mismatch: the k of
a mode with a well-defined ω varies with position, and thus the k resonance condition can only
be satisfied at one point. Early work found inhomogeneous 3WI’s to always be convective [31],
although later work showed boundary eﬀects in a finite gradient [32,33] or fluctuations [34,35] can
make them absolute. A review of inhomogeneous work is in [36]. In SRS, density and temperature
gradients, as well as pump strength variation from focusing and hot spots, make inhomogeneity
important. Nonlinear k shifts in parametric interactions may counteract the detuning and yield
auto-resonance [37]. Auto-resonance due to fluid [13] and kinetic trapping [14] nonlinearities has
been applied to SBS. 3WI can also produce spatiotemporal chaos, as shown in [38] for two linearly
damped and one growing wave when a diﬀusive term is included in the growing mode’s envelope
equation to limit growth at very short wavelengths. When cascading occurs there can also be
spatiotemporal chaos when no modes are growing and without any diﬀusive terms, as shown for
coupled SRS and the Langmuir decay instability (LDI) by Salcedo [39,40].
Ion motion can play an important role in reducing or saturating Raman scatter. LDI is the
parametric decay of a plasma wave to another plasma wave and an ion acoustic wave. Karttunen
first proposed LDI as a saturation mechanism for both SRS and TPD [41]. Subsequently he and
Heikkinen [42], as well as Bonnaud and Pesme [43], studied SRS saturation by ion dynamics nu-
merically. The second group’s later fluid SRS simulations with no enveloping show a large IAW
generated by LDI, and a subsequent conversion of the original EPW into a Bloch wave [44]. Sim-
ulations of coupled, enveloped fluid Zakharov and electromagnetic wave equations [45,46] revealed
LDI saturation of SRS, as well as the occurrence of LDI cascades and ensuing enhanced scattering
by SBS, forward SRS, and anti-Stokes (upshifted, ω ≈ ω0 + ωp) SRS. Experiments by Drake and
Batha [47] show the SRS reflectivity greatly increases with plasma-wave damping; they interpret
this to mean the SRS plasma wave grows until it reaches the LDI threshold, which increases with
IAW and secondary EPW dampings. Several Nova experiments show SRS reflectivity increasing
with ion wave damping (which was controlled via ion composition) and suggest LDI saturated
SRS [48, 49]. These papers discuss possible electromagnetic decay instability (EDI: EPW→EMW
+ IAW) in saturating SRS [50]. Thomson scattering data from the LULI laser at École Polytech-
nique provide direct observation of the LDI daughter modes [51]. More recent Trident experiments
by Montgomery, Focia, et al. [52, 53] have shown evidence for LDI cascading, as well as possible
stimulated electron acoustic scatter (SEAS) [54]. The coupled-mode equation simulations by Sal-
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Figure 1-3: Experimental results from Fig. 5 of [11], showing a flight increase of SRS reflectivity with kλD
of the EPW.
cedo also demonstrate SRS-induced LDI cascades, SRS cascades, and spatiotemporal chaos [39,40].
The relation of SBS to SRS is discussed in Sec. 3.6.
There has been much recent work in kinetic eﬀects in Raman scattering. As discussed further in
Chap. 4, electron trapping in an EPW flattens the electron distribution function at the wave phase
velocity, nonlinearly reduces the Landau damping rate, and gives an amplitude-dependent frequency
downshift. Nova experiments showed very large (near 50%) SRS reflectivities in long scale-length
plasmas, with very little dependence on the EPW Landau damping (which was varied by changing
the plasma density) [11]. This is inconsistent with a steady-state convective gain picture, where
the reflectivity decreases strongly with Landau damping. More recently, Thomson scattering mea-
surements on Trident experiments reveal multiple co- and counter-propagating EPWs indicative
of LDI cascading for kλD . 0.29, while above this value a single, frequency-broadened EPW is
observed that is consistent with trapping nonlinearities [55]. Reduced PIC [56] simulations and
accompanying coupled-mode calculations by Vu et al. show trapping and the subsequent damp-
ing reduction greatly enhance Raman backscatter, a process they term “kinetic inflation” [57, 58].
Moreover, they find the nonlinear frequency shift may saturate SRS and lead to temporally bursty
behavior. Brunner and Valeo also see a trapping enhancement of the reflectivity but attribute the
saturation to the trapped particle instability [59]. This work, along with the Montgomery-Focia
SEAS observations, have led to renewed interest in nonlinear plasma-wave theories that account for
trapping and speckle sideloss [60, 61]. Electron acoustic scatter has been observed in PIC simula-
tions of plasmas overdense to SRS (n0 > nc) [62]. Ion trapping has also been examined in Brillouin
scatter [12,63].
1.4 Experimental motivation
This section discusses some experimental evidence for a kinetic enhancement of SRS, as well as ob-
servations of SEAS. Fernández et al. performed experiments on the Nova laser in toroidal hohlraums
with a low-Z gas fill [11]. The observed reflectivities, shown in Fig. 1-3, slightly increase with kλD
of the SRS EPW. This flatly contradicts the steady-state coupled-mode gain result (presented in
Chap. 2), where the reflectivity strongly decreases with Landau damping and thus with kλD. The
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Figure 1-4: Reflectivity vs. pump intensity for Trident single hot spot experiments; Fig. 5 of [53].
Figure 1-5: EPW phase velocity (left) and reflectivity (right) for SRS and SEAS from Trident single hot
spot experiments; Figs. 9 and 10 of [53].
authors attribute this to an anomalously low damping. Trapping can reduce Landau damping and
therefore may be operative. Experiments on the Trident laser facility studied LPI in a single hot
spot [53]. Figure 1-4, which contains Fig. 5 from Ref. [53], shows a sharp increase in reflectivity as
the pump laser intensity is increased. The reflectivity saturates for pump strengths above this level.
Moreover, the reflectivity is well above convective gain estimates (shown as the dashed lines), which
also increase much more gradually with pump strength than the experimental results. This again
indicates Landau damping is being reduced. Reflected light which the authors designate SEAS was
also recorded in these experiments when SRS was strong, as displayed in Fig. 1-5.
Chapter 3 of this thesis presents Vlasov simulations where a kinetic enhancement of SRS due to
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electron trapping occurs. The enhancement develops suddenly as the pump intensity is increases,
as in the Trident experiments. We also see evidence of both reflected light and electron acoustic
activity corresponding to SEAS.
1.5 Findings of the thesis
This thesis explores stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) of laser light in regimes relevant to indirect-
drive inertial confinement fusion with kinetic computer simulations and analytic modeling. Coupled-
mode theories predict SRS is a convective rather than absolute instability in hohlraum conditions.
The gain lengths vary with plasma parameters from tens to hundreds of microns, implying long
scale lengths (of order a millimeter) are needed for significant reflectivity. Collisional damping is
usually much weaker than Landau damping and can be neglected without making SRS absolute or
changing the gain length. Strong Landau damping for high temperatures and low densities allows
side and forward Raman scatter to grow faster than backscatter [64].
Vlasov simulations with a monochromatic seed back SRS light wave in a finite length, homo-
geneous plasma show that kinetic eﬀects, in particular electron trapping, substantially elevate the
reflected light over coupled mode convective gain values (we call this “kinetic enhancement”). Large
(∼ 10%−20%) reflectivity results from plasmas of length . 100 µm, distances over which coupled-
mode theory predicts very little scattering. The simulations are performed with the 1-D Eulerian
Vlasov-Maxwell solver ELVIS, developed by the author for this thesis. Trapping nonlinearly reduces
the plasma-wave Landau damping (kλD = 0.357), and may allow SRS to become absolute. Raman
backscatter becomes temporally bursty, demonstrates chaotic behavior, and contrary to coupled-
mode theory does not reach a steady state. The plasma waves have frequencies downshifted from
the linear EPW dispersion curve, consistent with the frequency shift associated with trapping. As
the EPW frequency downshifts, the back SRS light upshifts and experiences Raman re-scatter.
The electron distribution fe shows coherent vortices which become irregular for large plasma-wave
amplitude; the space-averaged fe is significantly flattened near the phase velocity. Two acoustic
(ω ∝ k) features in the longitudinal electric field spectrum are present, along with reflected light
from possible stimulated electron acoustic scatter (SEAS).
For low pump laser intensities or high electron temperatures the reflectivity equals the coupled-
mode value and SRS approaches a steady state. Increasing the pump strength reveals a sharp
transition to kinetically enhanced Raman levels even for k2λD up to 0.45. The transition roughly
occurs when a trapped electron starting at one end of the plasma undergoes a bounce motion before
transiting the domain. Kinetic enhancement also happens in runs with diﬀerent seed levels and
without numerical edge plasma-wave damping. A broadband backscatter seed also produces large
reflectivities, a flattened fe, acoustic longitudinal features, and potential SEAS light. A simulation
with kinetic helium ions gives high reflectivity until a strong burst of apparently chaotic activity
occurs near the laser entrance, after which back SRS is low. Spectral analysis shows the activity
contains several Raman and Brillouin re-scatters and subsequent Langmuir Decay Instability (LDI).
The coupling of several parametric interactions may produce chaotic dynamics. Simulations with
a Krook relaxation operator to mimic transverse escape (sideloss) of electrons from a laser speckle
display kinetic enhancement if resonant electrons escape before completing a bounce orbit. For
large relaxation rates the reflectivity is given by the coupled-mode convective gain level, but as the
relaxation rate is lowered the reflectivity increases rapidly and saturates at a high level.
Electron trapping modifies fe and thus the small-amplitude plasma waves. Besides downshifting
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the EPW frequency, it also allows the two acoustic modes observed in SRS simulations to exist.
The higher phase velocity feature agrees with that of the second most weakly-damped Landau mode
(root of the complex, linear EPW dispersion relation), while the lower phase velocity mode matches
the undamped, acoustic wave found by Schamel [7] and Rose [60]. The plasmon that satisfies the
matching conditions for the possible SEAS seen in our runs lies on the low phase-velocity curve.
We also examine the relation of plasma inhomogeneity to kinetic enhancement. First we solve
for the steady-state plasma waves driven by a fixed external force (similar to light-wave beating
in SRS) in a density gradient using an envelope equation derived from a space-time permittivity
operator. The wave amplitude maximizes near the resonance point where the drive is a natural
EPW, although it is shifted due to advection. Nonlinearity, such as the trapping-induced damping
reduction and wavenumber shift, alter the driven response in electrostatic ELVIS simulations. Runs
of the full SRS problem in a density gradient show kinetic enhancement occurs as long as the
scale length is not too short; coupled-mode steady-state results are recovered for sharp gradients.
The reflectivity is consistently, although not drastically, higher when the pump propagates toward
higher, rather than lower, density. The plasma waves driven by a fixed external force display a
similar nonlinear left-right asymmetry.
1.6 Thesis outline
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 reviews laser-plasma interactions, inertial confinement
fusion, plasma conditions in ICF hohlraums, relevant past work on SRS, and the thesis’s results. We
study envelope descriptions of SRS without trapping in Chap. 2. We derive a fluid-PDE system for
SRS and find the slowly-varying action amplitude envelope equations, or coupled-mode equations
(CMEs). A linear instability of the CMEs reveals the absolute or convective nature of SRS and
gives the temporal and spatial growth rates. Chapter 2 also presents a linear, kinetic model for
SRS, based on a permittivity operator containing slow space and time envelope variation. Using
this kinetic description we solve the steady-state CMEs in the strong damping limit (plasma wave
damping dominates its advection) including pump depletion. We explore SRS for plasma conditions
typical of ICF hohlraums.
Chapter 3 contains our results for kinetic simulations of SRS from homogeneous plasmas. All
simulations are performed with the Eulerian Vlasov-Maxwell code ELVIS, which the author wrote
for this thesis work [65,66]. We extensively analyze a reference run labeled BC1, which demonstrates
kinetic enhancement, to understand the eﬀects of trapping. Runs matching BC1 but for varying
pump strength and electron temperature show a sharp threshold for the enhancement. We estimate
the light- and plasma-wave thermal noise levels from which SRS grows, and find they are much
smaller than the EMW seed used in our simulations. Varying the seed strength, or eliminating the
seed as well as the numerical edge Krook relaxation operator, still gives large, bursty SRS. A rerun
of BC1 with seed light of several frequencies is shown, where strong reflectivity, trapping, and SEAS
still ensue. We then study a run like BC1 but with helium ions, where SRS is high until strong
activity occurs near the laser entrance. Many parametric processes appear in this run, although
pump SBS and LDI of the BSRS EPW are not among them. The absence of the latter is consistent
with the large Landau damping of the LDI daughter waves. Chapter 3 ends with several BC1
reruns using a central Krook relaxation operator which replicates speckle sideloss.
Electron plasma waves with trapped electrons are studied in detail in Chap. 4. We review
the physics of trapping, including the reduction of Landau damping and frequency downshift.
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The diﬀerence between linear, natural modes and small-amplitude waves with trapping (which we
call “εr = 0 modes”) is discussed in Sec. 4.4. We study the acoustic modes produced by both
descriptions, and find they agree with the two acoustic features seen in Vlasov simulations of
Chap. 3; the “εr = 0” acoustic mode matches the branch containing possible SEAS plasmons. We
then consider plasma waves driven by an external force (intended to model the beating of light
waves in the Raman process) in an inhomogeneous plasma. We solve for the steady-state response
and compare it with Vlasov simulations, and indicate the eﬀects of plasma-wave advection as well
as nonlinearity.
We explore inhomogeneity in the full Raman problem with ELVIS simulations in a density
gradient in Chap. 5. We first present analysis of convective SRS in both the strongly damped and
undamped limits. The predicted gains agree with ELVIS simulations for strong gradients, although
long scale lengths display kinetic enhancement. The observed larger reflectivity when the pump
propagates toward higher density is similar to the simulations of Chap. 4.
Chapter 6 summarizes the conclusions of the thesis and lays out our suggestions for future
work in this area. Appendix A documents the ELVIS code, including the equations is solves, the
numerical algorithm used, and some of the diagnostics. The plasma wave linearly driven by the
beating of two light waves is derived via kinetic theory in Appendix B; this result is used in Chap.
3.
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Chapter 2
Coupled-Mode Descriptions of SRS
without Trapping
This chapter studies the linear instability and coupled-mode analyses of Raman scattering. We
derive a two-dimensional fluid-PDE model of SRS that includes pump depletion and is valid for
weakly-varying plasmas (in the WKB sense, e.g., scale lengths much longer than wavelengths).
We cast this system in terms of slowly-varying action amplitudes. From this we find the linear
(no pump depletion) SRS dispersion relation and discuss detuning. We also derive the nonlinear
coupled-mode equations (CMEs) including pump evolution and medium variation, and present
the resulting conservation laws for energy and action (the Manley-Rowe relations). An instability
analysis of the CMEs reveals when SRS is unstable and whether it is a convective or absolute
instability. We review the convective gain theory for SRS as spatial amplification.
We then consider a kinetic, three-dimensional formulation of SRS and show how to approxi-
mately obtain fluid results from the kinetic description. For moderate k2λD, the two approaches
compare favorably (mode 2 is the EPW). We also derive a permittivity operator for the plasma
wave that includes slow space-time amplitude evolution. This fruitful approach handles fluid or
kinetic descriptions, for homogeneous and inhomogeneous plasmas, with resonant or non-resonant
ponderomotive drive, on the same footing. We study the limit of strongly-damped plasma waves
(the so-called strong damping limit) from this viewpoint, and solve the resulting coupled-mode
equations including pump depletion in steady state.
We next explore the results of linear SRS theory for ICF hohlraum plasmas. Laser intensities
are usually above the instability threshold but below the absolute instability threshold. Landau
damping dominates collisional damping and prevents SRS from being absolutely unstable for tem-
peratures & 1 keV. The strong damping limit (spatial gain rate ¿ Landau damping rate) is valid
much of the time. The convective gain lengths are 10’s or 100’s of microns, so linear amplification
is mild unless the plasmas become very large (∼ mm, which is the case for ignition hohlraums).
Nearly backscattered daughter light waves have the highest growth rate for small k2λD, but as
k2λD increases sidescatter grows faster. We nonetheless neglect sidescatter since the high-intensity
speckles or “hot spots” of a laser beam are much longer than they are wide: sidescatter has much
less distance over which to amplify (this is less true of the whole beam).
We also consider the validity of a 1-D collisionless model, which is the simplest one that contains
electron trapping. This model neglects collisions, wavevectors transverse to the pump k (which are
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Figure 2-1: Fluid model geometry. Light waves polarized perpendicular to k-plane.
needed to describe sidescatter, filamentation, and TPD), and ion dynamics (which may allow for
LDI, SBS, and, near the critical density, PPD). These eﬀects may couple to SRS and be important
in predicting what happens in a full hohlraum. We perform some simulations that include mobile
ions and sideloss out of a speckle via a Krook operator to test the role of these eﬀects when
studying trapping in SRS. For typical hohlraum conditions, collisional damping by itself (without
Landau damping) gives an absolute instability threshold which is much less than common pump
laser intensities. SRS would then grow until it saturates nonlinearly and yields large reflectivities
even in very small plasmas. Therefore, including collisions would not qualitatively change things.
We end by discussing why TPD and PPD are not a concern for indirect-drive ICF, and why
neglecting SBS and beam filamentation is acceptable for modelling SRS over speckle-sized plasmas
for several-picosecond times.
As the plasma density is decreased and temperature is increased, the expected k2λD increases;
its Landau damping therefore increases dramatically. Linear theory suggests large SRS gains then
require long scale-length plasmas. The kinetic simulations presented in subsequent chapters show
this is not the case.
2.1 Fluid-PDE SRS equations
First let us consider a fluid model of SRS only. Since SRS only involves modes with frequency
& ωp, we can treat the ions as immobile. The modes’ wavevectors must match (k0 = k1 + k2), so
their k ’s lie in a plane (which we choose to be the x− z plane). We restrict both light waves to be
linearly polarized along y, which we call the transverse direction. The kinetic dispersion relation
given in section 2.5 allows for arbitrary polarization, and shows this choice maximizes the coupling.
The scattered light wave actually has both an electromagnetic and a small electrostatic component;
our geometry eliminates the electrostatic part. We let lˆ represent the “longitudinal” (in the x− z
plane) component of vectors. Figure 2-1 displays the geometry. We allow the plasma to have an
inhomogeneous density. We use nB (x) , ωp (x) =
¡
nBe2/0me
¢1/2 for the local background density
and plasma frequency, and n0 = nB (x), ωp0 = ωp (x = x0) as the density and plasma frequency at
a reference point x0.
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2.1.1 Nonlinear PDE model with pump depletion
We start with Maxwell’s equations:
∇ · E = −10 ρ, (2.1)
∇ · B = 0, (2.2)
∇× E = −∂t B, (2.3)
∇× B = µ0 J + c−2∂t E. (2.4)
We represent E and B via potentials
B = ∇× A, E = −∇φ− ∂t A. (2.5)
We work in the Coulomb gauge (∇ · A = 0): the light waves are purely inductive (given by A),
while the plasma wave is electrostatic (given by φ). Taking ∇ · E from Eq. (2.5) gives Poisson’s
equation
∇2φ = −−10 ρ =
e
0
n1. (2.6)
The electron number density ne (x, t) = nB (x) + n1 (x, t) where nB is the background profile and
is balanced by the stationary ions. Beware that we use n1 for the EPW density fluctuation, but
label the SRS EPW as mode 2 and use a2 for its action amplitude below. Both light waves are
linearly polarized in the transverse (y) direction: A = Ayˆ (although we retain the vector notation
sometimes). This choice maximizes the ponderomotive drive, which goes like E0 · E1.
Light wave equations
Putting the potential representations Eq. (2.5) into Ampere’s law Eq. (2.4) gives
∇×∇× A = µ0 J − c−2∂t∇φ− c−2∂tt A. (2.7)
A common vector identity gives ∇×∇× A = ∇(∇ · A)−∇2 A. The first term is zero in the Coulomb
gauge. Multiplying (2.7) by c2 and rearranging gives
∂tt A− c2∇2 A = −10 J − ∂t∇φ. (2.8)
We split J into transverse and longitudinal components:
J = Jl + Jt, ∇ · Jt = 0, Jt = Jyyˆ. (2.9)
Taking the longitudinal component of Eq. (2.8) kills the left-hand side and yields
Jl = 0∂t∇φ. (2.10)
The transverse component of Eq. (2.8) gives
(∂tt − c2∇2) A = −10 Jt. (2.11)
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The electrons carry the current: J = −eneve. We can thus split ve via
ve = vl + vt, ∇ · vt = 0. (2.12)
vt is the electron oscillation velocity induced by the light waves. The conservation of transverse (y)
canonical momentum (also known as Gabor’s theorem) gives
vt =
e
m
A. (2.13)
The transverse wave equation (2.11) becomes
(∂tt − c2∇2) A = −
ω2p
nB
ne A. (2.14)
Move the linear piece −ω2p A to the left-hand side to obtain
(∂tt − c2∇2 + ω2p) A = −
ω2p
nB
n1 A. (2.15)
Note ω2p/nB is independent of x. We split A into the pump ( A0) and scattered ( A1) light waves:
A = A0 + A1. Each light wave is driven by the transverse current from the beating of the other
light wave with the plasma wave. We arrive at a driven wave equation for each light wave:
(∂tt − c2∇2 + ω2p) A0 = −
ω2p
nB
n1 A1, (2.16)
(∂tt − c2∇2 + ω2p) A1 = −
ω2p
nB
n1 A0. (2.17)
Plasma wave equation
The plasma wave fluid equations are continuity and momentum. Continuity is
∂tne +∇ · (neve) = 0. (2.18)
Linearize continuity, neglect∇nB on the grounds it is much less than nB times a typical wavenumber
(this defines “slow” medium variation), and recall ∇ · vt = 0 to find
∂tn1 + nB∇ · vl = 0. (2.19)
We take ∂t of this and rearrange (this will be used to replace vl in the momentum equation):
∇ · ∂tvl = −n−1B ∂ttn1. (2.20)
The longitudinal momentum equation is
me(∂tvl + v ·∇vl) = e∇φ− evt × B − n−1e ∇pe. (2.21)
The advective term v ·∇vl does not involve the light waves, since vt ·∇ = 0. Thus it only couples
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diﬀerent harmonics of the plasma wave. These harmonics are not essential to Raman scattering, so
we drop the advective term. Similarly, the nonlinearity in the pressure term only couples plasma-
wave harmonics, since light waves drive no pressure or density fluctuations. We therefore linearize
the pressure force and assume adiabatic, 1-D electrons: pe = 3neTe . Eq. (2.21) yields
me∂tvl = e∇φ− evt × B − 3 TenB∇n1. (2.22)
The Lorentz force FvB = −evt × B provides the resonant plasma-wave drive:
FvB = −evt × B = −(e2/me) A× (∇× A). (2.23)
For the last form we used Eq. (2.13). By a vector identity, A × (∇ × A) = (∇ A) · A − ( A ·∇) A.
The second term is zero since there is no transverse gradient: A ⊥ ∇. Thus,
A× (∇× A) = (∇ A) · A = 12∇A2 (2.24)
and
FvB = −
e2
2me
∇A2. (2.25)
In Eq. (2.22) we move linear terms (which give the dispersion relation) to the left-hand side,
and find
me∂tvl − e∇φ+ 3
Te
nB
∇n1 = FvB = −
e2
2me
∇A2. (2.26)
Take ∇· of Eq. (2.26), and use Poisson’s equation and ∇ · ∂tvl from Eq. (2.20) to write the LHS of
Eq. (2.26) in terms of n1:
−me
nB
∂ttn1 −
e2
0
n1 + 3
Te
nB
∇2n1 = −
e2
2me
∇2A2. (2.27)
The resonant term in A2 = (A0+A1)2 is 2A0A1. The other, non-resonant terms can be neglected
since they do not contribute to SRS. Multiplying Eq. (2.27) by −nB/me finally gives the plasma
wave equation (2.30). The three coupled nonlinear fluid PDEs which describe SRS are
(∂tt − c2∇2 + ω2p)A0 = −
ω2p
nB
n1A1, (2.28)
(∂tt − c2∇2 + ω2p)A1 = −
ω2p
nB
n1A0, (2.29)¡
∂tt − 3v2Te∇2 + ω2p
¢
n1 =
nBe2
m2e
∇2A0A1. (2.30)
The left-hand sides describe the natural modes, while the right-hand sides are the parametric
couplings. These equations are correct for inhomogeneous plasmas with scale lengths much longer
than wavelengths of interest.
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2.1.2 Action amplitude envelope representation
It is useful when studying wave propagation to represent the physical fields in “envelope form,” as
a slowly-varying amplitude envelope times a rapid oscillation. This is similar to the WKB approx-
imation. This subsection presents the basic ideas of this approach, along with the small-amplitude
quantities associated with a wave (such as energy density). We mostly follow the treatment and con-
ventions (including the Fourier conventions) of [67], Appendix 2 of which discusses weakly-varying
media.
We write a physical field, such as the pump vector potential as A0 = (1/2)A˜0 exp iψ0 + cc. We
use ψi for the phase of mode i. For a homogeneous plasma ψi = ki ·x−ωit with ki and ωi constant.
When the medium has weak inhomogeneity or time dependence (weak as opposed to the mode
wavelengths and periods), we have ki = ∇ψ and ω = −∂ψ/∂t. Following the WKB picture, k
and ω for a mode satisfy the local dispersion relation D
³
k, ω,r, t
´
= 0 where the weak space-time
dependence of D is due to variations in the medium’s properties (e.g., density and temperature).
The basic definitions of small-amplitude energy density, action density, and so on are the same for
uniform or and weakly-varying media. The basic conservation law that holds in both cases applies
to action density, Eq. (2.35) below. We also discuss at the end of this subsection how these ideas
play out in a simple inhomogeneous example.
The small-amplitude energy density W in a linear wave with Fourier-space electric field ampli-
tude E is
W =
1
4
0ω E∗ · ∂
←→
D h
∂ω
· E, (2.31)
where
←→
D h
³←→
D a
´
is the Hermitian (anti-Hermitian) part of the dispersion tensor. The action
density N (units: action/volume) and action amplitude a (units: (action/volume)1/2) are
N =
W
ω
= p |a|2 , arg(a) = arg(E). (2.32)
p = sign (W ) is the wave parity ( p = 1 for all Raman waves). a is chosen to be in phase with the
electric field E. The adiabatic invariance of action is an important concept in classical mechanics.
Analogies between classical and quantum systems are frequently made by quantizing the action,
and treating the number of action quanta present as the number of “particles.” We associate
Ni with the number of quasi-particles and see below how they evolve. For future reference, the
intensity or energy flux (units: speed*energy/volume) I of a wave is related to W by the group
velocity:
I = vgW, vg = −
∂D/∂k
∂D/∂ω
. (2.33)
The momentum density g and action flux Z are
g = kN, Z = vgN. (2.34)
Z is vectorial, and in a 1-D geometry carries the sign of vg. The basic conservation law for action
density, valid for uniform or weakly-varying media, is
∂tN +∇ · Z + 2νN = 0. (2.35)
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ν is the amplitude damping rate:
ν = −i ω0
4W
E∗ · ∂
←→
D a
∂ω
· E. (2.36)
For light waves,
WEMW =
1
2
0 |E|2 , aEMW =
r
0
2ω
E. (2.37)
The vector potential is related to action amplitude via
A˜ (vec. pot.) = −i
µ
2
0ω
¶1/2
a (act. amp.). (EMW’s) (2.38)
The physical Aj for modes 0 and 1 is written
Aj = −i
µ
1
20ωj
¶1/2
aj exp iψi + cc, j = 0, 1. (2.39)
For plasma waves,
WEPW =
1
2
0 |E|2 ω
2
ω2p
, aEPW =
µ
0ω
2ω2p
¶1/2
E, (2.40)
where ωp ∼ n1/2B varies in space. Density is related to action amplitude by
n (density) = ik
µ
2nB
meω
¶1/2
a (act. amp.). (EPW’s) (2.41)
The mode 2 density perturbation can be written
n1 =
1
2
n˜1 exp iψ2 + cc, n˜1 = ik2
µ
2nB
meω2
¶1/2
a2. (2.42)
Note the spatially-varying nB instead of a constant reference n0 is used to relate n˜1 and a2.
We substitute these envelope forms into Eqs. (2.28-2.30) and retain just the terms that can
resonate. They have phases (ψ0, ψ1 + ψ2) , (ψ1, ψ0 − ψ∗2) , or (ψ2, ψ0 − ψ∗1) on their (left, right)
sides. The k’s and ω’s that appear in this system need not be solutions of the relevant dispersion
relations. Usually, we treat ki and ωi (i = 0, 1) for the light waves to be natural and k2, ω2 to be
their beating. For varying media, k, ω, nB, etc. in the coeﬃcients relating Ai and n1 to ai can in
principle vary slowly; we neglect this and pull these factors through the derivatives (valid for weak
medium variation). The resulting system from Eqs. (2.28-2.30) is
(∂tt − c2∇2 + ω2p) (a0 exp iψ0) = −2iω0 Ka1a2 exp i (ψ1 + ψ2) , (2.43)
(∂tt − c2∇2 + ω2p) (a1 exp iψ1) = 2iω1 Ka0a∗2 exp i (ψ0 − ψ∗2) , (2.44)¡
∂tt − 3v2Te∇2 + ω2p
¢
(a2 exp iψ2) = −
2iω2
k22
K∇2 [a0a∗1 exp i (ψ0 − ψ∗1)] . (2.45)
K is the coupling constant and is real positive for SRS, and varies in non-uniform media (some
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authors define K with an overall - sign):
K ≡ k2√
ω0ω1ω2
ω2p√
8nBme
. (2.46)
Outside of the phase exponentials (i.e., in the pre-factors and K on the RHS’s) k and ω refer to
their real parts. This is valid for weak growth or damping. We let k and ω be complex in the linear
instability analysis of section 2.2.
To exemplify the envelope approximation, consider a light wave propagating through a plasma
of varying density. The density n is underdense (n¿ nc = critical density) so there is no reflection,
and varies only in x. It is flat with value n1 on the left, smoothly ramps up to n2, and is then
flat at n2 > n1 on the right. A source emits monochromatic light waves of frequency ω far to
the left. Neglect damping: γ = 0. What does the steady state (∂t = 0) look like? Since the
medium is uniform in time, ω is constant. However k varies and satisfies the local dispersion
relation: k = (ω/c) (1− n (x) /nc)1/2. The group velocity vg = vgxˆ where vg = c2k/ω varies in x
as well. The action conservation equation (2.35) is simply ∂xZ = 0, that is, action flux is constant.
Equating Z in regions 1 and 2 and using Z = vgN gives vg1N1 = vg2N2. In terms of electric field
amplitude, E2 = (vg1/vg2)
1/2E1. Since n2 > n1, vg1 > vg2 and E2 > E1. This is the well-known
electric field swelling of light propagating to higher density, which a WKB analysis of the relevant
PDEs directly yields. In terms of quasi-particles (∼ action density) or photons, the picture is as
follows. A photon is emitted from the left and moves at the group velocity. As it propagates up the
density gradient, its wavelength increases and group velocity slows. In steady state the number of
photons in the region is constant, so the same number must enter and exit in a given time (equal
action fluxes). Thus, there are more photons in region 2 than in region 1, although those in region 2
move more slowly. In this spatial problem action flux rather than action density remains constant.
2.2 Linear fluid dispersion relation for fixed pump
This section presents a linear analysis of the system Eqs. (2.43-2.45) with fixed pump a0 = constant
for homogeneous plasma (nB → n0, ωp → ωp0, ki and ωi constant) and the 2-D geometry of Fig. 2-
1. In this section we treat the ai’s as constants and find a dispersion relation for complex ψ1 and
ψ2, where growth due to parametric coupling is contained in Im[ψ1,2]. The ai can be constant only
if the phases match (ψ0 = ψ1 + ψ
∗
2). The parametric coupling induces phase shifts so the physical
fields match, although they may not be natural modes. This non-naturalness introduces a detuning
term which resembles an imaginary damping. What we call detuning is also referred to as phase
mismatch or dephasing.
We order a0 as zeroth order, as opposed to the small, first-order a1 and a2. We neglect pump
depletion as second order, so the pump satisfies the linear, collisionless (no damping) light wave
dispersion relation:
(∂tt − c2∇2 + ω2p) exp iψ0 = 0 → ∆0 ≡ −ω20 + c2k20 + ω2p = 0. (2.47)
We refer to ∆0 as the dispersion factor for mode 0. k0 and ω0 are real. Changes in pump amplitude
due to the parametric coupling (called pump depletion) are included in the coupled-mode equations
of section 2.3.
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Eqs. (2.44-2.45) are the driven scattered wave and plasma wave equations, and only contain
first-order terms. Consider Eq. (2.44) for a1 constant:
∆1a1 = 2iω1 Ka0a∗2 exp i δψ, (2.48)
∆1 ≡ −ω21 + c2k21 + ω2p, δψ ≡ ψ0 − ψ1 − ψ∗2. (2.49)
∆1 is the mode-1 dispersion factor, and δψ is the phase mismatch. The RHS depends on space
and time via δψ, so it is not consistent to say all the ai’s are constant. The change of variables
a2 = a˜2 exp i δψ
∗ (2.50)
alleviates this. The phase mismatch factor could instead be absorbed into a1 or split between
a1 and a2; we choose to modify a2 since this is convenient later in studying inhomogeneity and
frequency shifts in the plasma wave. The result is
∆1a1 = 2iω1 Ka0a˜∗2. (2.51)
Similarly, assuming a˜2 is constant, Eq. (2.45) gives
∆˜2a˜2 = 2iω2 Ka0a∗1, ∆˜2 ≡ −ω˜22 + 3v2Tek˜22 + ω2p. (2.52)
k˜2 ≡ k0 − k∗1 and ω˜2 ≡ ω0 − ω∗1 appear instead of k2, ω 2 due to the change of variables. Since
Eq. (2.52) has no space-time dependence (unlike Eq. (2.48)), it is consistent to say a˜2 is constant.
Thus all three amplitudes a0, a1, and a˜2 are constant. The physical fields have exponential space-
time dependence with shifted phases that match. To show this, we calculate the physical light-wave
vector potentials Aj :
Aj =
1
2
A˜j exp iψj + c.c., j = 0, 1, (2.53)
=
1
2
A˜j exp iψjr exp(−ψji) + c.c. (2.54)
Recall ψ0i = 0 (no pump damping or depletion). Similarly, the plasma-wave density fluctuation n1
is
n1 =
1
2
n˜1 exp iψ2 + c.c. (2.55)
=
1
2
a˜2c2 exp i (ψ0 − ψ1r) exp(−ψ1i) + c.c. (2.56)
(c2 is a constant for density-action amplitude conversion). The daughter waves thus have real phases
that add to the pump phase. The two daughter waves have the same growth factor exp(−ψ1i).
Without loss of generality, consider modes that match from the outset but may not be natural
modes, that is, δψ = 0 → ψ2 = ψ0 − ψ∗1. We drop the tildes on the mode-2 quantities.
Growth only occurs when all three modes are nearly natural, with a bandwidth of order the growth
rate. When all three modes are natural, we refer to them as “natural, matching modes.” This
implies all three modes satisfy their (real, no damping) dispersion relations as well as frequency
and wavenumber matching.
Eliminate a∗1 from Eq. (2.52) using Eq. (2.51) and conjugate to obtain the Raman dispersion
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relation
∆1∆
∗
2 = 4K
2ω1ω
∗
2
¯¯
a20
¯¯
≡ Ω¯4. (2.57)
Stability is analyzed by looking for complex ω1 for real k1. Recall that k2 ≡ k0−k1 and ω2 ≡ ω0−ω∗1
since the modes match. Consider nearly-natural daughter modes with ω1 = ω10 + δω1, ω210 =
c2k21 + ω
2
p, |δω1| ¿ |ω10|. Also, ω2 = ω20 − δω∗1, ω20 = ω0 − ω10, |δω1| ¿ |ω20|. The dispersion
relation becomes
δω1 (δω1 + δ2) ≈ −γ20, (2.58)
γ0 ≡ K |a0| =
1
4
k2vos0
ωp√
ω10ω20
, (2.59)
δ2 ≡
∆20
2ω20
. (2.60)
We call δ2 the detuning frequency. It measures how much mode 2 (the beat of modes 0 and 1)
departs from a natural plasma wave. γ0 is the undamped temporal growth rate. vos0 = e|A˜0|/me
is the non-relativistic amplitude of the electron oscillation velocity in the pump field; relativistic
eﬀects become important as vos0/c→ 1. In terms of the pump intensity I0 (power/area), v2os0/c2 =
(I0,15λ20v,µ /1370η0). η0 = vg0/c =
p
1− n0/nc accounts for the electric-field swelling as the light
wave propagates from vacuum into the plasma, and its group velocity vg0 slows from c to cη0.
The shift δω1 due to parametric coupling is
δω1 = −
δ2
2
±
sµ
δ2
2
¶
− γ20. (2.61)
The real −δ2 term reflects the frequency shift induced by the coupling, which ensures the physical
fields phase-match. Growth (γ ≡ Im δω1 > 0) occurs for the + root when γ0 > δ2/2, which gives
an estimate of the SRS bandwidth. The growth rate is
γ =
q
γ20 − δ22/4. (2.62)
For three natural, matching modes (δ2 = 0), the matching conditions and dispersion relations
provide enough equations to determine the daughter waves of a specified pump wave. The resulting
equation for k2 to a good approximation is£
ρ(1− 3g2) + 3g2
¤
K22 −
h
2g cos θ2
p
1− ρ2
i
K2 + (2− ρ)g2 = 0. (2.63)
K2 = k2λD, g = vTe/c, ρ =
p
n0/nc, and θ2 is the angle between k0 and k2 (see Fig. 2-1). Matching
is only possible when real K2 roots exist. This gives a condition on the maximum allowed θ2:
cos2 θ2 <
2− ρ
1− ρ2
¡
ρ(1− 3g2) + 3g2
¢
(2.64)
≈ 2(ρ+ 3g2), ρ, g ¿ 1. (2.65)
The angular dependence of SRS (forward, side, and backscatter) is discussed further on page 54.
Weak damping can be included and reduces the growth. The light waves damp via collisional
inverse-bremsstrahlung. Electron-ion collisions produce a frictional drag on the electrons, which we
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model by modifying the transverse momentum equation (2.13):
me∂tvt = −e E −meνeivt. (2.66)
In Fourier space, this relates the Fourier amplitude of the quiver velocity and vector potential of
mode j (for νei ¿ ω)
Vtj =
e
me
1
1 + iνei/ωj
aj ≈
e
me
(1− iνei/ωj)aj . (2.67)
The light wave equation (2.11) in Fourier space, modified to include weak damping, gives for mode
1 ¡
∆1 − iνeiω2p/ω1
¢
a1 = −
ω2p
2n0
a0a∗2. (2.68)
The pump (mode 0) satisfies a similar equation. The natural mode is found by neglecting the
parametric coupling. Following the standard weak-damping ω ¿ ν analysis, we find the light-wave
damping rate
νemw =
1
2
ω2p
ω2
νei. (2.69)
The dispersion factor ∆1 thus gets replaced by ∆1 − 2iω1ν1. Weak damping of the plasma wave,
either collisional or Landau, is included in a similar way: ∆2 → ∆2 − 2iω2ν2 (see Sec. 2.5 for
details). The dispersion relation Eq. (2.57) with damping is
(∆1 − 2iω1ν1) (∆2 − 2iω2ν2)∗ = Ω¯4. (2.70)
The small δω1 expansion gives
(δω1 + iν1) (δω1 + δ2 + iν2) ≈ −γ20. (2.71)
δ2 plays the role of an “imaginary damping” and limits the growth. The ensuing growth rate
for δ2 = 0 (natural, matching modes) is the standard, oft-quoted result for linearized parametric
instabilities:
γ = −1
2
(ν1 + ν2) +
r
γ20 +
1
4
(ν1 − ν2)2. (2.72)
Damping reduces the growth, and γ > 0 only for γ0 > γc ≡
√
ν1ν2. Note that if only one νi is
nonzero, γ is always positive (there is always instability). We study the linear aspects of SRS,
including its absolute or convective nature, via the coupled-mode equations in Sec. 2.4.
2.3 Coupled-mode equations (CMEs)
A more general way to study the PDEs (2.43-2.45) is to take the carrier-wave ki and ωi to be purely
real and let the complex envelopes ai(x, t) evolve slowly in space and time. By “slow” we mean
with respect to the carrier: |∇ai| ¿
¯¯¯
kiai
¯¯¯
, |∂tai| ¿ |ωiai|. We shall arrive at the coupled-mode
equations (CMEs), where each ai satisfies a first-order transport equation driven by the product of
the other two a’s. These equations allow for changes in the pump amplitude due to beating of the
daughter waves (pump depletion). This aspect was neglected in Section 2.2’s linear analysis and
makes the equations nonlinear.
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The derivation in this section applies to weakly-varying media, so ki = ∇ψi and ωi = −∂tψi.
However, we neglect derivatives of k and ω on the LHS’s of Eqs. (2.43-2.45). These produce terms
like a0∇ · vg0 on the LHS of the CMEs, which are nonzero only for inhomogeneous plasmas. The
justification for ignoring them is that the detuning length for k mismatch to be significant is much
shorter than the scale lengths of these coeﬃcients. In an inhomogeneous medium, the k’s cannot
be both natural modes and match over an extended region. As before, the physical fields end
up phase-matching, although the resulting k’s may not be natural modes. A change of variables
analogous to a˜2 turns the detuning from an exponential factor in the coupling to an imaginary
damping.
2.3.1 Derivation of the CMEs
Let us start with the pump. With the envelope representations, Eq. (2.43) becomes
D0a0 = −2iω0 Ka1a2 exp−i δψ, (2.73)
D0 ≡ ∆0 − 2 i ω0(∂t + vg0 ·∇) + ∂tt − c2∇2, (2.74)
∆0 ≡ −ω20 + c2k20 + ω2p, vg0 = c2
k0
ω0
. (2.75)
As above, δψ = ψ0−ψ1−ψ2 is the phase mismatch. Note that ∆i in this section is the dispersion
factor for the carrier waves, not the “total” phase as in Sec. 2.2. We shall see, however, that in a
linear analysis of the CMEs the slow a evolution can be absorbed into the ∆i’s, and we get the same
dispersion relation as Eq. (2.71). Like before, we absorb δψ by working with a˜2 ≡ a2 exp−i δψ.
Then Eq. (2.73) becomes
D0a0 = −2iω0 Ka1a˜2. (2.76)
∆0 measures the departure of the pump from a natural light wave. We take ∆0 = 0: small pump
changes due to the parametric coupling are contained in a0. The last two terms in D0 that contain
∂tt,∇2 we typically neglect, since they are much smaller than the middle terms ∼ ∂t,∇ in the
envelope approximation. The result slow evolution of a0 is
(∂t + vg0 ·∇)a0 = Ka1a˜2. (2.77)
We perform a similar analysis for the daughter waves, but at first retain ∆1,∆2 and ∂tt, ∂xx.
The scattered light equation (2.44) produces
(∆1 − 2iω1(∂t + vg1 ·∇) + ∂tt − c2∇2)a1 = −2iω1 Ka0a˜∗2, (2.78)
∆1 = −ω21 + c2k21 + ω2p, vg1 = c2
k1.
ω1
(2.79)
The plasma wave equation (2.45) in terms of a˜2 is slightly more complicated:
(∆2t − 2iω2t(∂t + vg2t ·∇) + ∂tt − 3v2Te∇2)a˜2 =
2iω2
k22t
K
³
k22t − 2ik2t ·∇+∇2
´
a0a
∗
1, (2.80)
and
∆2t = −ω22t + 3v2Te k22t + ω2p, vg2t = 3v2Te
k2t
ω2t
, (2.81)
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where k2t ≡ k0 − k1 and ω2t ≡ ω0 − ω1. For fixed pump, Eqs. (2.78, 2.80) form a linear system for
a1 and a˜2. Fourier analyzing it gives the linear CME dispersion relation. It matches the linearized
PDE dispersion relation Eq. (2.57), if one absorbs the slow ∂t and ∇ into an eﬀective k1 and ω1 (and
similarly for mode 2):
∆1eﬀ = −ω21eﬀ + c2k21eﬀ + ω2p, ω1eﬀ = ω1 + i∂t, k1eﬀ = k1 − i∇. (2.82)
As before, the physical fields pick up phase shifts so that they exactly match. We henceforth
consider matching modes and drop the subscript t on mode 2 quantities.
To arrive at the standard CMEs, we drop the slow ∂tt,∇2 terms as small compared to ωi(∂t +
vgi ·∇). We also neglect the ∇,∇2 terms on the RHS of the plasma wave equation, since they are
¿ k22. Thus,
(∂t + vg0 ·∇)a0 = Ka1a2, (2.83)
(∂t + vg1 ·∇+ iδ1) a1 = −Ka0a∗2, (2.84)
(∂t + vg2 ·∇+ iδ2) a2 = −Ka0a∗1. (2.85)
The detuning frequencies δi ≡ ∆i/ (2ωi) represent departures of the modes from being natural, and
limit the growth to a narrow band around the natural, matching modes.
Inclusion of weak damping gives rise to a term νiai on the LHS’s of Eqs. (2.83-2.85). The
collisional light-wave damping was presented above. The plasma wave undergoes both collisional
and Landau damping; the latter usually dominates in high-temperature plasmas. See section 2.5
for a derivation of the plasma-wave CME from a kinetic description, and the relationship between
ν2 and the Landau damping rate. For brevity absorb the δi terms (which play the role of an
imaginary damping and vanish for natural modes) into complex, eﬀective dampings νˆi; usually we
take δ0 = δ1 = 0 and consider detuning of mode 2. We hereby obtain from Eq. (2.83-2.85) the
standard form of the CMEs:
D0a0 = Ka1a2, (2.86)
D1a1 = −Ka0a∗2, (2.87)
D2a2 = −Ka0a∗1, (2.88)
where Di ≡ ∂t + vgi ·∇ + νˆi and νˆi ≡ νi + iδi. The equations apply to weakly-varying plasmas.
However, in this case all the modes can be natural (δi = 0) at only one point, called the resonance
or matching point.
2.3.2 CME conservation laws, Manley-Rowe relations
This section presents the conservation of energy and Manley-Rowe relations for the CMEs. These
relationships allow one to view the three coupled modes as consisting of “quasi-particles” or ele-
mentary excitations that can decay into one another. This viewpoint has been adopted, e.g., in [68]
to study the interaction of positive- and negative-energy modes.
The CMEs give the evolution of the action densities Ni = aia∗i . Note that
∂tNi = a
∗
i ∂tai + c.c., ∇Ni = a∗i∇ai + c.c., 2νiNi = a∗i νˆiai + c.c. (2.89)
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With ai = N
1/2
i exp iθi the CMEs give the following system for the Ni:
D¯0N0 = −D¯1N1 = −D¯2N2 = K¯, (2.90)
where
D¯i ≡ ∂t + vgi ·∇+ 2νi, (2.91)
K¯ ≡ 2K
p
N0N1N2 cos δθ, (2.92)
and δθ ≡ θ0 − θ1 − θ2. The phases evolve according to
Ni (∂t + vgi ·∇+ δi) θi = Kˆ, Kˆ ≡ −K
p
N0N1N2 sin δθ. (2.93)
The N equations contain the dampings νi, while the θ equations contain the detuning δi. Chow
and Bers studied the chaotic behavior of the space-time CMEs including pump depletion and
detuning [69]. If at t = 0 all θi (x) are constant and δθ = 0 or π, all θi remain constant in space
and time. Such a phase choice that gives the usual decrease of N0 and increase of N1 and N2 is
θ0 = π, θ1 = θ2 = 0. Then a0 is real-negative while a1,2 are real-positive. The action transfer from
Eq. (2.90) is −D¯0N0 = D¯1N1 = D¯2N2 = 2K
√
N0N1N2 > 0 (recall K is real-positive).
We now consider Mi ≡
R
V Ni dV , the action (or number of quasi-particles) contained in a fixed
region of space V . To find the evolution ofMi, form
R
D¯iNi dV and assume νi varies slowly enough
that it can be pulled through the integral :Z
V
D¯iNi dV =
d
dt
Z
V
Ni dV +
Z
vgi ·∇Ni dV + 2νi
Z
V
Ni dV (2.94)
= ±
Z
V
K¯ dV (2.95)
(the + sign is for i = 0, while - is for i = 1, 2). Using vgi ·∇Ni ≈ ∇ · (vgiNi) (that is, neglecting
∇ · vgi),
dMi
dt
= −
I
∂V
da · vgi Ni − 2νiMi ± K¯M , (2.96)
where K¯M =
R
V K¯ dV . The number of particles in V changes due to outflow, decay, and the
parametric coupling (the first, second, and third terms on the RHS, respectively). We can view
the light and plasma waves as consisting of “photons” and “plasmons” (quanta of action) that
propagate, decay (with a lifetime of 1/2νi), and transform into each other. If we consider the rate
of change due just to the coupling, we find
dM0
dt
¯¯¯¯
coup
= − dM1
dt
¯¯¯¯
coup
= − dM2
dt
¯¯¯¯
coup
= K¯M . (2.97)
This can represented in terms of quasi-particles as
photon0 → photon1 + plasmon2. (2.98)
The mode energy in the region V is
Ui =
Z
V
Wi dV =Miωi. (2.99)
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Then Eq. (2.97) implies
1
ω0
dU0
dt
= − 1
ω1
dU1
dt
= − 1
ω2
dU2
dt
. (2.100)
Eq. (2.97) or (2.100) are known as the Manley-Rowe relations. The energy transfer to the daughters
is partitioned according to U˙1 = (ω1/ω2)U˙2. When a pump photon decays, most of the energy is
transferred to the daughter with higher frequency. This demonstrates, for instance, why SBS
transfers very little energy to the plasma.
2.4 Instability analysis of the CMEs
We now study the linear behavior of Eqs. (2.87, 2.88) for fixed pump a0 in a homogeneous medium
with no detuning (δi = 0). Detailed discussions of this analysis can be found in [67] and [70]. The
latter reference provides a detailed discussion of absolute versus convective instability, the related
pinch-point analysis, and applications of these ideas to coupled-mode problems. We outline the
absolute-convective analysis here, and refer the reader to [71] or [70] for details.
Let D1 act on Eq. (2.88) and obtain the linear equation¡
D1D2 − γ20
¢
a2 = 0. (2.101)
Fourier decomposing a2 ∼ exp i(κ · x− Ωt) obtains the dispersion relation
(Ω− vg1 · κ+ iν1)(Ω− vg2 · κ+ iν2) + γ20 = 0. (2.102)
We determine stability by looking for roots with γ ≡ ImΩ > 0 for κ real. γ maximizes when κ = 0,
for which Ω = iγ and γ is the usual growth rate with damping from Eq. (2.72). Instability (γ > 0)
occurs when γ0 > γc ≡
√
ν1ν2. For simplicity, we consider 1-dimensional propagation in what
follows. All k’s point in the x direction: ki = kixˆ. We choose k0 > 0. For SRS with ω0 the largest
frequency, we must have k2 > 0 to satisfy matching (or else we’d need |k1| > k0 + k2, which would
require ω1 > ω0). The only “free sign” is s1 =sign(k1), with k1 positive (negative) corresponding
to forward (back) scatter. Note that vpi, vgi has the sign of ki for all SRS modes.
An instability can either be convective or absolute. The diﬀerence refers to the time-asymptotic
evolution of a local impulse ∼ δ (t) δ (x). If every observer at rest in the medium (the “lab frame”)
sees the signal grow in time without bound, the instability is absolute; otherwise it is convective.
For a convectively unstable system, there exists a moving frame (the “pulse frame”) in which the
signal grows without bound. In this case, a lab observer sees the signal grow as the unstable pulse
approaches and then decay as it passes by. A convective instability may leave a finite amplifying
region before reaching an amplitude where nonlinearity is important. An absolute instability,
however, grows at every point until nonlinear eﬀects saturate it.
We work in the Fourier-Laplace domain (k and ω) rather than the physical domain (x and t).
To construct the space-time signal from the Fourier-Laplace results requires choosing Fourier (k)
and Laplace (ω) integration contours (F and L, respectively). The dispersion relation D (k, ω) = 0
relates these contours. Given F , D = 0 gives frequency roots ω(k). Instability occurs when
Im[ω(kr)] > 0 for F along the real-k axis. Causality requires L lies above the largest ωi. Refer to
such an L as L0.
One can deform F to lower the corresponding ωi’s. The dispersion relation, however, associates
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k roots with an ω: D(k(ω), ω) = 0. For ω on L, the corresponding k(ω) roots cannot cross F .
Subject to this restriction, there is no absolute instability if one can choose F such that ωi(k) < 0
for all frequency branches. One cannot deform past a point where two k(ω) branches “pinch,” or
touch the F contour at the same point. If such a pinch point occurs for an F that yields ωi(k) > 0,
then there may be an absolute instability. The caveat is the pinching k roots must be continuous
deformations of “upper” (ki > 0) and “lower” (ki < 0) branches of k(ω) = 0 for L = L0. The
algebraic condition for ω to be a pinch point is D(k, ω) = ∂D/∂k = 0.
For the CME dispersion relation Eq. (2.102), this analysis plays out as follows. κ and Ω play
the role of k and ω in the preceding general discussion. Ωi(κr) > 0 when γ0 > γc, as mentioned
above. Let us choose L0 : Ω = Ωr + iΩi, Ωr = (−∞,∞) and Ωi → +∞. The dispersion relation
Eq. (2.102) is quadratic in κ and gives two κ roots for each Ω. As Ωi → +∞ we see the two κ
branches lie on opposite sides of the real κ axis if and only if k1 < 0. Therefore, absolute instability
is only possible for oppositely-propagating daughter waves. We can solve the two pinch-point
equations D(κ,Ω) = ∂D/∂κ = 0 for Eq. (2.102). The solution gives the time-asymptotic growth
rate γA∞ = ImΩ once the absolute instability is full developed:
(|vg1|+ vg2) γA∞ = 2γ0
q
|vg1vg2|− (|vg1| ν2 + vg2ν1) . (2.103)
Since 2
p|vg1vg2| < (|vg1|+ vg2), γA∞ < γ0 even for ν1 = ν2 = 0. Under typical BSRS conditions
vg2 ¿ |vg1| , ν1 ¿ ν2 we have approximately γA∞ ≈ 2γ0
p|vg1| /vg2 − ν2. The condition γA∞ > 0
gives the threshold pump strength γa for absolute instability
γ0 > γa =
1
2
q
|vg1vg2| (σ1 + σ2) , (2.104)
with σi ≡ νi/ |vgi| the spatial damping rate of mode i in the direction of propagation (σi is always
positive). For ν1 = 0 the absolute instability condition becomes
γ0 > γa,ν2 ≡
¯¯¯¯
vg1
vg2
¯¯¯¯1/2
ν2 (ν1 = 0). (2.105)
The instability and absolute instability conditions can be expressed as threshold pump ampli-
tudes. For SRS, we write these as threshold pump laser intensities. γ0 and the pump intensity I0
are related by
I0 = hγ20, h ≡ 8
ω20ω1ω2
ω2pk
2
2
Pem
c4
η0. (2.106)
Thus, the pump thresholds are
γ0 > γc,a ↔ I0 > Ic,a ≡ h γ2c,a. (2.107)
Ic and Ia in typical hohlraum conditions are shown below in Fig. 2-6.
When SRS is unstable (γ0 > γc) but below the absolute threshold, it is a convective instability.
In this case, the early-time evolution of the instability consists of exponential growth in time from
small amplitudes at the rate γ. However, after the scattered light wave (the faster daughter wave)
traverses the interaction region several times, the system approaches a temporal steady state (this
behavior is seen, e.g., in [39]).
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In the convective steady state, the daughter amplitudes grow exponentially in space from one
side of the interaction region to the other. The direction of growth is determined as follows. For a
convective instability, one can deform F without pinching to one with Ωi(κ) < 0 for all branches.
However, if the system is unstable (Ωi(κr) > 0), then one of the upper or lower κ(Ω) roots will cross
the real κ axis in the deformation process. It is suﬃcient to consider an L contour just below the
real Ω axis, that is, Ω = Ωr. The region where κ(Ωr) has crossed indicates spatial amplification.
The region’s endpoints satisfy κ(Ωr) = 0.
Let us determine what crossings are possible. Eq. (2.102) gives a complex quadratic equation
for the two branches κ±. The solutions for Ωi = 0 (an L contour just below the real Ω axis) are
κ±i = σ+ ± s1κsi, (2.108)
κ2si =
1
2
µ
−κTr +
q
κ2Tr + κ
2
Ti
¶
(2.109)
with α0 = γ0/
p|vg1vg2|, κTr ≡ −σ2− + u2−ω2r − s1α20, κTi ≡ 2u−σ−ωr, σ± ≡ (σ2 ± s1σ1) /2,
and u± ≡ (1/vg2 ± 1/vg1) /2. We choose κsi to be the positive branch of κ2si. Recall s1 =sign(k1).
We treat the two directions of scattered-light propagation separately:
k1> 0: σ+ > 0 and κ+ always describes an upper branch. We know from the absolute
instability discussion that both κ branches are on the same side of the real κ axis for Ω on the L0
contour described there. Thus κ− is initially an upper branch as well. Spatial growth then occurs
when a diﬀerent L contour gives a κ− that has a segment with κ−i < 0. Growth is then in the
positive x direction (forward scatter, in the direction of k0). κ− can cross the real κ axis only if
σ+ < κsi. This condition for Ωi = 0 becomes, after some algebra,
γ20 > γ
2
c + PΩ
2
r, P ≡ ν1ν2
µ
u−
σ+
¶2
> 0. (2.110)
As long as γ0 > γc, there is a window around Ωr = 0 where spatial amplification occurs.
k1< 0 : σ+ can in principle be negative, but under typical SRS conditions σ1 < σ2 and σ+ > 0.
κ+ is thus an upper branch (it is the sum of two positive quantities). We know that k1 < 0 allows
for absolute instability, so κ− must start as a lower branch. Instability occurs if σ+ > κsi so that
κ−i > 0 for some Ω = Ωr. This leads to growth in the x < 0 direction, i.e. backscatter. The
instability condition again is Eq. (2.110). We can only deform L below the real Ω axis if γ0 < γa,
so that we are below the absolute instability threshold. There is a range γc < γ0 < γa for which
k1 < 0 gives convective instability.
Another way to study the direction of pulse propagation is via the asymptotic unstable pulse
shape ( [67], p. 204). This tells us the growth rate γV in a frame moving with velocity V . γV
is positive only for some range of V . The edge velocities V1, V2 are the points where γV = 0. If
V1, V2 are on opposite sides of V = 0, the instability is absolute. Otherwise, the pulse grows in the
direction where γV > 0. For the coupled-mode problem,
V1,2 =
1
1 + Γ2
µ
V0 ± 1
4
(vg2 − vg1)
2γΓ
ν1 + ν2
¶
, V0 ≡ vthr +
1
4
(vg1 + vg2)
2
Γ2. (2.111)
Γ2 ≡ 4(γ2 − γ2c)/ (ν1 + ν2)2 and vthr = (ν1vg2 + ν2vg1) / (ν1 + ν2). For k1 > 0, V1,2 cannot enclose
zero (there is no absolute instability). Since V0 > 0, both edge velocities are positive, and the pulse
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propagates in the +x direction. However, for k1 < 0 in the convectively unstable case γc < γ < γa,
V0 is negative when
|vg1| > 1 + γ1ρ
1 + γ2ρ
vg2, ρ ≡
ν1 + ν2
2 (γ2 − γ2c)
. (2.112)
When collisional damping is included, γ2 is always greater than γ1. Both edge velocities are negative
as long as |vg1| > vg2. Since vg1 is near c and vg2 < 1.3vTe (from solving the kinetic EPW dispersion
relation), this is always true. The pulse propagates toward −x for k1 < 0.
To find the spatial gain rate α = κi, we solve the dispersion relation Eq. (2.102) for complex
κ given real Ω. Note that α is positive or negative, and must have the correct sign deduced above
for growth. The gain rate maximizes for Ω = 0. For k1 > 0, we find
α =
σ1 + σ2
2
−
r
α20 +
1
4
(σ1 − σ2)2, α < 0 for growth (k1 > 0) . (2.113)
Instability clearly occurs for γ0 > γc. Similarly, for k1 < 0 the gain is
α =
σ2 − σ1
2
−
r
−α20 +
1
4
(σ1 + σ2)
2, α > 0 for growth (k1 < 0) . (2.114)
This formula is somewhat opaque. Growth happens for a restricted range of α0, which corresponds
to γc < γ0 < γa. However, ∂α/∂α0 > 0 as long as convective growth occurs - increasing the
pump increases the gain. The maximum α = (σ2− σ1)/2 occurs at the absolute threshold, namely
α0 = (σ1 + σ2) /2. Note that α 6= α0 when there is no damping: the instability is not convective
in that case! Calling α0 the undamped gain rate is incorrect.
2.5 Kinetic description of SRS
Our analysis so far has used a fluid description. When k2λD is not small, kinetic eﬀects become
important in plasma waves. We can replace the fluid plasma-wave equations with the electron
Vlasov equation in the direction of xˆ = k2/|k2|:
∂tf + v∂xf + Fx∂pf = 0. (2.115)
The longitudinal force Fx = −eEx − evy(B0z + B1z) contains the self-consistent plasma electric
field as well as the longitudinal component of the v × B force from the light waves (v comes from
the electron quiver motion). In this thesis we restrict ourselves to a nonrelativistic treatment, so
p = mev. For natural plasma waves we drop the v× B force and find the kinetic dispersion relation
εˆ (k , ω) = 1 + χ(k, ω) = 0. εˆ is the unitless permittivity (in SI units, the dielectric function is ε0εˆ)
and χ is the kinetic electron susceptibility:
χ(k, ω) = −
ω2p
k2n0
d
dvp
Z ∞
−∞
dv
f0(v)
v − vp
, vp = ω/k. (2.116)
The integral is understood in the Landau sense. For a Maxwellian plasma f0 = n0/(vT
√
2π)
exp(−v2/2v2T ), χ is expressed in terms of the usual plasma dispersion or Z function:
χ = − 1
2k2λ2D
Z 0 (ζ) , ζ ≡ vp
vTe
√
2
. (2.117)
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In terms of complex errors functions, Z(ζ) = i
√
πw(ζ) where w(ζ) = exp(−ζ2) erfc(−iζ) ( [2], p.
297). This information is included in the thesis preamble. The reader may refer to appendix B,
which derives the amplitude of a plasma wave driven by two light waves, to become acquainted
with the kinetic description.
In laser-heated plasmas the equilibrium f is not a Maxwellian but a super-Gaussian DLM
(Dum Langdon Matte) distribution [72]. This alters the plasma-wave dispersion relation, and can
dramatically reduce the Landau damping rate of plasma waves [73]. We neglect this eﬀect in this
thesis, and do all calculations for a Maxwellian f . Also, in our kinetic simulations the initial f
is Maxwellian. Large-amplitude high-frequency (ω À ωp) waves, such as light waves, are known
to alter the equilibrium f due to ponderomotive eﬀects [74]. Since we do not resolve the velocity
dependence in the direction of light-wave propagation (the transverse y direction) this eﬀect is also
excluded.
In this section we first analyze the kinetic linear SRS dispersion relation and compare it to
our fluid theory. We then show how to include weak plasma-wave amplitude variation in a kinetic
permittivity operator εˆ. The CMEs are derived by expanding εˆ for weak variation. We solve
the steady-state CMEs including inhomogeneity and pump depletion in the strong damping limit,
where plasma-wave advection can be ignored compared to damping.
2.5.1 Kinetic linear dispersion relation
A linear instability analysis of the resulting system was carried out by Drake et al. [24]. They derive
a general dispersion relation for arbitrary wave geometry, including ion motion, that accounts for
both the electromagnetic and electrostatic components of the scattered light wave. SRS, SBS,
Compton scatter, and filamentation are included in this dispersion relation. Recently, Salcedo et
al. attempted to explain stimulated electron acoustic scatter by using this dispersion relation for a
bi-Maxwellian electron distribution (bulk and beam) [40].
Drake’s approach is analogous to the linear fluid approach above. That is, we take matching
modes, so that k0 = k1 + k∗2, ω0 = ω1 + ω
∗
2. Neglecting the nonresonant anti-Stokes wave and the
electrostatic part of the Stokes wave, the kinetic Raman dispersion relation is
∆∗1εˆ = Ω¯
4 χ
ω2p
sin2 β. (2.118)
β is the angle between the pump polarization E0 and k1. It is clear that the coupling is largest
for β = π/2, which is the the choice we made for the fluid model geometry (see Fig. 2-1). From
now on we take β = π/2. ∆1 = −ω21 + c2k21 + ω2p is the usual scattered-wave dispersion factor.
Ω¯4 is defined in Eq. (2.57). εˆ = 0 for a natural plasma wave, so εˆ plays the role of ∆2. Since χ is
a complicated function, we write the mode 1 quantities in terms of modes 0 and 2: k1 = k0 − k∗2,
ω1 = ω0 − ω∗2. Eq. (2.118) in more familiar form ish
− (ω0 − ω2)2 + c2 (k0 − k2)2 + ω2p
i
εˆ (k2, ω2) =
1
4
k22v
2
os0χ (k2, ω2) (2.119)
= 4γ20
ω1ω2
ω2p
χ. (2.120)
We now show, under certain conditions, how to obtain the coupled-mode dispersion relation
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Eq. (2.102) from the kinetic dispersion relation Eq. (2.118). The approach will be useful in studying
inhomogeneous plasmas and the nonlinear plasma-wave frequency shift. As is usual for weakly
damped (or growing) modes, we write εˆ(k, ω) = εˆr + iεˆi where εˆr (εˆi) is real (imaginary) for real k
and ω and |εˆi| ¿ |εˆr|. Let the real variables kU and ωU describe the “undamped” mode satisfying
εˆr(kU , ω2U ) = 0. The undamped mode in general diﬀers from the natural mode kN , ωN which
satisfies εˆ(kN , ωN ) = 0. Consider kN real. Not only is ωN complex, but Re[ωN ] 6= ωU for kU = kN .
The diﬀerence vanishes as damping become weaker (|εˆi/εˆr| → 0). In fact, there are two ωU roots
for each kU , one > ωp (the EPW branch) and one that is approximately acoustic for small k; they
merge for kλD ≈ 0.53, while there are no real roots for larger k. There are still EPW roots to the
full dispersion relation for k > 0.53, although it is not permissible to neglect εˆi. This is further
discussed in Sec. 4.4.
The usual coupled-mode results follow from assuming the damping is weak. Write k2 = kN+δk,
ω2 = ωU + δω and δk, δω are small. Expanding εˆ gives
εˆ(k2, ω2) ≈ εˆr|{z}
=0
+ δk
∂εˆr
∂k
+ δω
∂εˆr
∂ω
+ iεˆi. (2.121)
Quantities on the RHS are evaluated at (kU , ωU ). Standard results from linear theory for weakly-
damped modes give
vg2 = −
∂εˆr/∂k
∂εˆr/∂ω
, ν2 =
εˆi
∂εˆr/∂ω
. (2.122)
Eq. (2.121) yields
εˆ =
∂εˆr
∂ω
(δω − vg2δk + iν2) . (2.123)
Expanding Eq. (2.118) for natural matching modes, and taking the fluid approximation ∂εˆr/∂ω ≈
2ω2lr/ω2p, we find
(δω − vg1δk) (δω − vg2δk + iν2) = γ20χ. (2.124)
χ ≈ −1 (equality holds for the complex natural mode) gives the coupled-mode dispersion relation
Eq. (2.102) with ν1 = 0.
We stress that vg2 and ν2 are evaluated at kU , ωU and are not the natural-mode quantities. In
numerical examples below we shall nonetheless use the natural-mode values, since they are close
as long as damping is not too strong. To correctly include kinetic eﬀects one should resort to
Eq. (2.118). This gives a region in ω2, usually including both ωU and ωN , where SRS is unstable
for a given k2. One can then evaluate εˆ and its derivatives at an ω2 where growth occurs and expand
εˆ to arrive at a coupled-mode type expression. The quantities expressions involving εˆ which we
call vg2 and ν2 would be complex instead of real, and may diﬀer substantially from their natural-
mode values. Our approach of finding three natural, matching modes and then computing the SRS
growth rate using the natural-mode vg2 and ν2 is vindicated by the excellent agreement, both in k2
and γ, of the natural, matching mode point with the maximum growth rate point from Eq. (2.118)
in Fig. 2-2.
We compare the fluid and kinetic Raman dispersion relations in Fig. 2-2. This is for a reference
set of parameters (called the “standard parameters”) defined in the thesis preamble. This figure is
calculated for a “collisionless plasma” (no collisional damping is included, but mode 2 is Landau
damped). The dashed and solid curves are the roots of the fluid and kinetic dispersion relations,
Eqs. (2.70) and (2.118), respectively. The ◦ and × are the natural, matching modes from the fluid
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Figure 2-2: (a) BSRS growth rate using the fluid and kinetic dispersion relations, as well as the fluid and
kinetic natural matching modes, for the collisionless standard parameters (the only damping is plasma-wave
Landau damping). (b) Growth rate from kinetic dispersion relation vs. scattered light vacuum wavelength.
and kinetic real dispersion relations, with γ given by the standard linear result Eq. (2.72). We see
that the natural, matching modes are very close to the fastest-growing mode.
The downshift of the kinetic compared to the fluid k2 is explained by the diﬀerent EPW dis-
persion relations. The natural, matching modes are found by using the matching conditions and
dispersion relations to write a single equation for k¯2 with k¯i ≡ kiλD:
ω2(k¯2) = ω0 − ωp
q
1 +
¡
c2/v2Te
¢ ¡
k¯0 − k¯2
¢2. (2.125)
ω2(k¯2) is the EPW dispersion relation, and diﬀers for the kinetic and fluid treatments. ω2(k¯2) is
always larger for the kinetic than for the fluid dispersion relation, as numerically solving the kinetic
dispersion relation shows. We also note the kinetic dispersion relation to fourth order in k¯2 ¿ 1
gives ω2/ωp ≈ 1 + (3/2)k¯22 + (15/8)k¯42. The first two terms is the fluid result. This shows that
the kinetic ω2 is larger. Eq. (2.125) has two roots for k2, one less than k0 (forward scatter) and
one greater than k0 (back scatter). The LHS monotonically increases with k¯2. The RHS is zero
for k¯2 = 0, increases until it maximizes at k¯2 = k¯0, and then decreases with k¯2. The k¯2 roots are
where the LHS and RHS cross. The BSRS root for k¯2 occurs when the decreasing RHS meets the
increasing LHS. When we move from the fluid to kinetic ω2, we increase the LHS. This lowers the
intersection k¯2 and explains why the fluid matching k2 (the circle in Fig. 2-2(a)) is to the right of
the kinetic k2 (the x).
2.5.2 CMEs from kinetic description
We can derive the CMEs from a general description of the plasma wave in terms of a permittivity
operator that includes slow evolution of the wave envelope, as in [25]. We begin by relating the
plasma-wave electric displacement D to the total electric field E. Recall that in electrodynamics
the macroscopic fields D and B are defined in terms of the “free” or external charge and current
densities ρex and Jex, as opposed to the “bound” or internal to the medium excitations ρin and
Jin. In particular, ∇ · D = ρex. For SRS, we treat the plasma wave as the internal response and
the ponderomotive force from the beating of the light waves as the external drive, which gives rise
to an eﬀective ρex. We restrict ourselves to 1-dimensional electrostatic plasma waves.
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The general linear relation between D and E for nearly homogeneous media is a space-time
convolution [67]
D (x, t) = 0
Z
dx0dt0¯
¡
x0, t0, x, t
¢
E
¡
x− x0, t− t0
¢
. (2.126)
¯ is the unitless space-time permittivity kernel. The dependence of ¯ on x and t allows for medium
variation; for uniform media we have ¯ (x0, t0). The total electric field E = Ein + Eex where
∂xEin,ex = 
−1
0 ρin,ex. We represent all fields as a slowly-varying envelope times a carrier wave,
e.g., E = (1/2)E˜ exp iψ + cc, ψ = kx − ωt. k and ω are determined by the external driver Eex.
For the SRS problem, the beating of the two light waves acts as an external drive of plasma
waves. In principle k and ω can vary, but we ignore this for SRS. The reason is the scale length
Li = 1/ |∂x log ki| of the light-wave k’s is much longer than for the k2 corresponding to a given ω2.
Consider a static plasma (uniform in time) with a density gradient. The fluid dispersion relations
give Li = (2n/n0)
¡
ω2i /ω
2
p − 1
¢
. The plasma wave has a much smaller ω than the light waves, so
L2 ¿ L0,1. For the standard parameters, L2/L0 = 0.0567 and L2/L1 = 0.187. Our analysis
of inhomogeneity therefore focuses on variations in the plasma-wave permittivity rather than the
light-wave k’s.
Treating the exp iψ and exp−iψ terms in Eq. (2.126) as independent, we find
D˜ = 0
Z
dx0dt0¯ exp
¡
−iψ0
¢
E˜
¡
x− x0, t− t0
¢
(2.127)
where ψ0 = kx0 − ωt0. The slowly-varying Fourier-space permittivity εˆ (k, ω, x, t) is
εˆ (k, ω, x, t) ≡
Z
dx0dt0¯ exp
¡
−iψ0
¢
. (2.128)
For a pure Fourier mode of constant amplitude, E˜ is constant and we have D˜ = 0εˆE˜. However,
we wish to account for slow amplitude evolution. We can absorb this evolution into εˆ by Taylor
expanding E˜:
E˜
¡
x− x0, t− t0
¢
=
∞X
i,j=0
(−x0∂x)i
i!
(−t0∂t)j
j!
E˜ (x, t) = exp
¡
−x0∂x − t0∂t
¢
E˜ (x, t) . (2.129)
Thus
D˜ = 0
½Z
dx0dt0¯ exp−i
£
x0 (k − i∂x)− t0 (ω + i∂t)
¤¾
E˜ (x, t) . (2.130)
The braced quantity is an operator εˆ with a wavenumber and frequency that include slow amplitude
evolution:
D˜ = εˆ (k − i∂x, ω + i∂t) 0E˜ (x, t) . (2.131)
Using 0ikE˜ = ikD˜ + ρ˜in = ρ˜in + ρ˜ex, we obtain
εˆρ˜in = −χρ˜ex, (2.132)
where χ = εˆ− 1 was used. This expression is valid regardless of what plasma model (e.g., fluid or
kinetic) we use for εˆ. In addition, it is valid when the drive is not a natural mode (εˆr (k, ω) 6= 0)
and for weakly inhomogeneous plasmas.
Let us write Eq. (2.132) for the SRS plasma wave. In terms of action amplitudes, ρ˜in ∝ a2
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and ρ˜ex ∝ a0a∗1 (the v × B force from the beating of the light waves with phase ψ0 − ψ1). Also,
(k, ω)→ (k2, ω2). The relation of the a’s to charge-density and electric-field amplitudes is given in
subsection 2.1.2. Using those definitions, Eq. (2.132) gives
εˆ (k2 − i∂x, ω2 + i∂t) a2 = 2i
ω2
ω2p
χ Ka0a
∗
1. (2.133)
The plasma wave CME Eq. (2.88) is recovered by expanding εˆ for small ∂x and ∂t: εˆ (k2 − i∂x, ω2 + i∂t)
≈ εˆr + iεˆi − i (∂εˆr/∂k2) ∂x + i (∂εˆr/∂ω2) ∂t. εˆ and its derivatives are evaluated at (k2, ω2). Using
the group velocity vg2 and damping ν2 from Eq. (2.122), Eq. (2.133) becomes
(∂t + vg2∂x + ν2 + iδ2) a2 =
∙
2
ω2
ω2p
χ (k2, ω2)
∂εˆr/∂ω2
¸
Ka0a∗1. (2.134)
δ2 ≡ −εˆr/ (∂εˆr/∂ω2) is the kinetic detuning frequency and equals zero at the resonance point. In
the fluid limit the bracketed factor becomes -1, and we recover the CME D2a2 = Ka0a∗1.
2.5.3 Strong damping limit (SDL): steady-state solution
When Landau damping is strong enough, BSRS (k1 < 0) enters what is called the strong damping
limit (SDL), which has been applied to parametric coupling since at least Ref. [75]. In this limit,
the advection term in the plasma wave CME Eq. (2.88) is much less than the damping term:
|vg2∂xa2| ¿ |νˆ2a2|. For a homogeneous plasma in the convective steady state with gain rate α from
Eq. (2.114), the SDL condition is |α| ¿ σ2. α increases with α0 until α reaches its maximum of
σ2/2 at γ0 = γa. To keep α/σ2 small we need α0/σ2 small. This gives
α0 ¿ σ2 → γ0 ¿ γa,CL (SDL condition). (2.135)
γa,CL is the collisionless absolute instability threshold defined in Eq. (2.105). The SDL can be
thought of as meaning SRS is “well below absolute.” In the SDL, α is approximately
α ≈ αSDL ≡
γ20
|vg1| ν2 (SDL). (2.136)
The SDL is convenient since it allows us to write the plasma wave amplitude as an algebraic
function of the local in x and t light-wave amplitudes. We can then analytically solve the steady-
state CMEs, including pump depletion. Consider the steady-state (∂t = 0) 1-D CME’s with
undamped light waves (this is good for the weak damping limit where |vgi∂xai| À |νiai| for the
light waves). We use the kinetic description Eq. (2.133) for the plasma wave. In the steady-state
SDL, we neglect derivatives of a2. We can simply set ∂t = ∂x = 0 in the operator εˆ and arrive at
the CME system (f 0 denotes df/dx)
vg0a00 = Ka1a2, (2.137)
vg1a
0
1 = −Ka0a∗2, (2.138)
εˆ (k2, ω2) a2 = 2i
ω2
ω2p
χ Ka0a∗1. (2.139)
These equations and the following derivation are valid for homogeneous and inhomogeneous plas-
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mas, except we neglect spatial variation of the light-wave group velocities vg0, vg1. As discussed on
p. 48, this is valid since the plasma-wave scale length is much shorter than those of the light waves.
Spatial variations in the EPW permittivity εˆ are kept. We immediately solve for a2 in terms of the
local light-wave amplitudes:
a2 = τ Ka0a∗1, τ ≡ 2i
ω2
ω2p
χ
εˆ
. (2.140)
The complex τ has units of time. As usual for steady-state problems, it is convenient to work with
the action fluxes Zi = vgiaia∗i defined in Eq. (2.34). Eqs. (2.137 - 2.138) then become, neglecting
∂xvgi,
Z 00 = −Z 01, Z 01 = −
2K2τ r
vg0vg1
Z0Z1. (2.141)
We specialize to backscatter geometry. The pump Z0 and scattered light Z1 propagate to the
right (vg0 > 0) and left (vg1 < 0), respectively. Let the subscripts L and R denote quantities at the
left and right edges xL and xR, respectively. The appropriate boundary conditions we must specify
are Z0 (xL) ≡ Z0L and Z1 (xR) ≡ Z1R. We normalize to Z0L: zi ≡ |Zi| /Z0L (note Z0,2 are positive
but Z1 is negative; all zi are positive) and find
z00 = z
0
1, z
0
1 = −2αkz0z1 (2.142)
where
αk =
τ rγ20
vg1
=
2γ20ω2
|vg1|ω2p
Im
hχ
εˆ
i
. (2.143)
αk (x) is the kinetic spatially-varying SDL amplitude (as opposed to energy) gain rate. It is positive
and has units of 1/length. γ0 = Ka0L is the undamped temporal growth rate in the undepleted
pump. The plasma-wave action flux z2 is
z2 =
¯¯
τ2
¯¯
γ20
vg2
|vg1|z0z1. (2.144)
The Manley-Rowe relation for the SDL system is z0− z1 = const. and does not involve the plasma
wave. This yields z0 = zˆ + z1 where zˆ ≡ 1− z1L > 0.
We can separate the z01 equation (2.142) to find
dz1
z1 (zˆ + z1)
= −2αk (x) dx. (2.145)
Integrating from x to xR and using the method of partial fractions, we find
log
∙
z1 (zˆ + z1R)
z1R (zˆ + z1)
¸
= zˆG (x) , G (x) ≡
Z xR
x
dx0 2αk
¡
x0
¢
. (2.146)
G is the SRS intensity gain exponent. For a homogeneous plasma, αk is constant and G =
2αk (xR − x). We solve Eq. (2.146) for z1:
z1 =
∙
zˆ
1 + zˆ/z1R − ezˆG
¸
ezˆG. (2.147)
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Figure 2-3: (a) scattered light z1 from Eq. (2.147), the undepleted pump result z1,up = z1R expG, and
z1,dp = z1R exp zˆG for the homogeneous example of p. 51. (b) z1L vs. xR.
Evaluating Eq. (2.146) at x = xL gives
z1L (1 + z1R − z1L) = ezˆGL . (2.148)
Solving for z1L in terms of z1R gives z1 (x) and the reflectivity R ≡ I1L/I0L = (ω1/ω0) |z1L|. For
weak reflectivity z1R, z1L ¿ 1 we recover the undepleted-pump results z1,up (x) = z1R expG (x) and
Rup = (I1R/I0L) expGL.
Let us take a numerical example to see the eﬀects of pump depletion. Choose a homogeneous
plasma (αk constant) and a seed level z1R = 10−8, which is small enough that pump depletion
does not occur unless the scattered light undergoes large amplification. We set xL = 0 and choose
αkxR = 4.5 log 10 = 10.36 so that the undepleted-pump result is z1L,up = 10. Since we always have
z1L < 1 this case shows depletion eﬀects. Figure 2-3(a) portrays z1 from Eq. (2.147) as well as
the undepleted pump result z1,up. In both cases z1 grows exponentially to the left. In the steady
state, the pump drops oﬀ most rapidly near the left edge. Farther to the right, the eﬀective pump
strength driving SRS is lower. This is reflected by the zˆ factor in exp zˆG. The points marked
with an ’x’ in the figure are for z1,dp = z1R exp zˆG (“exponential with depleted pump”) and are
almost identical to the full z1 solution. The eﬀective lowering of G is thus the main diﬀerence when
pump depletion is included; the bracketed factor in Eq. (2.147) changes things very little from z1R.
Fig. 2-3(b) displays the saturation of the left-edge signal z1L with system length xR due to pump
depletion.
2.6 SRS in ICF hohlraums
2.6.1 Plasma conditions and electron-ion collisions
This section acquaints us with the physical scales relevant to ICF hohlraum plasmas, and explores
the predictions of linear theory for SRS in these conditions. We fix the pump vacuum wavelength
at λ0 = 351 nm, appropriate to frequency-tripled Nd:glass light (which will be used on NIF and
LMJ). This introduces a timescale τ0 = λ0/c = 1.17 fs and a density scale (the critical density)
nc = 9.05× 1027 m−3, where ω20 = nce2/(0me). For SRS, we are interested in underdense coronal
plasmas with n0 < nc/4 (required to satisfy frequency matching). For very low n0 the Landau
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damping of the plasma wave becomes very large, and SRS cannot occur. In this study (if not
in experiments), we also want to avoid the interaction between SRS and TPD which occurs near
n0 = nc/4. These factors limit us to a density range of, say 0.05 . n0/nc . 0.2, which gives plasma
frequencies ωp = ω0
p
n0/nc in the range 0.22 . ωp/ω0 . 0.45. One should use the approximation
ωp ¿ ω0 with caution. Typical electron temperatures are in the keV, and vTe =
p
Te/me, vTe/c =
0.044
p
Te,keV .
First, we consider collisions. The electron-ion collision frequency for a single ion species j is [76]
νej
ωp
=
1
3 (2π)3/2
1
Nλ
fjZ
2
j λej . (2.149)
Nλ = n0λ
3
D is the number of particles in a Debye cube, nj = fjn0, Zj = qj/e is the ion charge state,
λej = logΛej is the Coulomb logarithm, and Λej = rmax/rmin. For the typical case Tj,eVme/mj <
10Z2j < Te,eV , rmax = λD and rmin = the electron deBroglie wavelength. The standard parameters
include a 50-50 H-He ion mixture with Ti = Te/3 and satisfy this inequality. The resulting Λej ≡ Λ
is independent of ion species and lnΛ = 30.9 − ln(n1/20 /Te,eV ). For the standard parameters„
Nλ = 2244 and lnΛ = 7.88.
For multiple ion species, the probability that an electron suﬀers a collision with any ion in a
time interval is the sum of the probabilities it collides with each species: νei =
P
j νej . For a
quasi-neutral plasma,
P
j fjZj = 1. Figure 2-4 shows νei for our standard parameters and various
n0, Te. For standard parameters, νei = 2.10 ps−1 = 1/(4.76 ps), or νei/ωp = 1.24 × 10−4. The
electron mean free path λmfp = vTe/νei = 109 µm. The spatial damping rate of light waves in a
plasma (σ0,1 from above) is
σ =
¯¯¯¯
ν
vg
¯¯¯¯
=
1
2
νei
ω
1
d2ek
(EMW). (2.150)
de ≡ c/ωp is the (collisionless) electron skin depth. For mode 0 under standard parameters, this
works out to a damping length of 1/σ0 = 2.71 cm. This is larger than the typical distance the lasers
propagate between the LEH and hohlraum walls (see Fig. 1-1 in Chap. 1). Collisional damping can
thus be safely neglected in the low-Z gas-fill plasma (but of course not near the hohlraum walls,
where the light damps via collisions due to the much larger Z).
In typical hohlraums, the ion temperature lags that of the electrons, but not vastly. The
lasers deposits energy in the coronal plasma primarily via electron quiver motion, randomized by
collisions. This ionizes the gas, and collisions slowly transfer the energy to ions as the shot proceeds.
The ion temperature equilibration rate is [76]
νeq,j = 2.1
me
mj
1
fj
νej . (2.151)
For the H species in our standard parameters, we find 1/νeq,H = 6.93 ns. An ICF shot lasts for
∼ 10− 20 ns, so there is time for energy to transfer from electrons to ions. LASNEX simulations
indicate Ti is usually around half of Te for much of an implosion. We take Ti = Te/3 for our sample
calculations in this section.
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Figure 2-4: νei for standard parameters (50-50 hydrogen-helium mixture). Star indicates the density and
temperature in the “complete” standard parameters.
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Figure 2-5: (a) k2λD and (b) ν2 (Landau damping) for collisionless standard parameters.
2.6.2 Linear predictions for SRS growth
To get a feel for SRS in ICF, we consider all three modes to match and be natural. For given plasma
conditions, this gives a unique set of modes. As seen in Fig. 2-2, they turn out to be very near
the maximum growth rate of the dispersion relation. We use a kinetic description of the plasma
wave to find ω2r(k2). Figure 2-5 shows the resulting k2λD and ν2 (Landau damping rate) of the
collisionless standard parameters for various n0, Te . Note that k2λD, and therefore the Landau
damping, increases with Te and decreases with n0. In the area of prime interest for ICF, where
Te ∼ several keV, ν2 À νei. For our standard parameters, k2λD = 0.357, ν2 = 0.0380ωp, and
νei/ν2 = 0.0033. The SRS growth rate from Eq. (2.72) is γ = 4.28 ps−1, giving a growth time of
γ−1 = 0.234 ps.
We display the threshold pump intensities Ic, Ia from Eq. (2.107) for instability and absolute
instability in Fig. 2-6. Typical ICF lasers have beam-averaged intensities of .1015 W/cm2 with
speckles of up to 1016 W/cm2. In these conditions, SRS will be unstable but not absolutely so.
Fig. 2-7(a) shows the BSRS growth rate. This controls how quickly SRS develops initially, even if
it is convective and approaches a steady state. We characterize the strength of convective SRS by
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Figure 2-6: Threshold pump intensity for instability Ic (a) and absolute instability Ia (b) for collisional
standard parameters.
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Figure 2-7: (a) SRS growth rate γ for kinetic natural matching modes using collisional standard parameters.
(b) Vacuum λ1 from kinetic matching.
the steady-state spatial gain rate α, from Eq. (2.114). As discussed above, BSRS is frequently in
the strong damping limit (SDL): γ0 ¿ γa,CL and α ≈ αSDL from Eq. (2.136). Figure 2-8 shows
α and αSDL/α for collisionless standard parameters. The SDL gain rate is very accurate except
near the convective-absolute boundary. We also present the vacuum λ1 from kinetic matching in
Fig. 2-7(b).
The SRS growth rate depends on the angles between the k’s (recall the geometry from Fig. 2-
1). Eq. (2.65) indicates there is a critical θ2c ≈ arccos
h
(2
p
n0/nc + 6v2Te/c
2)1/2
i
beyond which
matching is impossible. There are two k2 roots for each θ2 < θ2c, corresponding to forward (lower
k2) and back (higher k2) scatter. We plot the roots using the kinetic dispersion relation for standard
parameters in Fig. 2-9. The approximate formula Eq. (2.65) gives θ2c = 36.3◦, which is close to the
actual cutoﬀ. This thesis focuses on kinetic eﬀects, which are more important for backscatter since
the plasma-wave phase velocity is lower. We therefore mainly concern ourselves with backscatter
in what follows.
The scattered light can emerge with k1 at any angle to k0. The matching conditions give k1 as a
function of k2 and θ2. For θ2 = 0, the larger and smaller k2 give back (θ1 = π) and forward (θ1 = 0)
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Figure 2-8: BSRS spatial gain rate α (a) and αSDL/α (b) for collisionless standard parameters.
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Figure 2-9: k2λD vs. θ2 for collisional standard parameters.
scatter, respectively. In the fluid limit (k2λD ¿ 1, weak damping), the growth rate γ ≈ γ0 ∼ k2
peaks for the largest k2, i. e. backscatter (θ1 = π → θ2 = 0, k2 = k0 + |k1|). This is not so
when k2λD increases and Landau damping becomes appreciable [64]. ν2 grows with k2, so there
is an optimal θ1 for growth. We display γ vs. θ1 for standard parameters and various Te and n0
in Fig. 2-10. These plots include collisional damping but are virtually unchanged if only Landau
damping is used. For low Te and high n0, k2λD and Landau damping are small, γ is controlled by
the k2 eﬀect, and backscatter dominates. However, Landau damping is important for high Te, low
n0 plasmas, where sidescatter has the largest γ.
For convective SRS, the direction where most laser energy is scattered depends on the spatial
gain in steady state (which roughly increases with γ) as well as the size of the amplifying region.
The pump beam is generally much longer in its direction of propagation than it is wide. The aspect
ratio is severe for a diﬀraction-limited speckle but much less so for a whole beam. Even though
sidescatter has a higher growth rate than backscatter, it amplifies over a much shorter distance.
We therefore neglect sidescatter and consider a 1-D SRS model below.
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Figure 2-10: γ vs. θ1 for collisional standard parameters but for several Te (a) and several n0 (b). The solid
and dashed segments are for the high (“back”) and low (“forward”) k2λD roots, respectively.
2.6.3 Comparison with other LPI
A laser propagating through a plasma undergoes many nonlinear interactions besides SRS, discussed
in Chap. 1. Stimulated Brillouin Scattering (SBS) couples the laser to a daughter light wave and
an ion acoustic wave, and is discussed more in Sec. 3.6. An anti-correlation of the times when SRS
and SBS levels are high is observed in many experiments. In the fluid limit, the SBS undamped
growth rate is [77]
γ0,SBS =
1√
8
vos0ωpi
r
k0
ω0cs
. (2.152)
ωpi is the ion plasma frequency, which for a single ion species is ωpi = ωp
p
Zime/mi. cs =p
ZiTe/mi is the sound speed. Using the kinetic description of [24], which includes daughter wave
damping, gives for the standard parameters γSBS = 0.618 ps
−1. This is much less than the SRS
growth rate γSRS = 4.28 ps
−1, so over short times we may neglect SBS’s eﬀects on SRS.
A process related to SBS is the filamentation instability or self-focusing, which amplifies laser
beam intensity ripples perpendicular to its propagation direction. An estimate of the filamentation
growth rate can be found by solving the dispersion relation given in Eq. (8.21) on p. 93 of [77] (the
later approximations made there are invalid for our case). The result for the standard parameters
with just helium ions is γfil = 0.22 ps
−1, which is much lass than γSRS and allows only one or two
growth times over the duration of most simulations we perform. Filamentation primarily aﬀects
SRS by creating regions of high intensity within the laser beam, which gives a larger pump for SRS.
We cannot study filamentation (a 2-D process) with the 1-D code ELVIS.
Two-plasmon decay (TPD, EMW→EPW+EPW), requires n0 ≈ nc/4 to satisfy frequency
matching and has the highest growth rates for plasmon k’s roughly 45 ◦ from the pump. In
hohlraums, the density reaches this level near the walls, where sharp gradients and high-Z gold
suppress TPD. It is therefore a concern for direct but not indirect drive. We can prevent TPD
from being a concern by considering densities suﬃciently below quarter-critical. Plasmon-phonon
decay (PPD) refers to the decay of a light wave to a plasma and ion-acoustic wave. Frequency
matching requires n0 ≈ nc since IAWs have very low frequencies. This decay is suppressed for the
same reasons TPD is but even more so, since gradients and high-Z concentrations are even higher
at the required densities.
This thesis focuses on how electron trapping and inhomogeneity aﬀect SRS when the plasma
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wave has strong linear Landau damping. It is known that trapping can greatly reduce the Landau
damping and greatly increase SRS over linear theory. To study this, we adopt a 1-D, kinetic,
collisionless model. Neglecting light-wave damping (ν0 = ν1 = 0) makes SRS at least convectively
unstable: γc = 0. For parameters of interest, plasma-wave Landau damping is usually much greater
than collisional damping. SRS is therefore unstable but not absolutely unstable with or without
collisional damping, and the SRS gain rates are comparable. The rest of this thesis demonstrates
that this simple model entails a vast array of rich physics.
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Chapter 3
Simulations of Raman Scattering from
Homogeneous Plasmas
This chapter shows kinetic simulations of Raman scattering from finite, homogeneous plasmas,
performed with the 1-D Vlasov-Maxwell solver ELVIS. Section 3.1 presents a run (labeled BC1) for
our standard parameters where SRS is heavily Landau damped (k2λD = 0.357, ν2/ω2 = 0.0309),
which shows reflectivities far in excess of coupled-mode convective gain levels. We call the increase
“kinetic enhancement” and attribute it to the reduction of Landau damping by electron trapping
(dubbed “kinetic inflation” by some) [58]. The reflected light comes in sub-picosecond temporal
bursts, and no steady state is reached. Forward SRS and the anti-Stokes line of the pump are also
evident, as well as forward Raman re-scatter of the BSRS light. The electron distribution fe shows
phase-space vortices, and the space-averaged fe is locally flattened at the EPW phase velocity. The
k − ω spectrum of the longitudinal (plasma wave) electric field shows most of the activity occurs
near or below the expected SRS k but downshifted in ω from the linear EPW dispersion curve. As
the EPW builds to large amplitude, its instantaneous frequency decreases, in qualitative agreement
with the trapping-induced frequency downshift. The plasma waves occur in a series of several
pulses that propagate away from the laser entrance at the group velocity of the downshifted plasma
waves. We do not attempt to determine which saturation mechanism - such as pump depletion,
the nonlinear frequency shift, or the trapped particle instability - dominates.
We study the scattering for BC1 conditions but various pump strengths I0 and electron tem-
peratures in Sec. 3.2. Trapping can only play a role if trapped electrons complete enough bounce
motion to exchange energy with the plasma wave (and thereby reduce Landau damping) before they
cross the finite box. The distance required for an electron to complete a bounce period decreases
with wave amplitude, so kinetic enhancement occurs for pump strength above a threshold (which
numerically is about I0 ≈ 8× 1014 W/cm2). Suﬃciently below this level the reflectivity is near the
coupled-mode steady-state value. Above this level SRS is bursty but does not increase much with
I0 - saturation has taken place.
The role of noise levels and seeding is discussed in Sec. 3.4. We first estimate the background
level of thermal radiation noise in hohlraum plasmas, from the viewpoint of Kirchoﬀ’s law and
the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. We find these plasmas are somewhat optically thick (optical
depths near unity) at the frequencies of Raman backscattered light (that is, several eV), although
they certainly do not radiate as blackbodies - they are optically thin to photons at the electron
temperature of several keV. The SRS noise levels are much less than the numerical seeds we use.
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Simulations with lower seed levels than BC1 have the same qualitative behavior (large, bursty
reflectivity). We also examine the eﬀects of the Krook operator we use for numerical purposes at
the box edges, and the SRS that develops in the absence of a seed.
Section 3.6 discusses the role of ion dynamics, particularly LDI and SBS. The BSRS EPW in
the immobile-ion run BC1 exceeds the LDI threshold for only a few sub-picosecond periods. We
present a run called iBC identical to BC1 but with mobile helium ions. The reflectivity is large
and chaotic, as for fixed ions, until a large “blob” of electrostatic activity develops near the laser
entrance around 5 ps. After this time the reflectivity is very low. We analyze the dynamics in
terms of parametric processes, and see several decays and cascades occur. However, we see very
few signs of SBS of the pump laser or LDI of the BSRS EPW, two mechanisms thought to limit
SRS in some regimes.
The chapter concludes with a consideration of loss mechanisms and their eﬀect on trapping
in Sec. 3.7. We analyze transverse sideloss from a laser speckle, 1-D collisional velocity diﬀusion,
and pitch-angle scattering and find the threshold wave amplitude nˆ = n1/n0 needed for trapped
electrons to bounce before becoming detrapped by each process. nˆ for sideloss and 1-D diﬀusion
are similar, but nˆ for pitch-angle scattering is typically much less than for 1-D diﬀusion (trapping
overcomes pitch-angle scattering at much smaller amplitudes). Reruns of BC1 with a sideloss rate
νsl (a nonzero value of the Krook relaxation rate νKe in the central part of the box) show a
sharp cutoﬀ in the reflectivity for νsl & 2 × 10−3ωp (much less than the Landau damping rate of
0.038ωp). Below this value the reflectivity is large and bursty, while above this value it approaches
the coupled-mode steady-state level.
3.1 The base case run BC1
In this section we analyze in detail the run BC1, for a homogeneous plasma with fixed ions, a
monochromatic scattered-light seed, and no sideloss. The physical parameters are those of our
“standard parameters” given in the thesis preamble (n0/nc = 0.1, Te = 3 keV, λ0v = 351 nm,
I0,15 = 2 where I15 denotes intensity in units of 1015 W/cm2). The reflectivity is found to be
orders of magnitude larger than the predictions of coupled-mode theory, which we attribute to
electron trapping. See Chap. 4 for a detailed discussion of trapping in EPWs. Table 3.1 contains k
and ω for the natural matching modes of several parametric processes of interest, for the standard
parameters with the helium ions used in Sec. 3.6. We use a shorthand for the diﬀerent modes,
explained in the table caption, which facilitates the discussion in Sec. 3.6. Unless otherwise
stated, all wavenumbers and frequencies in this chapter are given with respect to λ−1D
and ωp, respectively.
3.1.1 Run parameters and setup
All simulations in this thesis were done with the Eulerian Vlasov-Maxwell code ELVIS [65], [66],
described in detail in Appendix A. The code’s transverse dynamics are collisionless, so ν0 = ν1
= 0 (no light-wave damping) and there is no instability threshold (γc = 0). ELVIS includes an
optional Krook operator to mimic sideloss, prevent plasma-wave reflections from plasma edges, and
remove kinetic energy from the finite plasma. ν2 contains Landau damping and sometimes Krook
damping. Landau damping provides an absolute instability threshold Ia,15 = 58.7.
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Figure 3-1: (a) Initial density (dashed) and νKe profiles (solid, for Krook relaxation) for run BC1. (b) E+(t)
at left edge.
The plasma spatial profile is shown in Fig. 3-1(a). The simulation domain extends from x = 0
to x = L = 284λ0 = 99.68 µm. The left- and right-most 2.81 µm are “moats” where fe ≡ 0
throughout the run but light waves can propagate. The light that reaches the edges is thus not due
to edge plasma currents. Immediately inward of the moats are vacuum regions, where fe is initially
zero but allowed to evolve. Next we encounter two regions where the density ramps up, consisting
of two parabolas with matching slopes at the ramp midpoint. We then have the central flattop
region. After several plasma periods the electron density adjusts itself to a sheath-like pattern near
the ramp-ups. The spatial grid is periodic for particles (but not for e/m fields) with the endpoints
of the vacuum regions (not the moat regions) identified. That is, left-moving particles at the left
edge appear at the right edge and vice versa. While this doesn’t happen in a finite plasma, this
approach conserves well the particle number and thus overall charge. We tried other boundary
conditions, such as an open plasma (particles leaving were lost) and absorbing plates (particles
leaving accumulate on charged boundary plates), none of which were as satisfactory. The large
Krook relaxation operator in the edge regions prevents any structure (such as beams) from crossing
from one side to the other: the particles crossing the edges have a Maxwellian distribution. For
practical purposes the plasma is finite and not periodic.
We include a spatially-varying Krook relaxation rate νKe (x), also plotted in Fig. 3-1(a). This
function is zero for this run in the flattop region of length 75.1 µm, and is not intended to mimic
sideloss. Instead, it is used to prevent plasma waves produced in the flattop from being reflected
when they propagate to the ramps, and to stop oscillations generated near the ramps from propa-
gating inward. Also, the Krook term removes kinetic energy from the electrons when waves damp
at the edges; otherwise the finite plasma would gain energy via SRS indefinitely. Since the Krook
term is used for numerical purposes, we give it a very large value νKe = 0.2ωp. In runs with a Krook
term, SRS does not (or takes a long time to) occur without a seed due to the low numerical noise
of continuum kinetic codes such as ELVIS. Without a Krook term, however, some SRS develops
without any seed after long times. See Sec. 3.4 for further discussion.
The pump laser, which we label mode 0, impinges on the plasma from the laser entrance
(here, the left edge). ELVIS represents the transverse e/m fields via the right- and left-moving
combinations E± ≡ Ey ± cBz. They satisfy the 1-D advection equations (∂t ± c∂x)E± = −ε−10 Jy,
which imply the vacuum (Jy = 0) propagation E± (x, t+ dt) = E±(x ∓ c dt, t). E+ (E−) advects
to the right (left). In general, for E± we must specify the boundary conditions at the appropriate
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mode kλD ω/ωp comment shorthand
0 0.2299 3.162 pump
*** PUMP DECAYS ***
1 -0.1267 1.933 EMW in BSRS of 0 BR0m
1u -0.1355 2.031 upshifted mode 1 (approx.) BR0m
2 0.3566 1.229 EPW in BSRS of 0 BR0p
3 0.146 2.15 EMW in FSRS of 0 FR0m
4 0.0839 1.01 EPW in FSRS of 0 FR0p
5 -0.229 3.15 EMW in SBS of 0 B0m
6 0.459 8.76×10−3 IAW in SBS of 0 B0i
*** 1u (BSRS upshifted light) DECAYS (approximate) ***
7 3.7×10−3 ≈ 1 EMW in BSRS of 1u BR1m
8 -0.14 1.03 EPW in BSRS of 1u BR1p
9 -8.68×10−3 ≈ 1 EMW in FSRS of 1u FR1m
10 -0.13 1.03 EPW in FSRS of 1u BR1p
11 0.135 2.03 EMW in SBS of 1u B1m
12 -0.27 5.36×10−3 IAW in SBS of 1u B1i
*** 3 (FSRS light) DECAYS ***
13 -0.0351 1.10 EMW in BSRS of 3 BR3m
14 0.181 1.05 EPW in BSRS of 3 BR3p
15 0.0411 1.14 EMW in FSRS of 3 FR3m
16 0.105 1.02 EPW in FSRS of 3 FR3p
17 -0.146 2.15 EMW in SBS of 3 B3m
18 0.291 5.75×10−3 IAW in SBS of 3 B3i
*** 2 (BSRS EPW) DECAYS ***
19 -0.338 1.21 EPW in LDI of 2 L2p
20 0.695 0.0125 IAW in LDI of 2 L2i
*** MODE 8/10 DECAYS
21 0.13 1.02 EPW in LDI of 8/10 L8/10p
22 -0.27 5.3×10−3 IAW in LDI of 8/10 L8/10i
Table 3.1: Parametric processes for standard parameters with helium. Mode 1u is chosen to allow the listed
decays and reflects the upshift in Fig. 3-3. It and its decays thus have approximate values. The capital
letters in a mode’s shortand indicate it is a daughter wave of FSRS (FR), BSRS (BR), SBS (B), or LDI (L)
process. The number subscript is the decay parent mode (1 means 1u). The letter subcript is the mode type:
(m, p, i) for (EMW, EPW, IAW). For instance, B3m is the daughter EMW in Brillouin scatter of mode 3.
Since modes 8 and 10 are so close we treat their LDI as one process.
edges. We do this via
E±(x0±, t) =
X
i
E±0i sin(ω
±
i t+ φ
±
i )g
±
i (t) (3.1)
where x0± = 0, L for +,−. g±i (t) ramps from 0 to 1 over several wave periods (suddenly turning on
the lasers can produce unwanted eﬀects). For BC1 we impose a single wave on each boundary and
choose φ±i = 0. E
+ contains the pump and other transmitted light, while E− contains the reflected
and backscattered light. We apply a scattered light seed to give SRS a level to grow from. Figure
3-1(b) depicts the pump turn-on for BC1.
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Figure 3-2: (a) Reflectivity R and (b) gated E−(x = 0) spectrum over the whole run BC1. “Fre” and “SEAS?”
denote forward re-scatter of BSRS light and possible stimulated electron acoustic scatter, respectively. ω1s
is the seed scattered light frequency. (c) Transmitted fraction T and (d) gated E+(x = L) spectrum over
whole run at right edge.
3.1.2 Reflected and transmitted light
The instantaneous reflectivity R ≡ hI1(x = 0)i / hI0(x = 0)i (hi denotes time average over several
wave periods) is displayed in Fig. 3-2(a). Coupled-mode theory gives an amplitude gain rate for
run BC1 of α = 0.0190 µm−1, or α−1 = 52.6 µm. Over the νKe = 0 flattop of 75.1 µm, this
yields an intensity gain of I1,out =17.2I1,in. “Coupled-mode theory” refers to the linear theory
of Sec. 2.4 or the nonlinear strong-damping-limit theory of subsection 2.5.3 when pump depletion
is important. We seed the scattered light E−(L, t) with a vacuum wavelength λ1s = 574 nm →
ω1s/ωp = 1.933 (the linearly most unstable mode) and an intensity of I1R = 10−5I0L = 2 × 1010
W/cm2. The coupled-mode steady-state R = 1.72 × 10−4 is far below the numerically observed
R. The numerical time-averaged R from t = 1 ps to the run end is Rav = 13.8%. In addition, the
reflectivity comes in temporal bursts, showing the system does not reach a steady state. Fig. 3-2(c)
contains the transmitted fraction T = I0,out/I0,in at the right edge, and reveals periods of strong
pump depletion. The time-averaged T from 1 ps to the run end is Tav = 78.4%. We discuss below
how the reflected and transmitted fractions compare with Manley-Rowe estimates.
The “gated” (time-integrated, or averaged over a time interval) frequency spectrum of the
backscattered light E−(x = 0, t) for the whole run is shown in Fig. 3-2(b). Most of the power is
confined to a narrow band slightly upshifted from the seed SRS frequency ω1s. There is also a
feature at ωp, which we identify as forward Raman re-scatter of the primary BSRS light (mode 9
in table 3.1) and label “Fre.” We shall see below the matching EPW activity. The seed SRS light
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Figure 3-3: (a) Instantaneous frequency of E−(x = 0, t) for run BC1. (b) Dispersion diagram of BSRS (black,
modes 0, 1, 2), FSRS (green, modes 0, 3, 4) and forward re-scatter of BSRS (red, modes 1, 9, 10) for run
BC1. The solid and dashed curves are the EMW and EPW dispersion relations. Mode numbers follow table
3.1.
cannot be the pump for a Raman process, since ω1s is too low for frequency matching: ω1s = 1.933
< 2. Figure 3-3(a) is a time series of the “instantaneous frequency” of E−(x = 0, t) (the definition
and method of computing the “instantaneous frequency” is described on p. 144 of Appendix A).
The scattered light begins at ω1s but drifts upward over time and exceeds 2ωp after about 2.5 ps,
thus allowing for forward re-scatter. We show the primary BSRS, primary FSRS, and forward re-
scatter modes on the dispersion diagram in Fig. 3-3(b). Table 3.1 lists the corresponding natural,
matching modes. Since ω1s cannot undergo SRS, we calculate the “Fre” daughter waves based
on the unshifted pump ω1u = 2.031. There are also a few wiggles labeled “SEAS?” which may
be stimulated electron acoustic scattering (SEAS) oﬀ the longitudinal acoustic activity discussed
below [52], [54], [53]. These feature are more clearly seen in the streaked E− spectrum of Fig. 3-4(a).
The spectrum of transmitted light, displayed in Fig. 3-2(d), shows features at several frequencies
besides the pump ω0. The peak near ω0−ωp = 2.16 is probably due to FSRS of the pump (ω3 = 2.15;
see table 3.1), while the one at ω0 + ωp is likely the anti-Stokes upshifted light. There is also a
very small feature at ωp, potentially mode 7 of table 3.1 (backward Raman re-scatter of mode 1).
We analyze the plasma wave in the next subsection and find the corresponding EPWs that are
part of FSRS and re-scatter of BSRS. As seen in Chap. 2, when plasma conditions give strong
Landau damping of BSRS, FSRS can compete with it (see, for instance, Fig. 2-10). FSRS is always
convective, and here has an undamped temporal growthrate γ0F = 4.34 ps
−1 and spatial amplitude
gain rate αF = 0.111 µm−1. γ0F is comparable to the BSRS value γ0B = 4.52 ps
−1 and αF is
significantly greater than the BSRS αB = 0.0190 µm−1. However, FSRS is not susceptible to
kinetic enhancement due to damping reduction, since the EPW has a very low k4λD and essentially
no Landau damping. In addition, it can never become an absolute instability since both daughter
waves propagate in the same direction. For these reasons we do not focus on FSRS in this thesis,
which concentrates on electron trapping and other kinetic eﬀects. We also do not seed FSRS as we
do BSRS, so FSRS must develop from fluctuations generated during the simulation.
We can see the time evolution of the light waves via a “streaked” spectrum, computed over
successive time windows. Figure 3-4(a) presents the streaked spectrum of E−(x = 0, t) for BC1.
The BSRS signal develops before 1 ps, and upshifts and broadens at later times. The forward
re-scatter signal near ωp, also seen in Fig. 3-2(b), begins around t = 3.5 ps. The E− streaked
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Figure 3-4: Streaked frequency spectrum of (a) E−(x = 0, t) and (b) E+(x = L, t) for run BC1. “Fre” and
“SEAS?” indicate forward re-scatter of BSRS light and possible SEAS, respectively.
spectrum also contains possible SEAS signals slightly above 2.5ωp and near ω0 = 3.16, which appear
as wiggles about the background level in Fig. 3-2(b). The transmitted light streaked spectrum is
shown in Fig. 3-4(b). The pump and sidebands at ω0 ± ωp (anti-Stokes and FSRS) are clearly
visible, along with fainter signals at ≈ ω0 ± 2ωp. As expected, these lines develop after BSRS is
large-amplitude and has generated enough noise from which they can grow.
The Manley-Rowe relations, derived in subsection 2.3.2, state that the energy gains ∆Wi of the
two daughter waves in a three-wave interaction satisfy ∆W1/∆W2 = ω1/ω2. Let us take the time-
averaged R = 0.138 calculated above to measure ∆W1, and assume the rest of the energy lost from
the pump is transferred to the plasma wave. Since the transmitted fraction T = 0.784, the fraction
of incident pump energy transferred to mode 2 is 1−0.784−0.138 = 0.078. Therefore, ∆W1/∆W2
= 13.8/7.8 = 1.77. We compare this to the frequency ratio. For the linear matching modes we
have ω1 = 1.93, ω2 = 1.23, and thus ω1/ω2 = 1.57. This is smaller than the energy transfer
ratio. However, we know that ω1 upshifts during the run, and we shall see in the next section
(e.g., Fig. 3-6(c)) that ω2 downshifts. The numerically observed dominant frequencies ω1 ≈ 2 and
ω2 ≈ 1.15 (in ωp units) give ω1/ω2 = 1.74, which is very close to ∆W1/∆W2. The Manley-Rowe
relations hold fairly well for this simulation, further indicating a three-wave process dominates the
physics.
3.1.3 Plasma waves
The longitudinal, plasma-wave dynamics provide a better picture of SRS in this kinetic simula-
tion and show clear signs of strong electron trapping. We present the streaked spectrum of the
electrostatic field Ex(t) at x = 49.84 µm (the box center) in Fig. 3-5. The spectrum consists of a
dominant EPW that extends in frequency from ω2 = 1.229 (the linear matching value) downward
slightly, as well as several harmonics of this wave. The relatively constant signal at 2ω0 = 6.32 is an
electrostatic second harmonic of the pump. The electron vy driven by the laser interacts with the
laser Bz to give a longitudinal Lorentz force ∼ vyBz with a component at 2(k0x− ω0t). This wave
is not involved in any parametric coupling and does not grow, but initially takes a small amount of
energy from the pump to be set up (since it is undamped, in steady state it does not absorb energy).
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Figure 3-5: Streaked frequency spectrum of Ex(t) at x = 49.84 µm (box center) for run BC1.
Fig. 3-6(a) zooms in on Fig. 3-5 near ω2. It is evident that the EPW initially develops at the ω2
from matching; it broadens and downshifts in frequency at later times. Fig. 3-6(b) graphs the rms
of the perturbed electron density δn/n0 (δn ≡ ne − nB), and panel (c) displays the instantaneous
frequency of Ex at the box center (see p. 144). The frequency downshift roughly correlates with
large wave amplitude; the temporal burstiness in amplitude is reminiscent of the bursty reflectivity.
It is well-established [26] that the frequency of a plasma wave is downshifted when the wave
traps electrons near its phase velocity in its potential well. This phenomenon, and trapping in
general, is further discussed in Chap. 4. For a wave of amplitude n1 (δn = n1 cos(kx−ωt)), deeply
trapped electrons have a bounce frequency ωB ≡ ωpnˆ1/2 where nˆ1 = n1/n0. The shift δω/ωp
is proportional to ωB and a unitless function of kλD: δω/ωp = nˆ1/2H(kλD) (for a Maxwellian
equilibrium, H < 0.). The correlation of large downshift with large amplitude is in keeping with
this. As a rough estimate, using the H calculated by Morales [26], for the SRS EPW k2 = 0.357 and
nˆ = 0.05 we find δω/ωp = −0.0416. We also depict the space-averaged electron distribution hfei,
taken over the central region of the box, from 43.5 to 49.1 µm, in Fig. 3-6(d). As the right-moving
(vp > 0) plasma wave amplitude grows, electrons are trapped in it. This appears as the flattening
of hfei around the phase velocity vp2. There is very little distortion of fe for pe < 0, indicating
very few left-moving plasmons (which would trap electrons with pe < 0). A wave traps electrons
within ±vtr of vp where the island half-width vtr = 2(ωp/k)nˆ1/2 is called the trapping width. The
observed trapping width varies with the wave amplitude, but fe never returns to a Maxwellian.
The SRS EPWs see a locally flat fe at their phase velocities, and do not undergo Landau damping.
This greatly increases the scatter and is the basis for the kinetic enhancement.
We can further appreciate the trapping dynamics by examining fe over the full x − p phase
space. Fig. 3-7(a) shows fe at t = 1.41 ps, shortly before the plasmon amplitude maximizes near
t = 1.7 ps (see Fig. 3-6(b)). Coherent phase-space vortices centered on vp2 are visible, which gives
rise to a flattened hfei on space-averaging. The vortices become irregular and smear into each other
during the turn-over, as seen at t = 1.77 ps in Fig. 3-7(b). These plots demonstrate the capability
of continuum kinetic numerical methods to capture fine phase-space structures. We present in
Fig. 3-8(a) the space-averaged hfei over the central region x = 43.5 to 49.1 µm. The flattening
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Figure 3-6: (a) Frequency zoom-in of Fig. 3-5 for run BC1. (b) rms electron density perturbation at box center.
(c) Instantaneous frequency of Ex at box center x = 49.84 µm. (d) space-averaged electron distribution over
x = 43.5− 49.1 µm.
around vp2, is clearly seen. The chosen times are typical, in that hfei is usually very flat when a
significant plasma is present. There are only brief periods (∼0.1 ps) when hfei displays a small
bump (∂ hfei /∂pe > 0) slightly above vp2. Significant beams are thus not generated. Outside the
trapping region there is little departure from a Maxwellian and no distortion for pe < 0.
One way to determine if trapping can enhance SRS is to consider whether a resonant electron
(v ≈ vp2), emerging from the Maxwellian plasma near the “Krook edges,” undergoes a bounce
period τB ≡ 2π/ωB before crossing the plasma. As discussed in chapter 4, the resonant electrons
start to give energy back to the wave, rather than Landau damp the wave, once they complete
about half a bounce period. Given the EPW amplitude we can compute ωB and the “bounce
length” LB ≡ vp2τB ∼ nˆ−1/21 , or how far a resonant electron travels before bouncing. If it crosses
the box before it bounces (LB > L), it cannot return energy to the wave, and Landau damping is
not reduced. LB(x) calculated from the numerical density fluctuation at t = 0.85 ps is displayed in
Fig. 3-8(b). This time is during the smooth growth of δn (see Fig. 3-6(b)), before erratic bursting
occurs. We first filter δn in k space to only include 0.29 ≤ kλD ≤ 0.43; almost all the energy is
near k2λD = 0.357, and LB computed from the unfiltered δn is very similar. The bounce length
varies between 4 and 10 µm, so resonant electrons undergo several bounces as they cross the 75 µm
box. The coupled-mode convective growth is from right to left for BSRS, so the smaller LB on the
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Figure 3-7: fe near box center for (a) t = 1.41 ps and (b) t = 1.77 ps for run BC1.
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Figure 3-8: (a) hfei over x = 43.5 − 49.1 µm for run BC1. (b) Bounce length LB at t = 0.85 ps, computed
from δn filtered to include only 0.29 < kλD < 0.43.
left corresponds to larger EPWs there.
The importance of trapping and the concomitant frequency downshift appears in the k − ω
spectrum of Ex. Fig. 3-9(a-c) show |Ex(k, ω)|2 for t = 1-3 ps, 3-5 ps, and 5-7 ps, respectively. The
spectra are all dominated by plasmons from BSRS, which are seen to extend between k2 ≈ 0.3−0.4.
Several harmonics of this feature appear at higher k and ω (beyond axes limits in figures). A
“shadow” of the physical k > 0 SRS EPW appears for k < 0 since the numerical diagnostic cannot
perfectly distinguish right- and left-moving signal. There is very little k < 0 activity, especially at
early times, indicating plasmons are absorbed by the Krook operator at the edges and not reflected
by the density ramps. We superpose the kinetic, linear EPW dispersion relation as the black dotted
curve. The Raman plasma waves consistently fall below this curve due to the trapping-induced
frequency downshift. This is easier to see in Fig. 3-10(a-b), which contain a zoomed subset of the
early (1-3 ps) and late (5-7 ps) spectra from Fig. 3-9. The downshifted plasma wave has a group
velocity dω/dk ≈ 0.12c. In addition, there are two “acoustic-like” modes (ω ∝ k), one of which
extends to the BSRS plasma wave and another one with a lower slope. The signals labeled “SEAS?”
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Figure 3-9: log10 |Ex(k, ω)|2 over x = 20− 80 µm for t = (1-3, 3-5, 5-7) ps for (a-c). “ac1” and “ac2” label
the two acoustic features.
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Figure 3-10: log10 |Ex(k, ω)|2 over x = 20− 80 µm for t = (1-3, 5-7) ps for (a,b). Zoom of Fig. 3-9(a,c).
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Figure 3-11: Streaked spectrum |Ex(k, t)|2 over x = 20− 80 µm for t = 1− 7 ps for run BC1. FSRS and Fre
label forward SRS and forward re-scatter of BSRS.
Figure 3-12: rms of Ex(x, t) for run BC1 (log10 scale).
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Figure 3-13: rms of Ex(x, t) for run BC1, zoom of one pulse from Fig. 3-12. Left-moving structure is visible.
in the reflected light spectra may be SEAS oﬀ these waves.
Besides the downshifted Raman plasmon, the late-time spectrum has two points of localized
activity at k ≈ 0.08 and −0.13 that fall on the linear EPW dispersion curve. We claimed above
these are, respectively, due to FSRS of the laser pump and the forward Raman re-scatter of BSRS.
The EPW activity is at the correct k for these modes, as given in table 3.1. We can better see the
time evolution of the plasma waves by looking at the streaked (time-resolved) k spectrum, depicted
in Fig. 3-11. The FSRS and re-scatter of BSRS plasma waves develop late in time at the required
k to satisfy matching. This figure also shows persistent and broad activity for a range of k near
but below the primary BSRS value of k = 0.357.
The EPW evolution in space and time is shown in Fig. 3-12, which plots the rms amplitude of
Ex. The plasma waves occur as a series of four or five pulses that develop on the left side (the laser
entrance) and then propagate to the right. There is clearly a dominant group velocity, or slope
to the trajectories or “rays” of high intensity, which ranges from (0.09− 0.13)c. The downshifted
SRS plasma waves in the k − ω diagram Fig. 3-10 has a group velocity (dω/dk) of roughly 0.12c,
which agrees with the observed Ex(x, t) pulse propagation speed. The pulses are not uniform but
have detailed structure. In particular, the waves do not merely propagate and decay, but their
amplitudes grow and decay along the rays. Thus, there are regions of high intensity within a
pulse that develop from low-intensity regions earlier along the ray. However, there are well-defined
“valleys” between the pulses, where no significant waves occur. Figure 3-13 zooms in on one pulse
from Fig. 3-12. Near the laser entrance one can see features moving with negative group velocity,
particularly at the start of pulses. Since they are present in all pulses we do not associate them
with BSRS re-scatter, which only occurs after 3 ps.
3.2 Pump strength I0 scan
This section explores the eﬀects of changing the pump intensity I0. Trapping can reduce the
Landau damping only if a trapped particle bounces before crossing the finite interaction region.
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Figure 3-14: Average R for reruns of BC1 for varying I0. Solid curve is steady-state coupled-mode R.
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Figure 3-15: R vs. t for reruns of BC1 with several I0.
The linearized Vlasov equation yields the amplitude of a plasma wave (mode 2) driven by the
beating of two imposed light waves (for SRS, the pump and seed, modes 0 and 1):
nˆ =
1
2
(k2λD)
2 χ
1 + χ
vos0vos1
v2Te
≈1
4
(k2λD)
2 ωp
ν2
vos0vos1
v2Te
. (3.2)
nˆ = |n1|/n0 = (ωB/ωp)2, ne − n0 = n1eiψ2 + cc is the perturbed electron density, χ is the kinetic
susceptibility, and vosi is the electron oscillation speed for mode i. This result is derived in appendix
B. The parameters for BC1, with the oscillation speeds taken from the imposed pump and seed,
give nˆ = 1.18 × 10−4. SRS amplifies the daughter light wave, and thus the plasma wave, above
this value. To estimate when trapping becomes significant, we neglect the amplification and find
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Te, k2λD Ia, ν2/ω2 γ, α, R, R, LB,
keV W/cm2 ps−1 µm−1 SS num µm
1 0.214 4.6×1012 1.95×10−4 18.7 no SS no SS 0.301 no SS
2 0.297 6.9×1015 0.0100 10.9 0.071 0.051 0.214 13.6
3 0.357 5.9×1016 0.0309 4.52 0.019 1.6×10−4 0.138 27.0
4 0.405 1.8×1017 0.0542 2.45 0.0099 4.5×10−5 0.0624 38.8
5 0.447 3.5×1017 0.0769 1.61 0.0065 2.8×10−5 1.85×10−5 49.3
Table 3.2: Parameters for reruns of BC1 with diﬀerent Te. Steady-state R is computed from the SDL including
pump depletion. Ia, R, SS, num, and LB indicate respectively the absolute instability threshold, reflectivity,
steady state, numerical run result, and bounce length. “No SS” indicates no steady state is reached since I0
is above the absolute instability threshold.
the pump strength for which trapped electrons bounce before crossing the flat region. Trapping
reduces Landau damping once electrons have undergone about one bouncing cycle, which requires
them to travel a bounce length LB = τBvp2 (see p. 66).
We performed a set of runs where all parameters match BC1 except for I0, and choose the seed
intensity I1 = 10−5I0. We varied the momentum resolution dpe to test convergence. LB for these
runs is
LB = 38.2 µm I
−1/2
0,15 (for BC1 parameters). (3.3)
LB equals the flattop length 75.1 µm for I0cr,15 = 0.26 and 37.6 µm (half the flattop length) for
I0,15 = 1.0. We expect trapping will have no eﬀect on SRS for I0 < I0cr, and that the reflectivity
R should approach the coupled-mode value. Since the gain is very small for I0 near I0cr (Rav in
Fig. 3-14 close to the seed value), this estimate changes little if we use the SRS amplified instead
of the imposed seed I1. The numerically observed time-averaged R vs. I0 (stars) is plotted in
Fig. 3-14, along with the steady-state coupled-mode R (solid curve) in the strong damping limit.
This calculation is done in subsection 2.5.3 and includes pump depletion. For the higher intensities
in the figure pump depletion significantly lowers R: the undepleted, linear R exceeds unity. It is
reassuring that R agrees with the coupled-mode theory for low I0. The numerical R exhibits a
sharp increase for I0,15 = 0.8, which we attribute to kinetic enhancement eﬀects. SRS saturates at
slightly more than 10% and does not increase with I0,15 above 2.
Figure 3-15 displays R vs. t for several values of I0 near the onset of the kinetic enhancement.
The lowest pump strength I0,15 = 0.2 reaches a steady state where the seed I1 = 10−5I0 is barely
amplified. For I0,15 = (0.4, 0.6), R remains small but temporally oscillates; for the 0.4 case the
oscillations decay, while they seem to be persistent and not completely periodic for 0.6. The largest
values I0,15 = (0.8, 1) demonstrate bursty reflectivities orders of magnitude above the coupled-mode
result. R is qualitatively similar (that is, bursty and large) for the higher I0 values shown in Fig. 3-
14. These runs establish that the bursty nature of SRS and the kinetic enhancement is generic to
the plasma conditions studied for suﬃciently strong pump lasers.
3.3 Dependence on electron temperature
It is commonly believed that k2λD strongly controls what mechanisms dominate SRS saturation.
Trapping is thought to be important when k2λD is large: vp2/vTe decreases with k2λD, so there
are more resonant electrons which may become trapped. To test the role of k2λD we performed a
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Figure 3-17: (a) Instantaneous reflectivity, (b) instantaneous transmitted fraction, and (c) spectrum of
transmitted light E+ at right edge, all for rerun of BC1 with Te,kV = 1. “Bre” in panel (c) indicates back
Raman re-scatter of primary BSRS light.
series of reruns of BC1 keeping all physical parameters the same except the electron temperature
Te = 1, 2, 4, and 5 keV (recall Te = 3 keV in BC1). The ions are immobile, as in BC1. The SRS
seed wavelength satisfies the linear matching conditions, and the seed intensity is I1 = 10−5I0.
The momentum grid spacing dpe is chosen to assure there are several grid points in the trapping
region of the plasma wave generated by the beating of the two unamplified light waves (given by
Eq. (3.2)).
Table 3.2 gives selected parameters for the values of Te used in the reruns and BC1. Higher Te
yields higher k2λD and thus stronger Landau damping. The reflectivity is therefore expected to
decrease with temperature. Figure 3-16 displays the time-averaged reflectivity for diﬀerent Te, as
well as the coupled-mode steady-state level when SRS is not absolutely unstable.
SRS is absolute for Te,kV = 1 so highly nonlinear behavior should result even in the absence of
trapping eﬀects. The instantaneous reflectivity and transmitted fraction for Te,kV = 1 is graphed in
Fig. 3-17(a,b), respectively. SRS is high early on but is lower for later times, while the transmitted
fraction recovers and briefly exceeds unity late in the run. This is due to strong back SRS re-scatter
of the back SRS light, analogous to modes 7 and 8 in table 3.1. The transmitted light spectrum
in Fig. 3-17(c) demonstrates that a substantial portion of the energy is contained in re-scatter.
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Figure 3-19: Average R for reruns of of BC1 with Te,kV = 5 and various pump strengths I0. Solid red curve
is the SDL with pump depletion calculation, and the stars are simulation results.
The BSRS scattered light wave from matching has ω1 = 2.09ωp. The plasma density n0 is below
nc1/4 where nc1 is the critical density for ω1. The scattered light from matching can itself undergo
Raman scattering. In BC1, ω1 < ωp/2 and Raman re-scatter only occurs once the SRS light is
frequency-upshifted due to electron trapping and the EPW frequency downshift. The Te,kV = 1
run should be viewed as a study of the electron dynamics in SRS at low temperature since the ions
are fixed. It is known that processes involving mobile ions, such as the Langmuir decay instability,
interaction with Brillouin scatter, and Langmuir-wave collapse, are important in SRS saturation at
low k2λD. Ions are considered in Sec. 3.6.
The backscatter is kinetically enhanced for Te,kV = 2, 3, and 4, but is not for Te,kV = 5. There
are signs of acoustic longitudinal activity and SEAS for Te,kV = 4. Figure 3-18(a) presents the
instantaneous reflectivity for Te,kV = 5. Pulsations are evident, and a totally steady state is not
reached. The longitudinal field Ex is depicted in Fig. 3-18(b). The largest response occurs near
the box center, and oscillates in time. This is in contrast to the coupled-mode steady state, where
both daughter waves grow exponentially toward the laser entrance. Note that the color scheme in
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panel (b) may suggest a deceptively large variation; the color bar which relates colors to amplitudes
clarifies this. To see if kinetic enhancement can occur for this high k2λD = 0.45 scenario, we reran
the Te,kV = 5 case but varied the pump strength up to I0 = 5× 1016 W/cm2 (still well below the
absolute threshold of 3.5 × 1017 W/cm2) with a seed I1 = 10−5I0. Figure 3-19 shows the time-
averaged reflectivities and demonstrates kinetic enhancement develops for I0 & 5 × 1015 W/cm2
and then saturates with intensity. The behavior is qualitatively similar to the I0 scan for Te,kV = 3
in Sec. 3.2.
3.4 Noise levels and seeding
SRS, like all parametric processes, requires some initial amplitude in at least one daughter wave
to grow. Here we estimate the thermal noise levels due to fluctuations in the hohlraum plasma via
thermodynamic arguments. We first estimate the background radiation level via Kirchoﬀ’s law,
and then by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. We follow the book by Bekefi [78] and refer the
reader there for background. Detailed calculations of stimulated scattering from noise using the
“dressed” or test particle approach are contained in [79] and [80]. Next, we show the reflectivity
of run BC1 is qualitatively similar for a weaker seed intensity, and that there is no SRS without a
seed. However, removing the boundary Krook operator allows SRS with or without a seed, and is
examined in Sec. 3.4.4.
3.4.1 Thermal radiation via Kirchoﬀ’s law
A given mode of oscillation (such as photons, phonons, or plasmons) may have several excitation
mechanisms. Each entails spontaneous and stimulated emission, as well as absorption (which is
“stimulated” since it only occurs when excitations are present). These processes are connected
via the Einstein relations, first derived for the so-called “A and B” coeﬃcients [81]. For photons
in hohlraum plasmas, the dominant emission mechanism is electron-ion bremsstrahlung, while the
corresponding absorption process is collisional damping or inverse-bremsstrahlung. Cˇerenkov radia-
tion is the excitation of waves in a medium by a discrete source moving faster than the wave’s phase
velocity. This cannot occur for light waves, whose phase velocity is ≥ c in an unmagnetized plasma.
However, super-thermal electrons moving above the EPW phase speed ≈ ωp/k = vTe/(kλD) can
Cˇerenkov radiate plasmons which in turn suﬀer Landau and collisional damping.
We analyze fluctuations of weakly damped modes, so the mode energy, group velocity, etc. are
well-defined. Although we use language common to light waves, the logic also applies to plasma
waves. When geometrical optics is valid, conservation of energy gives rise to the equation of transfer
( [78], Secs. 1.6-1.7)
η2r
d
ds
µ
Iω
η2r
¶
= jω − αωIω. (3.4)
s is distance along the ray path. ηr is the “ray refractive index,” which for isotropic media (such
as the unmagnetized plasma we are considering) is the usual refractive index η = ck/ω. Iω is the
“specific intensity,” or power dP per area da of radiation per solid angle dΩ per angular frequency
interval dω, in one polarization: Iω = dP/(da dω dΩ). The net absorption coeﬃcient αω (units
length−1) accounts for both stimulated emission and absorption and is given by
αω = 2| Im k| cosβ (3.5)
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where β is the angle between the group velocity and wavevector. jω is the emission coeﬃcient and
equals the power radiated per medium volume per frequency per solid angle (jω = dP/(dV dω dΩ)).
All of these quantities refer to radiation at one frequency ω, and there is a separate transfer equation
for each ω. In terms of ιω = Iω/η2 Eq. (3.4) becomes
dιω
dτ
= ιω − Sω, Sω ≡
jω
η2αω
. (3.6)
dτ = −αωds defines the unitless optical depth τ , which decreases along the direction of ray propa-
gation.
The “source function” Sω and the rate of spontaneous emission ηω(p) = dP/(dω dΩ) from
electrons with momentum p ( [78] Sec. 2.2) are related by Kirchoﬀ’s law:
Sω =
~ω3
8π3c2
R
ηω(p
0)f(p 0)d3p0R
ηω(p 0) [f(p)− f(p 0)] d3p0
. (3.7)
p = p 0+pγ is the final electron momentum after absorbing a photon with momentum pγ. Kirchoﬀ’s
law holds whether or not the radiation or electrons are in equilibrium with themselves or each other.
The eﬀective “radiation temperature” of the plasma ( [78] Sec. 2.3), is defined by
Sω = B0(ω, Tr). (3.8)
B0 is the blackbody intensity distribution dP/(da dω dΩ) in one polarization:
B0(ω, T ) =
~ω3
8π3c2
1
exp[~ω/T ]− 1 (3.9)
≈ ω
2T
8π3c2
, ~ω ¿ T. (3.10)
The low-frequency approximation is the classical, Rayleigh-Jeans limit. Whatever Sω is at a given
ω, we choose Tr such that Sω = B0(ω, Tr). If the electron distribution is Maxwellian, then Tr = Te,
the electron temperature. In experiments, it is common that Tr peaks above Te in the vicinity of a
resonance, such as the cyclotron resonance in a magnetized plasma ( [78], pp. 56-58). This reveals
the distribution is slightly non-Maxwellian, perhaps because the method of plasma generation
preferentially put energy into cyclotron waves.
Hohlraum plasmas are thought to be nearly Maxwellian, so we take Tr = Te. Although the
source function Sω = B0(ω, Te), this does not mean we have blackbody emission. We must solve
the equation of transfer Eq. (3.6) to find the radiation present. For a homogeneous medium where
Sω does not vary along the ray path, the solution is
ιω = ιω0eτ + Sω(1− eτ ). (3.11)
Choose τ = 0 at the ray origin, at which point ιω = ιω0. Recall τ decreases along the ray. Any
initial radiation is absorbed (damped) as it propagates, so that very little survives for optically
thick plasmas (−τ À 1). However, along the ray the medium emits and absorbs via Sω. Perhaps
counter-intuitively, for optically thick plasmas 1− eτ ≈ 1, and the net emission approaches the full
source function. Conversely, the fluctuations in optically thin plasmas are a very small fraction of
Sω, and may be dominated by boundary eﬀects via ιω0.
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We need to know the optical depth at a given ω to know the level of light-wave fluctuations in the
plasma. The temporal amplitude damping rate of light waves due to electron-ion collisions is given
in Eq. (2.69): ν = (1/2)(ωp/ω)2νei. The spatial damping rate ki = ν/vg where vg = c(1−n0/nc)1/2
is the group velocity and nc is the light wave’s critical density. For the BSRS daughter light wave
in the standard parameters (λ1 = 574 nm), ν1 = 28.1 ns−1 and ki = 110 m−1. Using αω from
Eq. (3.5) with β = 0, we find the optical depth dτ = −ds/(4.6 mm). Since the hohlraum radius
is typically several millimeters, much of the blowoﬀ plasma is somewhat optically thick (−τ ≥ 1).
Thus, the light-wave fluctuations at ω1 will be on the order of B0(ω, Te). The “optical depth” for
plasma waves depends on the Landau and collisional damping. The daughter EPW in BSRS from
the standard parameters has dτ = −ds/(0.226 µm), so the plasma is much more optically thick for
these plasmons: their fluctuation level is very nearly B0(ω, Te).
The fluctuation intensity at λ1, in one linear polarization over a half-sky (2π) of solid angle, is
ι1,fl = 2πfc
Z ω1b
ω1a
dω B0(ω, Te). (3.12)
fc is the fractional cone of wavevectors included in the backscatter. A cone of half-angle θ has
fc = (1/4π)
R θ
0 dθ
02π sin θ0 = (1− cos θ)/2 ≈ θ2/4 for θ ¿ 1. For a speckle, we can take this to be
all k’s that stay within the speckle. A lens with optic f/# F produces diﬀraction-limited speckles
with transverse radius r = 1.028Fλ0 and axial length l = 7.08F 2λ0 ( [52], p. 25). For F = 8 (being
considered for NIF) and λ0 = 351 nm, we have r = 2.89 µm and l = 159 µm. θ = arcsin(r/l) = 1.04◦
and fc = 8.24 × 10−5. We take frequency range [ω1a, ω1b] as that for which there is appreciable
BSRS growth. From Fig. 2-2, we use λ1a, λ1b = 600, 540 nm. Note that 574 nm corresponds to an
energy of 2.16 eV, so for keV plasmas this is well into the low-frequency Rayleigh-Jeans portion
of the spectrum. Folding in all these numbers, we find ι1,fl = 4280 W/cm2. The refractive index
η1 = 0.856 finally gives I1,fl = 3140 W/cm
2. This is much lower than our simulation seed levels
(usually I1 = 10−5I0 ∼ 1010 W/cm2), which are in turn lower than the numerical noise of PIC
simulations.
We can similarly estimate the plasma wave fluctuation power. Since the plasma is optically
quite thick to EPWs (more so than the light waves), we can relate ι2,fl to B0 as with light waves
above. However, the frequency interval is narrower, since the EPW bandwidth for growth is smaller
(plasma-wave frequencies do not depart much from ωp). On the other hand, the refractive index η
is much larger than for light waves. These two eﬀects tend to cancel each other. The resulting I2,fl
is of the same order as I1,fl (although note we do not seed the EPW in our simulations). Perhaps
more important, the action density fluctuations will be roughly comparable (the EPW has a lower
frequency than the EMW but typically by only a factor of 2 or 3). Imagine we initially have energy
in the pump and just one daughter. From Eq. (2.90) it is easy to show that, for early times, the
rate of pump energy loss goes like the square root of the initial daughter action density. Thus, if
we have similar action densities in each daughter, the amount scattering from fluctuations in each
channel is similar.
3.4.2 Thermal radiation via the fluctuation-dissipation theorem
Insight into thermal fluctuations can also be gained from the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. We
follow closely Bekefi chapter 4 here. Accordingly, in this section we use the Fourier representation
f(t) =
R
dω exp[iωt]f˜(ω) rather than the exp[−iωt] convention used in the rest of this thesis.
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Consider a system which exchanges energy with an external source via the HamiltonianH1 = − A· F
where A and F are a generalized displacement and the corresponding force. In Fourier space, the
two are related by a “generalized susceptibility” (not to be confused with the plasma susceptibility
←→χ ) ←→χ g: A(k, ω) = ←→χ g(k, ω) · F (k, ω). The fluctuation-dissipation theorem states the average
fluctuation amplitude of the jth component of A is
­
A2j
®
=
Z
d3k
(2π)3
dω P, P = − T
πω
Imχg,jj . (3.13)
T is the system temperature. To identify A and F for a specific problem, write the time-averaged
dissipated power density
h∂tW i =
Z ∞
−∞
dω G(ω) (3.14)
where
ReG(ω) = lim
T0→∞
1
T0
Z T0/2
−T0/2
dt A · ∂t F (3.15)
= lim
T0→∞
1
T0
µ
−ω
2π
¶
Im
h
F ∗ ·←→χ · F
i
(k − ω space). (3.16)
Consider a plasma, which we take to be the “system.” Thermal fluctuations ultimately arise
from particle discreteness. In the spirit of the test-particle method, we imagine the plasma medium
to interact with a single particle as the external source. Linear waves in a plasma, with an external
current source Js, satisfy
←→
D · E = i 1
ωε0
Js,
←→
D = ηη − η2 + 1 +←→χ . (3.17)
←→
D is the dispersion tensor, η = ck/ω is the index of refraction, and←→χ is the plasma susceptibility.
Since ∂tW = − Js · E is the rate of energy density gain by the plasma, we can make the associations
F = E, ←→χ = ε0
←→
D , A =
i
ω
Js. (3.18)
We now know the fluctuation spectrum of Js from Eq. (3.13) and can use Eq. (3.17) to find the
spectrum of E fluctuations. Let us specialize to transverse electromagnetic waves (k = kxˆ, E = Eyˆ),
for which χg,yy = ε0D where D = Dyy. For an unmagnetized plasma with weak damping from
electron-ion collisions,
D = −η2 + 1−
ω2p
ω2
−i
ω2pν
ω3
. (3.19)
The electric field fluctuation spectrum is
­
E2
®
=
Z
d3k
(2π)3
dω PE , PE =
T
πε0ω
Di
|D|2 . (3.20)
This tells us the fluctuation power contained in every k and ω. However, |D|2 = D2r+D2i in PE is
very large when k and ω are far from the natural-mode dispersion relation Dr = 0. Therefore, most
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of the power for a given ω is concentrated in a narrow band around the corresponding natural-mode
k. We can perform the k integrals using residue techniques and deduce
ε0
2
­
E2
®
=
Z
dω
Tω2η
8π2c3
. (3.21)
This spectral energy density is precisely the Rayleigh-Jeans limit of the blackbody distribution
B0(ω, T ), modified by the index of refraction η. Similarly, we saw in the prior subsection the
source function Sω = B0(ω, Tr) where the radiation temperature Tr = T if the plasma is in thermal
equilibrium (that is, the particles have a Maxwellian distribution). The fluctuation level thus equals
that given by Kirchoﬀ’s law (over the same frequency interval). The fluctuation-dissipation theorem
reveals how the power is partitioned among the diﬀerent k’s, and shows most of it is contained near
the appropriate natural mode.
The EPW noise is calculated similarly, only using the EPW instead of the EMW dispersion
relation. The resulting energy density for the kinetic, collisionless dispersion relation is ( [78],
p. 125)
1
2
ε0
­
E2
®
=
T
2
Z
d3k
(2π)3
1
1 + (kλD)2
. (3.22)
The fluctutation-dissipation theorem tells us most of the energy in each k is concentrated around the
natural plasma wave. We thus find the standard classical “T per mode” energy density, attenuated
by (1 + (kλD)2) for short wavelengths. The EPW fluctuations thus also have approximately the
same level as the EMWs, namely B0(ω, T ).
3.4.3 Role of seed strength
This subsection examines how ELVIS simulations of SRS are aﬀected by diﬀerent seed levels. Unlike
PIC codes, Vlasov codes such as ELVIS have very low intrinsic numerical noise. Frequently, noise or
seed sources are added when laser-plasma interactions are studied with Vlasov codes. We provide
this via a back-propagating seed light wave imposed at the boundary with a wavelength that has a
large linear SRS growth rate. Such coherent seeding at a single frequency is of course quite diﬀerent
from the thermal, incoherent noise present in all frequencies in a real plasma. One drawback of
our technique is other parametric instabilities that are not seeded, such as FSRS, SRS re-scatter
and, in kinetic ion runs, SBS and LDI, only develop if the system evolution produces suﬃcient
noise in their daughter waves. Nonetheless, the run BC1 shows both FSRS and re-scatter of BSRS
even though we do not seed them. A more noise-like seeding should be tried in the future, perhaps
by adding externally-controlled charge and current densities with the desired noise spectrum. To
partly address this Sec. 3.5 presents the results of a simulation with ten seed frequencies, which
shows reflectivities similar to the case of a monochromatic seed.
Typically we choose a seed intensity I1 = 10−5I0, which is many orders of magnitude above
the thermal noise estimate of subsection 3.4.1. Our justification is that ignition hohlraums are
expected to have large regions of homogeneous plasma, in which the linear SRS gain amplifies noise
to order unity reflectivities. This is not observed in experiment, implying nonlinear eﬀects become
important. However, linear theory should hold for large portions of a laser beam’s path, until SRS
reaches a threshold amplitude for nonlinearity to become important. This linearly-amplified SRS
light acts as a seed impinging on a small region, such as a focused speckle, which we simulate.
We thereby eliminate the “uninteresting” linear region and only perform an expensive, kinetic
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Figure 3-20: (a) R vs. t for rerun of BC1 with I1 = 0. (b) |E−(ω)|2 from time 2 ps to run end.
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Figure 3-21: R vs. t for rerun of BC1 with I1 = 10−7I0 and dpe = (3.35, 1.17)× 10−3mec for panels (a,b).
simulation on the “interesting” part. The validity of this should be explored in the future with a
few simulations of long plasmas, to see how the linear and nonlinear regions connect.
Let us consider the eﬀect of varying the seed intensity I1 while keeping all other parameters
the same as the run BC1. In Fig. 3-20 we present (a) R and (b) the reflected light spectrum for no
seed: I1 = 0. We also use a smaller dpe = 1.95× 10−3 than in BC1. The reflectivity approaches the
tiny constant value 1.5×10−10, indicating there is very little noise in the code from which SRS can
grow. The spectrum reveals most of the reflected light is at ω0 and is due to the reflection of the
pump when it encounters the density ramp-up (and is thus a “true” reflection and not the result
of parametric coupling). There are also clear features at ωp and ω0 − ωp, as well as weaker signals
at ω1 and ω0 + ωp where ω1 is the linear SRS matching frequency.
We next choose a seed I1 = 10−7I0 and find reflectivity similar to BC1 (where I1 = 10−5I0).
Figure 3-21 plots R for two diﬀerent values of dpe, showing qualitatively similar results. There is
very little SRS before 2 ps, but after this point SRS comes in large, chaotic bursts. We vary dpe
to test convergence since Landau damping of small-amplitude EPW is not correctly reproduced for
insuﬃcient momentum resolution (namely, if the trapping width is unresolved); some runs in this
chapter show very large reflectivity with one dpe only to approach linear reflectivity levels with
a smaller dpe. The time-averaged R from 1 ps to the run end is hRi = (12.5%, 13.8%) for dpe
= (3.53, 1.17) × 10−3mec, respectively. The scattered light spectrum for the smaller dpe choice,
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Figure 3-22: (a) Gated over entire run and (b) streaked spectrum of E−(ω) for rerun of BC1 with I1 = 10−7I0
and dpe = 1.17× 10−3mec.
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Figure 3-23: (a) Reflectivity and (b) whole-run E−(ω) spectrum for rerun of BC1 with I1 = 0 and no Krook
operator.
displayed in Fig. 3-22, is similar to the spectrum for BC1. Note that the possible SEAS (the two
features with ω ≈ 2.5ωp, 3ωp) and re-scatter of BSRS occur later in time and appear weaker than
for BC1. The Ex(k, ω) spectrum (not shown) agrees qualitatively with BC1: the EPW is downshifted
from the linear dispersion relation, there are two acoustic streaks at low frequency, and the BSRS
re-scatter plasmon is visible.
3.4.4 Role of edge Krook operator
We include a Krook operator at the domain edges to absorb plasma waves generated by SRS and
prevent them from being reflected at the boundaries. The run BC1, therefore, shows very little
left-moving plasma waves, except for those generated by BSRS re-scatter: there is no activity with
k equal to the negative of the SRS EPWs. The Krook operator also damps plasma waves produced
by the adjustment of the electron density to a sheath-like pattern early in time. These waves
can provide enough noise for SRS to develop. Figure 3-23 shows (a) the reflectivity and (b) the
scattered light spectrum for a rerun of BC1 with no Krook operator and no seed (I1 = 0). The
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Figure 3-24: Streaked E− spectrum for rerun of BC1 with I1 = 0 and no Krook operator.
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Figure 3-25: Density perturbation for electrostatic reruns of BC1 (a) with and (b) without the edge Krook
operator.
typical large, bursty R occurs, with an average from 1 ps to the run end Rav = 18.7%. The usual
BSRS, BSRS re-scatter, and ω . ω0 signals are present, with most of the energy in BSRS. There
is also activity at ≈ ω0+ωp that is not present in the prior spectra with a seed and an edge Krook
operator. The streaked spectrum in Fig. 3-24 is similar to BC1, even showing the possible SEAS
below 3ωp, except for the additional signal at ω0+ωp. This feature requires further exploration in
the future.
We now present the electrostatic evolution (no transverse e/m fields) of a finite density profile
with and without an edge Krook operator. The ELVIS model equations are such that if E± and vys
are initially zero, and the boundary values of E± are zero for all times, then E± and vys remain zero.
We can therefore neglect these fields entirely, and call this the “electrostatic” mode of simulation.
We perform two electrostatic runs that otherwise match BC1, except one has the BC1 edge Krook
operator and the other has none. In both cases the density stays flat in the center, but evolves at
the edges into a sheath-like pattern. The resulting change in the density profile δn = ne−nB after
the sheath becomes steady in time is shown in Fig. 3-25. The diﬀerence between these cases stems
from the electrostatic fluctuations generated by the edge evolution. Plasma waves are generated by
this motion and propagate inwards, giving the noise for that SRS grows from in the prior example.
A Krook operator greatly suppresses them: the δn for the Krook case at the box center is always
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Figure 3-26: (a) Reflectivity and (b) whole-run E−(ω) spectrum for rerun of BC1 with multiple seeds.
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seeds.
less than 10−7.
3.5 Seed bandwidth and possible SEAS
This section considers a run with seeds of several wavelengths to mimic the bandwidth present in the
physical noise spectrum. Trapping and large reflectivity still result, with the faster-growing modes
producing coherent phase-space vortices early in time. The physical noise from which SRS grows is
of course not monochromatic. How can a finite seed bandwidth aﬀect Raman scattering? Linearly,
each SRS daughter wave acquires a bandwidth of the order of the growth rate γ. Waves separated
in frequency by more than this should amplify independently of each other. When trapping is
important, however, the waves can nonlinearly interact. If several plasma waves reach suﬃcient
amplitude, their trapping regions in phase space may overlap. Resonant electrons will not be
trapped in a single wave and will not undergo coherent bounce motion. A quasi-linear velocity
diﬀusion and flattening of the distribution may still result and reduce the Landau damping.
BC1 utilizes a single scattered-light seed wavelength (I1 = 10−5I0, λ1v = 574 nm). As seen in
Fig. 2-2, SRS has a substantial growth rate for a range of λ1v around the peak. We performed a run
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Figure 3-28: (a) Spectrum of reflected light (E−) pre-filtered to pass the band ω/ωp = [2.4, 3.3]. (b) Ex(k, ω)
spectrum showing acoustic activity. The EPW matching the possible SEAS light is marked by a white ring.
identical to BC1, except using ten seed light waves with λ1v evenly spaced between 549 nm and 594
nm. Each has an intensity I1 = 10−6I0 and a random, constant phase (φ−1i in Eq. (3.1) between 0
and 2π). The reflectivity, displayed in Fig. 3-26(a), is qualitatively similar to the monochromatic
seed case. It occurs in temporal bursts, and has an average value of 13.5% from 1 ps to the run
end. The scattered light spectrum is depicted in Fig. 3-26(b) for early (1:3 ps) and late (3:7 ps)
times, and is also similar to BC1. The black box indicates the range of seed frequencies, although
its height is unrelated to their amplitudes. Early in the run, a subset of the seeds are amplified
by SRS; however, at later times the spectrum upshifts and broadens. Figure 3-27(a) displays fe
at an early time when coherent vortices are produced by a few of the faster-growing SRS modes;
shortly after 2 ps the vortices become irregular and “washed out” as in Fig. 3-7(b) for BC1. The
space-averaged fe is shown in Fig. 3-27(b) and indicates the flattening remains later in time when
there is large EPW activity.
This multiple-seed run also has scattered light between the SRS and pump frequencies, which
we speculate may be stimulated electron acoustic scatter (SEAS). The streaked E−(ω, t) spectrum
(not shown) is very much like that for BC1 only it seems the BSRS re-scatter is weaker and SEAS
is stronger. We want to isolate the SEAS signal. As in experiments, it is hard to detect a signal’s
component at one frequency if most of the energy is in another one. Some energy from the dominant
frequency appears in the measured level at the weaker frequency. This produces, for instance, the
long tails of frequency spectra away from the dominant mode, and the vertical and horizontal streaks
extending from the SRS EPWs throughout our Ex(k, ω) spectra. To mitigate this numerically we
pass E−(t) at the left edge through a Matlab filter whose eﬀect is to eliminate signal outside a
specified frequency band. We then apply the usual Fourier transform diagnostics to the filtered
E−(t). Figure 3-28(a) contains the “filtered” E− spectrum for the band ω = 2.4 to 3.3 and only
after 3 ps. There is always some reflected light at the pump ω0 that begins very early in the run;
this is the reflection from the density gradient observed in the no-seed run above. However, the
spectrum reveals two distinct regions of activity below ω0, a stronger one around ωs = 2.7 and a
weaker one slightly below ω0.
The reflected light at ωs maybe be scattering of the pump laser oﬀ a low phase-velocity acoustic
longitudinal mode present in the electric field Ex. Such a three-wave process must satisfy k and
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Figure 3-29: IAW kinetic (a) dispersion relation and (b) damping rate for the standard parameters with
helium. The dashed red line in (a) is ω = cak with ca = 0.0194vTe from Eq. (3.23).
ω matching. The pump and backscattered light of frequency ωs match with a third wave having
k2 = 0.42, ω2 = 0.47 and a phase velocity vp2 = 1.1vTe. There is indeed an acoustic mode ω = vak
in the Ex spectrum with va ≈ vp2. Figure 3-28(b) shows Ex(k, ω) taken from 3 ps to the end run
(the time during which SEAS occurs) and zoomed on the two acoustic features. The full spectrum
contains SRS EPWs downshifted from the linear dispersion curve as for BC1, which connect to
the acoustic feature with the higher slope shown. The point (ω2, k2) from matching is shown as
a white circle and clearly falls on the lower-slope acoustic mode. The circle may obscure the fact
that the intensity of Ex near the SEAS point is not enhanced compared to neighboring regions of
the beam; in fact, there is “nothing special” about the beam near SEAS. The vertical stripes from
k = 0.2 to 0.4 and strongest near 0.35 are artifacts of the SRS EPWs due to the numerical Fourier
transform, as discussed in the prior paragraph. It would be illuminating to filter the 2-D Ex(x, t)
as described above and more clearly see the acoustic activity. The largest activity on the low-slope
acoustic branch occurs for ω ≈ 0.05 to 0.15, very far from the SEAS point. Although this activity
has the right frequency to account for the scattered light around 3ωp, it would need a much higher
k ≈ 0.45 to satisfy wavenumber matching; Ex(k, ω) has no power there.
3.6 Kinetic ions
Ion motion introduces new eﬀects to LPI. For underdense plasmas in our 1-D geometry, these
include stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) and ion-based SRS saturation mechanisms (in higher
dimensions laser filamentation also takes place). For small k2λD . 0.15, mobile ions allow Langmuir
collapse and cavitation to occur [82—84]. At higher k2λD ion motion can saturate SRS via the
Langmuir decay instability (LDI) of the plasma wave [42,45]. An anti-correlation of SRS and SBS
has also been observed in some experiments [85—87]. In this section we explore LDI and SBS for the
standard parameters, and present a rerun of BC1 with kinetic ions. SRS proceeds as with immobile
ions for early times, but is suppressed toward the run end when a large number of parametric decays
appear to occur.
The examples of this section are for the standard parameters with helium ions, given in the
thesis preamble: Zi = 2, mi = 4mp, Ti = Te/4 = 750 eV (ion conditions are discussed in Sec.
2.6). We present results of an ELVIS simulation of this case below. The ion acoustic wave (IAW)
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Figure 3-30: (a) Dispersion diagram showing BSRS (modes 0, 1, 2), LDI (2, 19, 20), and BSBS (0, 5, 6)
for the standard parameters with helium. Mode numbers follow table 3.1. Solid and dashed curves are the
EMW and EPW dispersion curves. (b) δn = ne − n0 for run BC1. The solid red line is the LDI threshold
δn = nˆ2c for the SRS EPW.
approximately satisfies ω = cak where the acoustic speed ca is given by
c2a = v
2
TeZi
me
mi
µ
1 +
3Ti
ZiTe
¶
. (3.23)
For our example parameters ca = 0.0194vTe. The real and imaginary parts of the solution to the
kinetic IAW dispersion relation 1+χe+χi = 0 are displayed in Fig. 3-29. The collisionless damping
of these modes is fairly strong.
3.6.1 LDI
LDI is the parametric coupling of a pump EPW (labeled mode 2) to a daughter EPW (mode 19)
and a daughter IAW (mode 20). Our labelling follows table 3.1, although of course any EPW can
undergo LDI. Some experiments show an increase in SRS with an increase in ion wave damping,
which was taken to mean LDI was saturating SRS [49], [48]. More recently the EPWs associated
with LDI cascades have been directly observed with Thomson scattering [52, 53]. In our 1-D
geometry the matching conditions can only be satisfied for back LDI (k19 < 0) and not forward
LDI (k19 > 0); by LDI we always mean back LDI. This is equivalent to the fact that completely
forward SBS cannot exist. We use the kinetic EPW and IAW dispersion relations to find the
natural, matching modes for LDI of mode 2. The results are shown in the dispersion diagram
in Fig. 3-30(a) and in table 3.3. γc = (ν19ν20)
1/2 is the threshold pump strength for LDI. The
undamped growthrate for LDI γ0,LDI is ( [39], p. 38)
γ0,LDI =
1
4
vos2
vTe
√
ω19ω20 =
ωp/ω2
4k2λD
nˆ2
√
ω19ω20. (3.24)
vos2 = eE2/(meω2) = nˆ2vTe(ωp/ω2)/(k2λD) is the electron oscillation speed in the pump EPW
and nˆ2 = n2/n0 is the pump density perturbation. The threshold pump strength n2c for growth
(γ0,LDI > γc) is
nˆ2c = 4k2λD
ω2
ωp
µ
ν19ν20
ω19ω20
¶1/2
. (3.25)
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ν19/ω19 0.0233 nˆ2c 0.0719
ν20/ω20 0.0722 γ0 119nˆ2 ps
−1
2π/ω20 0.296 ps γc 8.58 ps
−1
Table 3.3: LDI of mode 2 for the standard parameters with helium, and neglecting collisional damping.
γ0 1.71 ps
−1 2π/ω6 0.423 ps
γc 0.0989 ps
−1 γ 1.36 ps−1
γa 10.4 ps
−1 Ia,15 74.1
Table 3.4: Pump SBS quantities for the standard parameters with helium.
Figure 3-30(b) depicts δn = ne − nB for BC1 toward the left side of the central flattop (δn is
comparable at points to the right, but with slightly lower amplitudes early in time). The density
fluctuations just briefly exceed the LDI threshold. In addition, for nˆ2 = 0.15 (above the largest
observed δn) the undamped growth time 1/γ0 = 0.056 ps, which is comparable to the bursting
time. The plasmons are thus not above threshold long enough for LDI grow significantly. We do
not expect LDI to seriously aﬀect SRS in a run with kinetic ions. Note that the numerical δn is
not completely symmetric for δn > 0 and δn < 0. This indicates harmonic generation (as seen
in Fig. 3-5) and wave steepening, which tend to increase the positive part of an EPW density
fluctuation. Wave-breaking is a limit on the amplitude below which a plasma wave can attain
and still be described by fluid theory [88], [89], [90]. The warm-fluid wave-breaking upper bound
is nˆ2 = 0.2, almost twice the largest δn observed in the run. It is unclear how wave-breaking
applies to low phase-velocity waves, when Landau damping and kinetic eﬀects are important. This
applies even more to our simulations, where the SRS EPW lies below the linear dispersion curve
and displays strong nonlinearity.
3.6.2 SBS
Brillouin scattering, or the decay of a pump EMW (mode 0) to a daughter EMW (mode 5) and
IAW (mode 6), is a major concern for both direct- and indirect-drive ICF. Several theories have
been advanced to explain the experimentally observed lower SRS levels during periods of high
SBS. This may be due to the modification of the EPW dispersion relation by ion-wave density
fluctuations [15, 16, 91], which introduces a detuning that varies in time with ion wave amplitude.
Moreover, SRS saturation by Langmuir collapse provides enhanced ion fluctuations from which SBS
can develop. Unlike with Raman scattering, there is no totally forward SBS (k0 ||k5): matching
cannot be satisfied for a purely acoustic ion wave ω6 ∝ k6. Filamentation can be thought of as the
k0 almost parallel to k5 limit of SBS, but the ion wave k6 is perpendicular to k0. Our 1-D geometry
cannot model this. We are only concerned then with back SBS, and by SBS we mean back SBS.
For the standard parameters with helium, the SBS natural matching modes (calculated with the
kinetic IAW dispersion relation) are given in table 3.4 and diagrammed in Fig. 3-30(a). SBS is
convective with a growth time γ−1 = 0.753 ps. We do not observe pump SBS in our simulations,
even though our several-picosecond runs last for several growth times. This is probably because we
do not seed it.
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Figure 3-31: (a) Reflectivity for runs iBC (red dots) and BC1 (solid blue). (b) Gated E− spectrum over whole
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Figure 3-32: rms Ex for run iBC. (b) zooms on the “blob” in the upper left of (a).
3.6.3 Simulation with kinetic ions
The run iBC explores the role of ions in SRS, and matches BC1 except with kinetic helium ions as
described above. In this thesis we use at most one kinetic ion species, although ELVIS can easily
be extended to handle any number. Our basic finding is that kinetic enhancement can still occur,
but can also be inhibited by the interplay of several parametric processes. We do not see evidence
of pump SBS or LDI of the BSRS plasmon. Many of the parametric processes listed in table 3.1
occur, including decays or re-scatter of daughters from decays if the pump. We extensively use
the shorthand of table 3.1, explained in its caption. We trust this won’t create confusion once the
reader understands how a mode’s label is constructed. Many of these modes are close in k or ω and
can provide enhanced noise for each other. If the mismatch is comparable to the mode bandwidth,
either due to the parametric coupling or bandwidth in the appropriate pump, one cannot treat
the modes as distinct an analysis like [24] may be needed. Coupled-mode simulations, with no
kinetic eﬀects, allowing SRS cascades and SRS coupling to LDI show a chaotic region near the laser
entrance, a bursty reflectivity, and SRS saturation [39], [40]. Recent PIC simulations of Raman
scatter from high-temperature plasmas (Te ≈ 10 keV) indicate Raman and Brillouin re-scatter are
both important [92].
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Figure 3-33: Ex power spectrum for run iBC for (a, b) high and (c, d) low frequencies. Panels (b, d) are
sums over the power contained in the frequencies of panels (a, c).
Figure 3-31(a) plots the reflectivity for iBC and BC1. The R’s agree very well until 3 ps,
after which they diverge due to the chaotic nature of the dynamics. However, after 5 ps the iBC
reflectivity stays low. The rms electrostatic field Ex is shown in Fig. 3-32. Early in time pulses
form at the laser entrance and propagate to the right, as for fixed ions. At 5 ps a “blob” of activity
develops, after which R is very low. The k−ω spectrum of this blob is plotted in Fig. 3-33 for the
high-frequency, EPW range (panels a and b) and the low-frequency, IAW range (panels c and d).
First we analyze the EPW features in Fig. 3-33(a, c). The plasmon BR0p (mode 2) is downshifted
from the linear dispersion relation, as for immobile ions; Ex(k, ω) for the whole run (not shown)
demonstrates this for all times. Panels b and d plot the total power in k summed over all frequencies
in the corresponding panels a and c. Most left-moving EPW activity occurs at k = −0.143. This
corresponds to Raman re-scatter of mode 1, labeled BR1p and FR1p, which practically coincide in
k and ω. Recall ω1 fluctuates in time with the downshift in ω2, so the numbers in table 3.1 are
approximate for mode 1’s decays. For k > 0, besides mode 2 there is a plasmon cluster around
k ≈ 0.1. The strongest peak has k ≈ 0.125, and the two others are at 0.084 and 0.14. The lowest-k
peak is FR0p, while the strongest peak may be LDI of mode 8 or 10 (L8/10p).
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Figure 3-34: δni (a) vs. t near the left edge and (b) vs. x shortly after the blob. (c) Ex power spectrum over
whole run, summed over frequencies ω = 0 : 0.03ωp to show ion motion. (d) k spectrum of panel b.
The low-frequency, ion-mode spectra (Fig. 3-33(b, d) shows several points lying on the IAW
dispersion curve, with k ≈ −0.28 being the largest. Besides matching L8/10i, this k also corresponds
to the Brillouin re-scatter mode B1i; B1m is observed in the transmitted spectrum below. Several
harmonics of k = −0.28 appear, as well as a signal at k = +0.28. The reflected light (see below)
shows a small blip of Brillouin light for B3m, which corresponds to the IAW B3i with k = 0.29 and
may explain the signal there. If a mode described by (k, ω) is an acoustic mode (ω ∝ k), then its
harmonics (2k, 2ω), (3k, 3ω), and so on, are also natural modes. It is unclear if the features at
multiples of k = ±0.28 are due to parametric couplings or harmonics of the fundamentals.
The ion density fluctuation δni = ni − ni(t = 0) is presented in Fig. 3-34. Most of the ion
activity occurs during or after the blob in time, and near the left edge. The period between the
two minima near 6 ps in panel (a) corresponds to ω = 5.6× 10−3, which agrees well with B1i and
L8/10i. Moreover, the k spectrum in panel (c) of the spatial profile shown in panel (b) is peaked
at k = 0.28 (positive and negative k are not distinguished). The low-frequency Ex(k, ω) spectrum
for the whole run is plotted in panel (d) and also shows activity mainly at k = ±0.28 and their
harmonics. Note that pump SBS and LDI of the pump BSRS EPW (modes B0i and L2i) are absent
from all the spectra.
Now consider the transmitted light. We show the spectrum of E+ in Fig. 3-35, filtered to
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Figure 3-35: Sepctra of transmitted light E+ for run iBC at the right edge (x = 100 µm). Signal is filtered
to suppress the pump near ω/ωp = 3.16.
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Figure 3-36: Spectra of reflected light E− for run iBC.
eliminate the pump. As for immobile ions, anti-Stokes upshifted light of the pump is seen (ω ≈ 4.16,
5.16). The weak signal at ω = 3.16 is the pump light that survives filtration. Near 2ωp there are
two features: pump FSRS (FR0m, ω3 = 2.15), also present with immobile ions, as well as SBS
re-scatter of mode 1 (B1m, ω ≈ 2.03). The spectra show that these two signals are separated in
both frequency and the time they are strong (their group velocities in the plasma are similar).
Shortly after B1m develops at 5.5 ps, FR0m intensifies. These modes are so close in frequency that
one may act as an enhanced seed for the other. Inspection of the Ex and light-wave signals outside
the blob (not shown) clearly reveal the plasmons FR0p (mode 3) and FR3p (the FSRS decay of
mode 3). Continuing to lower frequency, there are two signals near ωp: BR1m (ω ≈ 1), and a weak
FR3m (ω = 1.15). Both these last features are visible in run BC1 with fixed ions, which strengthens
our identification of them as Raman modes.
We complete our analysis with the reflected light spectra in Fig. 3-36. In accord with the
reflectivity plot, BSRS in panel (a) is strong until about 5ps. FR1m (ω ≈ 1) is evident starting
around 4 ps and reaches its maximum before and during the blob in Ex. For clarity panel (b) zooms
on the ω ≈ ωp portion of panel (a). The light waves FR1m and BR1m are very close, have ω ≈ ωp
and thus very slow group velocities; they almost form a “standing light wave” in the plasma. From
5.5 ps onward there is a weaker signal at 1.1ωp which we identify as BR3m; of course, this signal
cannot occur until mode 3 (FR0m) is appreciable. There is a short blip at ω ≈ 2.15 matching B3m
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which occurs just before 6 ps, and is visible in the time-integrate spectrum Fig. 3-36(c). Higher
in frequency, we see the weak signal above 2.5ωp which we argued earlier may be SEAS. Near 3ωp
there is also some activity roughly at two frequencies. Although pump SBS (B0m) falls in this
range, fixed ion runs also reveal light at this frequency; moreover, we do not see ion activity for
B0i. Pump SBS, if it occurs at all, is weak.
Let us suggest why the reflectivity becomes low and the longitudinal blob forms late in time,
and in particular how ions may enhance this. We focus on processes BR1, FR1, L8/10, B1, and FR0.
BR1 and FR1 occur in the fixed ion run but at lower levels. Most of the blob electrostatic activity,
which terminates the high reflectivity, is in the BR1p and/or FR1p plasmons, as well as L8/10p.
Moreover, the ion activity is dominated by k ≈ −0.28, which is either L8/10i or B1i. The light
waves B1m and FR0m, as well as the IAWs B1i and L8/10i, are close in k and ω, and can provide
noise for each other. These processes appear to grow in tandem within the blob. The EPW L8/10p
constitutes a substantial part of the Ex blob energy in Fig. 3-33(b). These LDI decays remove
energy from BR1 and FR1 and may give rise to the chaotic dynamics observed in coupled-mode
simulations [39], [40].
We stress our ion study is preliminary. Performing more and longer runs, with and without
mobile ions, for diﬀerent conditions, will show if the electrostatic “blob” requires ion motion, or
can be generated by the electron dynamics themselves via Raman re-scattering. The run iBC
reveals many parametric decays take place. This suggests a broadband source of noise, in both
the electrostatic and electromagnetic channels, should be added to ELVIS in the future, rather
than preferentially seeding just BSRS of the pump. The lack of seeding may also explain why we
see no pump SBS or LDI of mode 2. LDI of mode 2 is also suppressed because the daughters
L2p and L2i are strongly Landau damped, giving a high threshold (discussed above). The LDI
daughters of modes 8 and 10, however, all have much lower k’s and therefore lower damping rates.
We conclude that ion dynamics do not inherently suppress kinetic enhancement of SRS for at least
short (several picosecond) intervals in these plasma conditions, and that the nonlinear interplay of
several parametric processes may be important. We leave much work on ions for the future.
3.7 Loss mechanisms
Various relaxation or loss mechanisms, such as collisions and sideloss out of a laser speckle, inter-
fere with electron trapping. If a resonant electron is removed from the trapping region before it
undergoes bouncing, it will not give energy back to the wave; as a result, Landau damping will not
be aﬀected by trapping. The space-averaged fe must have a nonzero slope at the phase velocity
vp for Landau damping to occur; trapping tries to flatten fe, while the loss mechanisms try to
restore fe to an equilibrium distribution (e.g., a Maxwellian) and thereby restore the slope. We
consider in this section de-trapping due to speckle sideloss (“sl”), 1-D collisional diﬀusion (“diﬀ”),
and pitch-angle scattering (“pa”). Each process imposes a minimum wave amplitude nˆ = n1/n0
for the trapping-induced damping reduction to happen. For typical ICF conditions nˆsl is greater
than or not much smaller than nˆdiﬀ, while nˆdiﬀ À nˆpa. We show ELVIS simulations with a Krook
relaxation operator, intended to model sideloss. The reflectivity R approaches its linear value when
νsl exceeds a threshold (≈ 2× 103ωp for the chosen parameters), while R is large and chaotic for
lower νsl.
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3.7.1 Speckle sideloss
A laser beam has a finite transverse extent (perpendicular to the propagation direction). Electrons
eventually cross the beam transversely and stop interacting with it due to their thermal motion.
This is called sideloss. Once a trapped electron is lost, it cannot bounce or aﬀect Landau damping.
Sideloss is particularly potent for diﬀraction-limited speckles or “hot spots,” which have a transverse
half-width (radius) L⊥ = 1.028Fλ0 where F is the optic f/# ( [52], p. 25). For NIF, F = 8 and
λ0 =351 nm, giving L⊥ = 2.81 µm. Using the thermal speed vTe as a typical transverse speed,
the time for electron to leave the speckle by sideloss is tsl = L⊥/vTe. For the standard parameters
(Te = 3 keV), this gives tsl = 0.12 ps. Since the damping reduction happens for t & τB, sideloss
will not disrupt the damping reduction if τB < tsl.
Sideloss is a multi-dimensional eﬀect, which can be mimicked in a 1-D model (such as that used
in ELVIS) with a Krook relaxation operator [∂fe/dt]Krook = Ke[fe]:
Ke[fe] = νKe(x)
³
nef˜0Ke − fe
´
. (3.26)
This operator, its eﬀect on linear plasma waves, and how it is implemented in ELVIS, is discussed
in the appendix on ELVIS (p. 132). We imagine electrons in the speckle are replaced by thermal
electrons from the surrounding “bath” of Maxwellian plasma at a rate νKe = νsl = vTe/L⊥. The
wave amplitude nˆ needed for trapping to overcome sideloss is determined by τB > tsl, which gives
nˆ > nˆsl =
µ
2π
νsl
ωp
¶2
=
µ
2π
λD
L⊥
¶2
. (3.27)
For the standard parameters and the NIF speckle L⊥ mentioned above, we find nˆsl = 9.23× 10−4.
A detailed solution of the evolution of a finite-amplitude plasma wave with a Krook operator,
including the eﬀects of trapping, is given in [21]. They find the linear damping occurs, unimpeded
by trapping, when νKe À ωB; in this case the relaxation is strong enough to maintain a slope of fe
at vp. For ωB À νKe the damping is reduced but there is a residual, amplitude-dependent damping
rate νres for late times (tÀ τB)
νres
νL
=
1
1 + (ωB/νKe)2
, (3.28)
where νL is the linear damping rate (Landau plus Krook). More recent discussions of large-
amplitude plasma waves in the presence of a Krook operator, and the relevance to SRS, can be
found in [60], [61].
3.7.2 1-D collisions
1-D electron-ion Coulomb collisions also limit the trapping process. The eﬀect we consider here is
velocity-space diﬀusion [∂fe/dt]diﬀ = De∂vvfe where De = νev2Te is the velocity diﬀusion coeﬃcient
and νe is appropriate for a Vedenov operator with a single ion species:
νe = (2 + Zi)ν0
v3Te
v3p
, ν0 =
lnΛ
4π
ωp
Nλ
. (3.29)
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Nλ = n0λ
3
D is the number of particles in a Debye cube. The interaction of trapping with this
1-D diﬀusion operator was studied analytically in [20]. They find linear damping takes place for
nˆ ¿ (νe/ωp)kλD, while in the opposite limit the damping rate approaches a residual, amplitude-
dependent value νres for tÀ τB given by
νres
νL
= 4π
νe
ωp
(kλD)
2nˆ−3/2. (3.30)
As a trapped electron bounces it follows a closed, elliptical orbit in phase space. A collision
puts it on another orbit. If this new orbit is also trapped, it continues the bouncing motion, albeit
at a new distance from the elliptic fixed point. Once the electron is moved outside the trapping
region, however, it moves on a passing orbit and no longer bounces. This suggests collisional
diﬀusion disrupts the damping reduction if an electron diﬀuses out of the trapping region before it
bounces. The time to diﬀuse from the center of the trapping region (located at v = vp) to the edge
(v = vp + vtr) is
tdiﬀ =
v2tr
2De
=
2
(kλD)
2
1
νe
nˆ. (3.31)
Requiring τB < tdiﬀ gives
nˆ > nˆdiﬀ =
∙
π
νe
ωp
(kλD)
2
¸2/3
. (3.32)
This makes qualitative sense: the stronger collisions are, the larger the wave amplitude must be to
overcome diﬀusion.
For the standard parameters with Zi = 1, we have νe = 2.04× 10−5ωp and nˆdiﬀ = 4.06× 10−4
= 0.44nˆsl. It is diﬃcult to say in general whether nˆdiﬀ or nˆsl is larger; both are rough estimates,
and nˆsl depends strongly on how we choose L⊥. However, for reasonable ICF parameters it is hard
to make nˆdiﬀ significantly larger than nˆsl; retaining sideloss and neglecting diﬀusion is therefore not
unreasonable.
3.7.3 pitch-angle scattering
Collisions also rotate an electron’s velocity vector ve, and can move the longitudinal component
vex out of the trapping region. For elastic collisions of fast electrons with both electrons and ions
(vex À vTe, vTi), the scattering rate ν(∆θ) for an angular change ∆θ in ve is [93]
ν(∆θ) =
ν⊥
∆θ2
;
ν⊥
ωp
=
1 + Zi
2π
lnΛ
Nλ
µ
vTe
ve
¶3
. (3.33)
ν⊥ is the rate for 90 ◦ scatter and ve = |ve|. Using Eq. (3.29), ν⊥ = 2(1+Zi)ν0(vTe/ve)3. The time
tpa = 1/ν(∆θ) for a deeply-trapped particle to pitch-angle scatter out of the trapping region can
be estimated by setting ve = vp and cos∆θ = (vp − vtr)/vp, giving ∆θ ≈ (2vtr/vp)1/2:
tpa=
2vtr
vpν⊥
=
1
(1 + Zi)ν0
vtrv2p
v3Te
. (3.34)
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Figure 3-37: Time-averaged reflectivity Rav for re-runs of BC1 with sideloss rate νsl (νKe(x) in the central
region). The solid curve is the steady-state R calculated including sideloss.
τB < tpa when
nˆ > nˆpa = π(1 + Zi)
ν0
ωp
(kλD)3
(ω/ωp)2
. (3.35)
We can compare this to nˆdiﬀ :
nˆpa
nˆdiﬀ
=
µ
πν0
(kλD)ωp
¶1/3 1 + Zi
(2 + Zi)2/3
(3.36)
=
µ
lnΛ
4(kλD)Nλ
¶1/3 1 + Zi
(2 + Zi)2/3
. (3.37)
Typically nˆpa ¿ nˆdiﬀ, meaning that 1-D diﬀusion is a more important de-trapping mechanism than
pitch-angle scattering. For the standard parameters with Zi = 1, nˆpa/nˆdiﬀ = 0.130.
3.7.4 Simulations with sideloss
We can estimate the value of νsl needed to prevent trapping from enhancing SRS using Eq. (3.27).
Recall Eq. (3.2) gives the plasma wave amplitude driven by the beating of two light waves. For the
parameters of run BC1 and νsl = 0, the imposed pump and seed amplitudes (that is, neglecting any
parametric amplification of the seed) yield nˆ0 = 1.18× 10−4. SRS raises the amplitude above this
value. The amplitude gain rate α = 0.0190 µm−1 over the 75.1 µm flattop gives an amplitude gain
of 4.17, and a steady-state amplified plasma wave with nˆa = 4.92 × 10−4. The sideloss rates νsl
that give nˆsl = nˆ0 and nˆsl = nˆa are νsl,0 = 1.73× 10−3ωp and νsl,a = 3.53× 10−3ωp, respectively.
We expect sideloss to start interfering with trapping for νsl somewhere in this range. The reference
NIF values discussed above entail νsl = 4.8 × 10−3ωp. Thus in a NIF speckle sideloss may limit
the eﬀects of trapping, especially in regions where the scattered light has not been amplified from
thermal noise up to the seed levels we use in simulations.
To explore the role of sideloss, we reran the base case BC1 including a Krook operator in the
central region νsl to replicate sideloss. Recall the Krook relaxation rate νKe varies with x and still
has a large value near the edges to prevent plasma-wave reflections. Whereas in BC1 we set vKe = 0
in the central region, we now set it to a nonzero value νsl. Figure 3.7.4 displays for diﬀerent νsl the
time-averaged Rav from shortly before SRS begins until the run end, while Fig. 3-38 shows R(t)
for νsl near the cutoﬀ in Rav. The reflectivity R remains temporally erratic and high up to the
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Figure 3-38: Reflectivity for reruns of BC1 with various sideloss rates νsl.
cutoﬀ νsl ≈ 2 × 10−3ωp, within the range of νsl,0 and νsl,a calculated above. The solid curve in
Fig. 3.7.4 is R from the steady-state coupled-mode gain rate. The damping rate ν ≈ νLD + νsl/2
(νLD is the Landau damping rate) is calculated from the linearized kinetic equation including a
Krook operator (see p. A.2.1). Since νsl ¿ ν2 = 0.0380ωp for the simulations performed, sideloss
minorly reduces R. It is reassuring that R approaches the coupled-mode value for strong sideloss.
In principle sideloss decreases the resulting steady-sate nˆ and lowers the νsl needed to interfere
with trapping; for these parameters this eﬀect is small and we neglect it.
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Chapter 4
Trapping Eﬀects in Electron Plasma
Waves
We turn our attention to the behavior of electron plasma waves (EPWs) without collisions when
electrons are trapped in the wave’s potential well. Trapping greatly reduces the Landau damping
of EPWs, and can give rise to undamped modes if no other relaxation (e.g., collisions or sideloss)
is included. This leads to a steady-state Berstein-Greene-Kruskal (BGK) mode [94] where the
space-averaged distribution has zero slope at the EPW phase velocity. The details of the damping
reduction due to trapping were studied as an initial value problem for a free (that is, undriven)
wave by O’Neil [18]. Subsequently, Morales and he analyzed the downshift in the wave frequency
due to trapping with a similar approach [26].
These eﬀects are crucial to understanding stimulated Raman scattering (SRS). The Landau
damping of the EPW in SRS is the main source of damping in ICF hohlraum conditions. As
Chap. 3 shows, when trapping reduces Landau damping, the reflectivity increases dramatically.
Moreover, the amplitude-dependent frequency downshift introduces a nonlinear detuning into the
coupled-mode description of SRS, and can produce temporal oscillations in the reflectivity.
This chapter reviews trapping, and explores the damping reduction and frequency shift with
ELVIS simulations. We also consider the plasma waves in a density gradient driven by a fixed
external force, which is more appropriate to SRS than free plasma waves. We derive an envelope
equation for the steady-state amplitude of driven EPWs, and compare it with ELVIS runs. This
allows one to see the role of nonlinear changes in the wave dielectric properties, for instance due to
trapping. This work is somewhat a spatial analog to the study of time evolution of plasma waves
driven in a homogeneous plasma done in [25]. We include inhomogeneity so that contact can be
made in Chap. 5 with simulations of SRS in a density gradient.
4.1 Trapping overview
Let us first orient ourselves to the physics of trapping. Consider a monochromatic traveling wave,
described in the lab frame by an electric field E = E0 sin(kxL − ωt). The electron density per-
turbation associated with E is n1 = −(ε0k/e)E0 cos(kxL − ωt), and the total electron density
ne = n0(1− nˆ cos(kxL − ωt)) where nˆ ≡ (ε0k/n0e)E0 is the unitless amplitude. In the wave frame
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Figure 4-1: Wave-frame (a) phase space and (b) potential energy for electrons in a sinusoidal electric field.
moving with the phase velocity vp = ω/k, particles experience a sinusoidal force similar to the
nonlinear pendulum: mx¨ = qE0 sin(kx) (x is the particle’s wave frame position). The pendulum
is an archetypal nonlinear oscillator and is reviewed in many books on classical mechanics and dy-
namical systems (such as [95] p. 25 or [96]). The phase space divides into trapped particles, which
lack enough energy to escape the potential well, and untrapped or passing particles which have
enough energy. Trapped and passing orbits correspond to oscillatory and rotary (“over-the-top”)
motion of the pendulum, respectively. The two populations are separated by the separatrix orbits
corresponding to a pendulum started from almost the vertical position with an arbitrarily small
push. We use the term “resonant” for particles which interact strong with the wave and whose
orbits diﬀer significantly from straight lines. The set of resonant particles contains all the trapped
particles, as well as the barely passing ones near the separatrix.
All orbits are periodic, although the periods vary. Every orbit crosses the point of minimum
potential energy, so we can characterize an orbit by its velocity there, v0. The deeply trapped
particles, for which the linearization mx¨ ≈ qE0kx is valid, oscillate with the bounce frequency ωB,
which is independent of v0:
ωB ≡
¯¯¯¯
qE0k
m
¯¯¯¯1/2
= ωpnˆ1/2. (4.1)
We also use the bounce period τB ≡ 2π/ωB. Some EPW and trapping formulas are given in the
thesis preamble. Note that ωB is typically much smaller than ωp and that ωB = ωp corresponds to
nˆ = 1, Dawson’s cold nonrelativistic wavebreaking limit [90]. As we increase |v0|, the oscillations
become larger and the frequency nonlinearly decreases. Particles on the separatrix take an infinite
amount of time to complete one orbit, so their frequency is formally zero. Passing particles outside
the separatrix have periods which decrease with |v0|, ultimately approaching λ/|v0| for highly-
passing particles that have approximately straight-line orbits.
Consider electrons in particular: q = −e < 0 and take E0 > 0. The potential energy U =
−(eE0/k) cos kx has its minimum at x = 0. (x, v) = (0, 0) is the stable elliptic fixed point. The
other fixed point, the unstable hyperbolic one, is at (x, v) = (π/k, 0). Conservation of energy states
W (x, v) = (m/2)v2 − (eE0/k) cos kx is constant. The separatrix connects (x, v) = (0, vtr) with
(π/k, 0) where vtr is the phase-space island half-width. Equating W (0, vtr) =W (π/k, 0) gives
vtr = 2
¯¯¯¯
eE0
mk
¯¯¯¯1/2
= 2
¯¯¯ωp
k
¯¯¯
nˆ1/2. (4.2)
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Note that it is defined with a factor of 2 and is half the width of full phase-space island. Figure
4-1 displays the wave-frame phase space and potential energy for electrons in the sinusoidal electric
field described above.
4.2 Landau damping reduction by trapping
O’Neil [18] solved for the amplitude evolution of an EPW when trapping is important, and found
that the linear Landau damping shuts oﬀ as the resonant particles undergo bounce motion. This
analysis is valid as long as ωB À νL where νL is the linear Landau damping rate. In addition
the wave amplitude cannot be so large that the trapping region extends into the bulk and f(v)
cannot be linearized about vp. O’Neil considered the initial value problem of a homogeneous,
Maxwellian plasma with a sinusoidal density perturbation. The plasma is then left to evolve by
itself, with no external forces acting on it. We call such a wave a “free” wave. O’Neil solves for the
evolution of f along characteristics (that is, the particle orbits), assuming that the wave amplitude
remains constant. This is valid as long as trapping eliminates Landau damping before the wave has
damped appreciably, which we quantify below. Given f(t) one can find the plasma kinetic energy.
By invoking conservation of total (kinetic plus electric) energy we determine the instantaneous
damping rate ν(t), which is defined by
nˆ = nˆI exp[−
Z t
0
dt ν(t)], (4.3)
where nˆI is the initial wave amplitude.
This calculation yields the contributions to ν(t) = νU (t) + νT (t) from the trapped (νT ) and
barely untrapped (νU ) particles [18], Eq. (31):
νU =
∞X
n=0
νUn, νUn/νL = 128nπ
Z 1
0
dκ
sin
¡
πn
κKωBt
¢
κ5K2 · (1 + q2n)(1 + q−2n) ; (4.4)
νT =
∞X
n=0
νTn, νTn/νL = 64π(2n+ 1)
Z 1
0
dκ
κ sin
³
π(2n+1)
2K ωBt
´
K2 · (1 + q2n+1)(1 + q−2n−1) . (4.5)
νL is the linear Landau damping rate. K = K(κ2) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind
(using the notation of [2], Chap. 17). q = exp(πK 0/K) and K 0 = K(1− κ2) and κ is the modulus
(referred to as k in [2]). In the above equations κ is a unitless integration variable. Each νTn and
νUn phase mixes to zero after ωBt goes through a few periods (νU1 diverges at κ = 0 and must
be numerically handled with care). Figure 4-2 shows νT , νU , and the total ν versus t/τB. The
untrapped particles provide the damping early in time, but νU rapidly phase-mixes to zero after
a bounce period. The trapped contribution oscillates around zero and switches between damping
to growth before phase-mixing away. For tÀ τB the theory predicts the wave amplitude becomes
constant. The specific background distribution enters only in determining the linear damping νL,
which may be positive (damping) or negative (growth) if f 00(vp) is negative or positive, respectively.
Note that ν/νL depends only on t/τB. We can form time-integral of ν in Eq. (4.3) to find nˆ(t),
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Figure 4-2: νU (a), νT (b), and ν (c) from O’Neil’s calculation.
also given in [18], Eq. (32):
nˆ = nˆI exp [−νLτBβ(ωBt)] , (4.6)
β ≡
X
n
(βUn + βTn) , (4.7)
where β is a unitless function and
βUn =
Z t
0
dt0
νUn(t0)
τBνL
=
64
π
τB
Z 1
0
dκ
1− cos
¡
πn
κKωBt
¢
κ4K · (1 + q2n)(1 + q−2n) ; (4.8)
βTn =
Z t
0
dt0
νUn(t0)
τBνL
=
64
π
τB
Z 1
0
dκ
1− cos
³
π(2n+1)
2K ωBt
´
K · (1 + q2n+1)(1 + q−2n−1) . (4.9)
The amplitude depends on not just the scaled time ωBt but also on νLτB.
The physical picture of the time-dependent damping for f 00(vp) < 0 is as follows. Initially, the
passing particles gain kinetic energy due to the wave field, and νU dominates the total damping
rate ν. After t = τB, the passing particles’ kinetic energy is roughly constant, and they make no
contribution to the damping: νU → 0. Consider now the trapped particles of a given energy, which
in the wave frame form an ellipse in phase space centered on the elliptic fixed point. This “Ferris
wheel” rotates at ωB and carries particles with low lab-frame speeds to high speed, and vice-versa.
If f 00(vp) < 0, there are initially more low-speed than high-speed particles. The rotation gives a
net increase to the trapped particles’ lab-frame kinetic energy. It takes a time of order τB for this
process to start, and thus νT is zero for t ¿ τB. Once the low-energy particles reach the top,
they begin to lose kinetic energy, which is given back to the wave. Because trapped particles of
diﬀerent energy have diﬀerent rotation frequencies, eventually the energy exchange ceases due to
phase mixing, and the wave reaches a steady state. The space-averaged f near vp is flat, so that
Landau damping no longer occurs.
O’Neil’s calculation assumes the wave amplitude is constant for solving the orbits, and is only
valid if the wave amplitude changes very little. As the wave damps, ωB decreases, and it takes
longer for resonant particles to bounce. If the damping is strong enough, the resonant particles
never bounce before the wave decays. We roughly quantify this by observing in Fig. 4-2(c) that ν
decreases to about νL/2 when t ≈ τB/2. Since the damping is provided mainly by trapped particles
at this time, we interpret this to mean the damping is significantly reduced once trapped particles
have gone through half a bounce cycle, or a “bounce phase” of ωBt = π. The time T when this
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Figure 4-3: rms(nˆ) at one gridpoint for kλD = 0.28 and (a) nˆ0 = 10−4, (b) nˆ10 = 10−3 including calculation
from Eq. (4.6), and (c) nˆ10 = 0.01.
happens can be found in terms of the instantaneous ωB:Z T
0
dt ωB (nˆ(t)) = π. (4.10)
The wave amplitude decays as nˆ = nˆI exp(−νLt) during the linear phase, giving
T = − 1
νL
log
µ
1− πνL
ωB0
¶
. (4.11)
T = ∞ if ωB0 = πνL, giving nˆ < nˆthr ≡ π2(νL/ωp)2 as the condition for trapping to not aﬀect
Landau damping. nˆthr = 0 for kλD = 0 and increases rapidly with kλD. For ωB0 À γL we expand
the log and find T ≈ τB/2, as expected.
Sugihara and Kamimura performed a more detailed calculation of the amplitude evolution of
an EPW, including simulations of the distribution of resonant particles [97]. Their analysis covers
values of q ≡ νL/ωB ranging from large (linear Landau damping) to small (O’Neil’s theory). They
show that for q < 0.77 the trapping causes the amplitude to rebound to at least a fraction of its
initial level after a period of damping. For q ≈ 0.77, the wave damps until it reaches a small,
constant amplitude; there is no rebounding, although Landau damping stops. For q > 0.77 the
wave damps continually, although the damping rate is less than the Landau value until q & 3. Our
rough estimate above gives the transition for when trapping occurs as q = 1/π = 0.32, which is
somewhat less than the 0.77 from the Sugihara analysis.
ELVIS simulations of a periodic, electrostatic plasma (no light waves) validate the O’Neil theory.
The plasma initially has a Maxwellian f0,and a density n = n0(1+nˆ sin kx) with a wavelength equal
to the box size. This produces a standing wave, or right- and left-traveling waves at the same ω and
|k|. As long as the trapping regions of the two waves do not overlap they should not substantially
interfere with each other. Figure 4-3 presents results for kλD = 0.28 (which has νL/ωp = 7.11×10−3
and nˆthr = 4.99 × 10−4). Panel (a) shows the rms density perturbation amplitude for nˆ = 10−4
(q = 0.711) decaying exponentially in time until it reaches a low level. Since this is near the critical
q = 0.77 we do not expect, trapping to give a substantial rebound. A generic feature of this type of
simulation is a rapid loss of wave energy during the first wave period or two due to phase-mixing
of initial conditions. This appears as a slightly enhanced drop-oﬀ in the wave amplitude for the
first two points of Fig. 4-3(a) and especially (c). The wave amplitudes for nˆ = 10−3 and 0.01
(q = 0.225, 0.0711) shown in Fig. 4-3(b, c) demonstrate the predicted rebounding and approach
to steady state. In both cases the wave loses some energy before rebounding. Panel (b) includes
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the theoretical amplitude from Eq. (4.6). This is higher than the numerical result since it was
calculated for particle orbits in a constant nˆ. The electron distribution f shows a phase-space
vortex and flattening of the space-averaged f . Figure 4-4 depicts this for the nˆ = 0.01 case when
the wave has gone through several bounce periods (t = 6.6τB).
Several experiments corroborate O’Neil’s calculation of the amplitude oscillation. For a review
of these papers, as well as other work on large-amplitude plasma waves (and other parametric
processes) see [98]. Rather than mimic the initial value problem, most experiments study the
boundary value problem and excite the wave at a specific location for all time. One observes
the wave amplitude and thereby the spatial damping rate σ as a function of kBx. This relates
to the initial value problem calculation by σ(kBx) = |ν(ωBt)/vg| where the bounce wavenumber
kB ≡ ωB/vp. The first experiments by Malmberg and Wharton [99] excited an EPW traveling along
the background B field in a magnetized plasma column and found oscillation of the amplitude with
kBx instead of linear damping. Later work by the same group [100] measured sidebands of the
main EPW at ωp ± ωB and found the resonant electrons’ kinetic energy profile in space was 180 ◦
out of phase in space with the wave amplitude, indicating energy exchange between the trapped
particles and wave.
The damping rate calculation of this section, as well as the following one of the frequency shift,
neglect collisions. As discussed in Sec. 3.7, collision terms, such as a Krook or Vedenov operator,
provide a residual, amplitude-dependent damping rate if the collisions are “weak” compared to
bouncing (the precise conditions are given in Sec. 3.7). If collisions (or other relaxation mechanisms
such as speckle sideloss) distort the trapped particle motion before they can complete a bounce
orbit, then collisions are “strong” compared to trapping. Linear theory including collisions then
applies, with a small correction due to trapping.
4.3 Nonlinear frequency shift
When resonant electrons get trapped in a plasma wave, the normal-mode frequency is reduced.
There are numerous calculations of the downshift [26, 60, 101—104]. Although they diﬀer in their
details, they share some general features. For instance, the downshift scales as the square root
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Figure 4-5: (a) Lower bound (ωB0 > 7.98ν) for trapping to occur and upper bound (n1/n0 ¿ (kλD)4) for
validity of Morales’ frequency shift. (b) H(kλDe) showing kλDe dependence of Morales’ result.
of the wave amplitude and is proportional to f 000 (vp). For a Maxwellian f0 this entails a negative
frequency shift. This section compares these scalings with the results of ELVIS simulations of a
“free” plasma wave.
There is an upper bound on the wave amplitude for which analytic theories of the frequency
shift applies. Calculations such as that of Morales [26] expand f0(v) about vp in a Taylor series
over the resonant region, given by v = vp ± vtr. This expansion is valid if the first term ∼ f 0 is
much greater than the second term ∼ f 00. This is the case as long as |f 00| À (vtr/2) |f 000 |. For a
Maxwellian with vp À vT this holds if vtrvp ¿ 2v2T , or equivalently if nˆ ¿ (kλD)4. This bounds
nˆ from above, while the T < 1/ν criterion (electrons bounce before wave damps) bounds it from
below. We thus have a range of nˆ for each kλD where there is a downshift, and the analytic theory
applies. In practice, the lower bound is more stringent: there is no frequency shift, and indeed no
steady-state wave, if the damping is too strong. The upper bound merely shows where the analytic
estimates start to fail, although the downshift still occurs at these amplitudes. Figure 4-5 presents
the lower bound for trapping to set in and the upper bound for the Taylor expansion to be valid.
Morales’ result for the frequency shift δω(t) = ω(t)− ωL is
δω (t)
ωp
= nˆ1/2H (kλD) g (ωBt) , (4.12)
H (kλD) = −NH
³ωp
k
´3 fˆ 000
ωL∂εr/∂ωL
. (4.13)
g(ωBt) oscillates with a period roughly half τB; g(0) = 0 and g(ωBt À 1) = 1. NH is a pure
number, which Morales finds to be an integral over elliptic functions with the value 1.645 (1.411
of which comes from trapped particles, 0.235 of which from nearly-trapped but passing particles).
These numerical values were computed by the author and are very slightly diﬀerent from Morales.
Other workers have found diﬀerent values of NH , of order unity. For a Maxwellian,
Hmxw (kλD) =
2NH√
π
2ζ2 − 1
Z 00r (ζ)
e−ζ
2
(f0 Maxwellian). (4.14)
Note H is negative, so ω downshifts from its linear value over time.
A frequency shift is appropriate to an initial-value problem, while a boundary-value problem
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Figure 4-6: Zero contours r = 0 (thin blue) and i = 0 (thick red) for Vlasov dispersion relation and
K = 0.2.
entails a wavenumber shift. The permittivity εˆ can be expressed as a linear part εL plus a small
nonlinear correction δε: εˆ = εL + δε. The linear frequency ωL satisfies εL(ωL) = 0. Setting
εˆ(ωL + δω) = 0 and Taylor expanding gives δω = −δε/(∂εL/∂ωL). An analogous calculation for
the nonlinear wavenumber k = kL + δk yields δk = −δε/(∂εL/∂kL). We can relate the two shifts
by δk = −δω/vg where the group velocity vg = −(∂εL/∂kL)/(∂εL/∂ωL).
4.4 Natural and εr = 0 EPWs
This section discusses some aspects of linear EPWs. The linear dispersion relation, as calculated
by Landau for the initial value problem [105], is ε = 1+χ = 0 where χ is given in the preamble and
Sec. 2.5 for a Vlasov (kinetic, collisionless) description. It is common for weakly-damped modes
to write ε = εr + iεi where (εr, εi) are (real, imaginary) for real arguments. With a Maxwellian
background fe, we have χ = −1/(2K2)Z 0(ζ). K = kλD, Ω = ω/ωp, ζ = Ω/(K
√
2), and Z is the
plasma dispersion function. There has been recent discussion about the small-amplitude or “linear”
limits of nonlinear theories of plasma waves which include trapping [7] and also a Krook relaxation
term [60]. The first paper (without Krook) finds that the linear limit gives undamped waves with
real k and ω that satisfy the real part of the dispersion relation, εr = 0. Phase-space “holes”
form in the perturbed distribution near the phase velocity due to trapped particles, eliminating
the damping. The second paper (with Krook) carefully considers the joint limit of small wave
amplitude nˆ and small relaxation ν ( [60], p. 4789). The authors expand ε in powers of ν for finite
nˆ, retain the leading-order term in ν, and then take the limit nˆ → 0. This gives εr(k, ω) = 0, as
in [7], while εi and thus the damping vanish linearly with nˆ. The opposite procedure of expanding
ε(nˆ = 0) for small ν is shown to yield the usual Landau damping.
Here we study the results of these two approaches, and compare them to the acoustic features
seen in SRS simulations from Chap. 3. We distinguish between a “natural mode,” for which
ε(k, ω) = 0 where k and ω may be complex, and what we term an “εr = 0mode,” where εr(k, ω) = 0,
and k and ω are real. First we take natural modes. One can either find complex ω for real k,
appropriate to an initial-value problem, or complex k for real ω, appropriate to a boundary-value
or steady-state problem (such as the steady-state response to a drive). For illustrative purposes we
find complex ω for real k. There are an infinite number of natural modes satisfying ε = 0; for a
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Figure 4-7: (a) Dispersion curves for the real parts of the natural modes  = 0, and the r = 0 modes. The
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natural modes.
Maxwellian fe all modes are stable, with ωi < 0. The most weakly-damped root is the traditional
EPW, while the rest are strongly damped [3]. Figure 4-6 displays the contours of εr = 0 and
εi = 0 in the complex ω plane for K = 0.2. The intersections are the roots of ε = 0. We see the
weakly-damped EPW, indicated by the circle at Ω = 1.06, and a series of strongly-damped roots.
We call the least damped of this series the natural electron acoustic wave (EAW) and mark it with
a star. This natural EAW has an acoustic dispersion Ω = 3.6K (calculated numerically) and is still
heavily damped.
Following the standard logic for weakly-damped natural modes, we assume |ωi| ¿ |ωr| and
|εi| ¿ |εr|. A weakly-damped natural mode thus approximately satisfies εr(k r, ωr) = 0 (the εr = 0
dispersion relation) and has a damping rate ν = −ωi ≈ εi/εrω where εrω = ∂εr/∂ω. However, the
nonlinear calculations of the εr = 0 mode described above are not simply the weak-damping limit of
linear theory. Figure 4-7(a) displays the natural and εr = 0 electrostatic dispersion curves. There
are two εr = 0 roots for K less than the cutoﬀ Kc = 0.5337 and none for K > Kc. We cannot
use the weakly-damped natural mode approach at all above Kc. The upper root for K ¿ Kc
corresponds to the traditional EPW (Ω2 ≈ 1 + 3K2) and is quite close to the natural EPW away
from Kc. The lower root is the “εr = 0 EAW” (ω ≈ 1.31K for K ¿ 1) and has a slope less than half
that of the natural EAW. This substantial diﬀerence is not surprising, since εi is not much less than
εr for the natural EAW but εi is neglected when finding the εr = 0 EAW. The relative damping
rates ν/ωr are shown in Fig. 4-7(b) for the natural EPWs and natural EAWs. The EAW damping
rate is always roughly half its real frequency, making it strongly damped. In periodic, electrostatic
ELVIS simulations with an initial density perturbation, designed to produce free plasma waves, it
is very diﬃcult to see any spectral content other than the natural EPW, such as either natural or
εr = 0 EAWs. In this undriven problem, all the heavily Landau damped roots phase-mix away in
the first several plasma periods.
The SRS simulations of Chap. 3 with large-amplitude EPWs show acoustic (k ∝ ω) features
in the Ex(k, ω) spectra, which are close to the natural and εr = 0 EAWs of this section. Figure
4-8 presents the Ex spectrum for run BC1, along with the natural (Vp ≡ Ω/K = 3.6) and εr = 0
(Vp = 1.31) EAW dispersion curves. As in Chap. 3, the acoustic activity is partially masked over
by the strong SRS EPWs for K = 0.2 to 0.4; this leads to the vertical streaks for these k, and is
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phase velocities. Vp = ω/(kvTe).
due to the method we use to compute Fourier transforms. To mitigate this, in this section we first
pass Ex(t, x) through a low-pass filter designed to eliminate signal with ω > ωp. Filtering only
somewhat reduces the vertical streaks. The low-Vp acoustic activity falls slightly below the εr = 0
EAW line, especially where it is strongest around K ≈ 0.1. The longitudinal mode involved in the
possible SEAS from Chap. 3 falls on this curve (see Sec. 3.5). The high-Vp acoustic features roughly
coincide with the natural EAW. Both of these EAW dispersion relations apply in the limit of small
wave amplitude and near-Maxwellian fe. Since trapping and flattening occur in these simulations,
a linear analysis utilizing the actual fe instead of a Maxwellian would provide useful insight. This
has not yet been carried out.
4.5 Driven plasma waves in a density gradient
Nonlinearity in EPWs can be studied by considering the plasma waves driven by a fixed, external
force. This allows one to extract the nonlinear dielectric properties of the plasma due to, for
instance, trapping. In this section we derive an envelope equation for a driven plasma wave, that
has reached a temporal steady state, in a density gradient. The drive wave is resonant, or matches
the local εr = 0 plasma wave (in the parlance of the prior section), at one point in space, called
the resonance point. Cohen and Kaufman studied the time-evolution analog of this problem [25].
They consider a uniform plasma subject to a non-resonant driving force. The plasma response
oscillates as trapping reduces the damping rate and introduces an amplitude-dependent frequency
shift. No steady state is reached. With regard to SRS, a model of the nonlinear eﬀects is needed
to make analytic progress in understanding the role of trapping. In Chap. 5 we present simulations
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of Raman scattering in a density gradient, and use these results to interpret them.
4.5.1 Derivation of the envelope equation
We take a plasma with uniform temperature and background electron density nB that varies linearly
in x: nB = n0(1 +X), X = x/Ln (X is unitless) and Ln is the density scale length. Without loss
of generality, we choose Ln > 0. Quantities evaluated at X = 0 are denoted with a subscript
0: ωp0, λD0 are the plasma frequency and Debye length at X = 0, and let Ω ≡ ω/ωp0 and
K ≡ kλD0. The plasma feels an harmonic driving external force F˜d = Fd exp iψd + cc with phase
ψd = (kdx−ωdt) which we imagine arises from a driving electron density perturbation: F˜d = −e∇φ˜d,
∇2φ˜d = eε−10 nd exp iψd + cc. For the SRS problem the drive is the ponderomotive force from the
beating of two light waves. In principle one could allow kd to vary slowly in space, but we treat it
as constant here. To account for drives propagating up or down the gradient, we allow kd to have
either sign: kd = p|kd|, p = ±1.
The internal electron density (excluding the external drive) is ne = nB(x)+[n1(x, t) exp iψd+cc].
We envelope the perturbation with the drive as the carrier wave, but nd is not included in n1. We
assume the variation of n1 is slow with respect to the driver kd and ωd. Subsection 2.5.2 describes
the plasma response in terms of a dielectric operator containing slow space and time evolution of
the envelope. Eq. (2.132) with n1, nd analogous to nin, nex yields
ε (kd − i∂x, ωd + i∂t)n1 = −χ(kd, ωd)nd. (4.15)
ε = (1 + χ) is the unitless permittivity operator, referred to as εˆ previously. This equation applies
for weakly inhomogeneous plasmas, where the background density varies slowly compared to the
driver wavelength. For a collisionless, 1-D Vlasov description, with a density gradient,
χ = (1 +X)χ0, χ0 =
1
2K2
Z 0(ζ). (4.16)
ζ = Ω/(K
√
2). Note that χ0 and ζ have no explicit dependence on x, although they may have
implicit dependence if K varies with x (this is not the case in this section, but it is in the full SRS
problem discussed in Chap. 5).
We now find the steady state solution to Eq. (4.15). ELVIS simulations below show the driven
plasma wave amplitude becomes relatively steady. We drop the slow ∂t evolution from ε. As in the
derivation of the CMEs in Subsec. 2.5.2, we expand ε for slow ∂x:
ε (kd − idx)n1 ≈ [ε− iεkdx]n1. (4.17)
Subscripts on ε denote diﬀerentiation: εk ≡ ∂ε/∂k, εx ≡ ∂ε/∂x, and so on. A subscript r or i
indicates the real part; for instance εωr = ∂ω Re[ε]. All functions of ε are evaluated at (kd, ωd).
Plasma-wave nonlinearity can be incorporated through a nonlinear, amplitude-dependent term in
ε. For the present ε is the linear, complex, kinetic permittivity. Dividing Eq. (4.15) by −iεk and
using the expansion Eq. (4.17) yields
[dx + iε/εk]n1 = −i
χ
εk
nd. (4.18)
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Plasma inhomogeneity leads to a spatial variation in ε, which explicitly depends on the density.
Assume the drive is resonant at the point x = 0, that is, εr(x = 0) = 0 and the drive is the εr = 0
EPW at that point. The dominant eﬀects of inhomogeneity can be understood if we simplify
the spatial dependence of the coeﬃcients following what we call the “linearized spatial variation”
(LSV). Inhomogeneity most dramatically aﬀects εr (appearing in the second term of Eq. (4.19))
since εr(x = 0) = 0, so the linear term in a Taylor series of εr about x = 0 is not a small correction.
However, χ, εi, and εK are nonzero at x = 0 so their spatial variation can be neglected to leading
order. The LSV consists of linearizing εr about x = 0: ε ≈ εxrx + iε; all other coeﬃcients are
evaluated at x = 0. Letting εi vary for long profiles can lead to the unphysical result that εi and
the damping rate ν ∼ εi become negative. Care must also be used with Im[εk]. For weakly-damped
modes |εki/εkr| ¿ 1 and one frequently keeps just εkr, for instance when finding the wave’s group
velocity. We shall see below that for K & 0.3, εki/εkr can be significant even though the damping
is weak. Including εki can lead to unphysical behavior, such as a blow-up of the resulting n1. The
physical significance of εki should be explored more in the future. One should be aware of the
physical consequences of using the full, complex ε and not simply assume it is more “exact.” The
ultimate vindication is agreement with numerical solutions of the full Vlasov-Poisson system.
4.5.2 Analytic ODE solution
Define the unitless variables nˆ1 ≡ n1/nd0, nˆd = nd/nd0 (nd0 is a scale for the drive strength),
L¯n ≡ Ln/λD0, εK = εk/λD0 (note uppercase, unitless K vs. lowercase, dimensional k) and recall
X = x/Ln. Equation (4.18) becomes
dnˆ1
dX
+ iL¯n
ε
εK
nˆ1 = −iL¯n
χ
εK
nˆd. (4.19)
We can solve the envelope equation Eq. (4.18) by using the LSV approximation. We keep ε complex
for now and drop the undesired imaginary terms later. From Eq. (4.16), εX = χ. Equation (4.19)
becomes
dnˆ1
dX
+ a(X)nˆ1 = −iCnˆd, (4.20)
where
a(X) ≡ iCX −CI , (4.21)
C ≡ L¯n
χ
εK
, CI ≡ L¯n
χi
εK
. (4.22)
Note that CI 6= Im[C] if Im[εK ] is retained.
Let the drive amplitude nd have a step function form nˆd = θ(p(X −Xs)) where θ(X) = 0 for
X < 0 and θ(X) = 1 otherwise. Xs = −p|Xs| is the “drive start,” or point where the drive turns
on. Recall p =sign(kd). This representation turns the drive on “upstream” of the resonance point,
that is, Xs < 0 (Xs > 0) for kd > 0 (kd < 0). The boundary condition is that n1 is zero upstream
of where the drive turns on, or n1(pX < pXs) = 0. Equation (4.20) yields
dnˆ1
dX
+ a(X)nˆ1 = −iCθ(p(X −Xs)). (4.23)
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This driven, first-order linear ODE has the solution downstream of Xs (formally, for pX > pX2)
nˆ1 = −iCe−A(X)
Z X
Xs
dX 0eA(X
0); (4.24)
A(X) =
Z X
dX 0 a(X 0) = i
C
2
X2 − CIX. (4.25)
Change variables to complete the square in the exponential:
nˆ1 = −iqC
µ
2i
C
¶1/2
eu
2(X)
Z u(X)
us
du0 e−u
02
, (4.26)
u(X) = q
µ
iC
2
¶1/2µ
X + i
χi
χ
¶
. (4.27)
and us = u(Xs). A(X) = u(X)2. q = ±1 and we choose the value that gives a well-behaved nˆ1.
We can write nˆ1 in terms of error functions and ultimately the Faddeeva function (discussed in the
thesis preamble):
nˆ1 = N1w (iu) (1− gs [u (X)])
with
N1 = iqC
µ
iπ
2C
¶1/2
, (4.28)
gs(u) = eu
2−u2sw (ius)
w (iu)
. (4.29)
We now make the usual “weakly-damped wave” approximations. Namely, we replace the com-
plex εK with the real εKr in C and CI , and replace the total χ with just χr. At the resonance
point x = 0 we have χr = −1 to make εr = 0. With these replacements,
C = −Ln
εK
, (4.30)
u(X) = q
µ
iC
2
¶1/2
(X − iχi) . (4.31)
The definitions of N1 and g, and nˆ1 in terms of them, are unchanged. To further connect with
existing literature, consider the K(X) which locally satisfies εr(K,X) = 0. Put K = Kd+ δK and
expand
εr(Kd + δK,X) ≈ εr(Kd, 0) + εKrδK + εXrX = 0. (4.32)
Solving for δK, we find the unitless detuning or wavenumber mismatch parameter
κ¯0 ≡ ∂X(δK) = −
εXr
εKr
= − χr
L¯nεKr
=
1
L¯nεKr
. (4.33)
The dimensional κ0 ≡ −εxr/εkr and κ¯0 = λD0Lnκ0. Using the fluid limit of εr (see the preamble)
we approximately have εKr ≈ −6K/Ω4. Although this formula is not quantitatively good, it
correctly shows sign(εKr) = −p (computation of the full derivative, using Z functions, confirms
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this). Therefore κ¯0 = −p|κ¯0| and |κ¯0| = 1/(L¯n|εKr|). With all this, we find
nˆ1 = N1w (iu) (1− gs [u (X)]) , (4.34)
N1 = ipq(ip)1/2
³π
2
´1/2
Λ, (4.35)
u (x) = q (−ip)1/2 1√
2
Λ (X − iχi) , (4.36)
Λ ≡ L¯n
¯¯
κ¯0
¯¯1/2
=
µ
L¯n
εKr
¶1/2
. (4.37)
The unitless parameters Λ and χi and choices for p and q completely characterize the solution.
gs is only important near X = Xs. Let X = −Xsτ where τ varies from -1 to 1 over the region
of interest. Re[u2 − u2s] = −Λ2χi|Xs|(1 + τ). This quantity is ≤ 0 and decreases as τ increases.
Therefore, gs is rapidly attenuated away from the drive start Xs. Numerical examples show the
only eﬀect of gs is to take nˆ1 to zero at Xs, since g itself is nonzero there. We can safely drop gs
away from Xs.
4.5.3 The strong damping limit (SDL)
Commonly, the plasma-wave advection is weak compared to its damping: |dn1/dx| ¿ σ|n1|. σ =
| Im k| ≈ |εi/εkr| is the mode’s spatial damping rate. In this strong damping limit (SDL), we can
drop plasma-wave advection ∂x from the outset. The original envelope Eq. (4.15) in steady state
(∂t = 0) gives an algebraic equation for n1 in terms of the local drive:
n1 = −
χ
ε
nd (SDL-F). (4.38)
χ and ε both vary in space, and can be evaluated for arbitrary spatial profiles. We call this solution
the “full SDL” (SDL-F). For a linear density gradient, In terms of unitless variables, for a constant
nd, this gives
|nˆ1|2 = 1 + χ
2
i
X2
(1+X)2 + χ
2
i
(SDL-F). (4.39)
To compare with the analytic solution Eq. (4.34), calculated for the LSV, we evaluate χ at x = 0
and neglect χi in the RHS numerator of Eq. (4.38) : χ → −1. Linearizing ε about the resonance
point ε ≈ χi + εxrx gives the “linearized SDL” (SDL-L)
nˆ1 =
1
iχi −X
(SDL-L). (4.40)
We recover the SDL from the analytic solution when |u| is large. u minimizes at x = 0, where
|u| = |Λχi|/
√
2. The SDL applies if damping, represented by χi, is suﬃciently strong. If so, then
we can expand g(u) for large u. As discussed above, gs is negligible away from the drive start. The
Faddeeva function w(z) decreases for large z only for certain phases of z; this requirement dictates
the choice of q. The leading-order asymptotic expansion for w(z) ∼ iπ−1/2/z holds provided arg z
is outside the interval [−3π/4, π/4]. u = −iz gives z outside this interval for q = −p. With this
choice, expanding g(u) for large u gives Eq. (4.40), the result we obtained by dropping ∂x from the
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Figure 4-9: (a) Permittivity  vs. x for linear density gradient for (Kd,Ωd, p) = (0.32, 1.18, 1). Minimum
i ≈ 0.05. (b) Driven response |n1/nd0| from the full SDL Eq. (4.38) and linearized SDL Eq. (4.40). Cirlce
indicates width at half maximum value (x/Ln ≈ 0.1).
outset. The amplitude can be expressed in terms of the dimensional x as
|nˆ1|2 = 1χ2i
1
1 + (x/Ld)
2 (SDL-L). (4.41)
Ld ≡ χiLn is the detuning length over which the amplitude decays, and is much shorter than Ln.
This is equivalent to Eq. (4.39) if the (1 +X) factor in the denominator is replaced with 1 and χi
is neglected in the numerator.
4.5.4 Numerical examples
Let us take a numerical example: Ωd = 1.18, |Kd| = 0.32, p = 1, q = −1, and L¯n = 2000.
εr(Kd,Ωd, x = 0) = 0, as required at the resonance point (Kd is the “εr = 0 mode” for Ωd). The
corresponding natural mode ε(Kdn,Ωd) = 0 has Kdn = 0.313 + 0.0138i. Kd and Re[Kdn] are close,
as expected for weakly-damped modes. εi = 0.0503, |κ¯0| = 1.92 × 10−4, and Λ = 27.7. From
the analytic solution above, we found the SDL is valid for all x when |Λχi|/
√
2 À 1. For these
parameters |Λχi|/
√
2 = 0.986, indicating the SDL should be somewhat oﬀ for X < χi. εKr = −2.61
and εKi/εKr = −0.639. As mentioned above, εKi is not much less than εKr when K is not small.
The permittivity ε is shown in Fig. 4-9(a). εi varies weakly with x. Figure 4-9(b) plots the driven
response amplitude in both the full and linearized SDL, Eqs. (4.38) and (4.40), respectively. The
peak response occurs at x = 0 and is 1/εi(x = 0) = 19.9, while the drop-oﬀ away from resonance
is due to inhomogeneity: the drive departs more and more from a natural mode at larger x. The
width of the response Ld is much less than Ln, as indicated by the half-width in Fig. 4-9(b) and in
Eq. (4.41). The linearized SDL result is higher (lower) than for the full SDL on the (left, right) of
the resonance due to the (1 +X) denominator in Eq. (4.39).
The analytic solution Eq. (4.34) departs from the linearized SDL as Λ or χi decreases. The
intuition is that spatial variation and thus advection become more important relative to damping as
the scale length L¯n (and thereby Λ = |Ln/εKr|1/2) becomes shorter or as the damping (proportional
to χi) becomes weaker. Figure 4-10 portrays both solutions for the parameters discussed above.
They are close except the peak is shifted slightly away from resonance in the direction of wave
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Figure 4-10: Linearized SDL solution Eq. (4.40) and analytic solution Eq. (4.34) for (Ω, K, L¯n, p, q) =
(1.18, 0.32, 2000, 1, −1), which give χi = 0.0503, Λ = 27.7.
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Figure 4-11: Analytic solution Eq.(4.34) for p = −q = 1. (a) |n1| for χi = 0.05 and several Λ values, and (b)
χi|n1| for Λ = 51.8 and several χi values.
propagation. The analytic solution drops to zero near the drive start Xs = −0.5 due to gs; without
it the analytic solution would match the linearized SDL in this region. Figure (4-11) graphs the
driven amplitude for varying Λ and χi. The analytic solution develops more oscillations, a lower
peak value compared to 1/χi, and a greater shift of the peak in the direction of wave propagation
for lower Λ or χi.
To test the goodness of the simplified spatial variation used in the analytic solution, we compare
with numerical solutions to the original ODE Eq. (4.19). We retain the full spatial variation of all
parameters, except we omit Im[εK ] entirely. As discussed above, this leads to unphysical blow-up
of the driven amplitude. Figure 4-12(a) displays the analytic as well as numerical solutions. The
main diﬀerence is the numerical solution behaves like the full SDL far from resonance, since it
accounts for variations in χi and εKr. The numerical solution for K = 0.32 and K = −0.32 is
shown in Fig. 4-12(b). The peak is always shifted from x = 0 in the direction of drive propagation.
However, the solution far to the right is always greater than that far to the left, as seen in the full
SDL solution Eq. (4.39) which is insensitive to the sign of K.
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Figure 4-12: (a) Analytic solution Eq. (4.34), and numerical solution to Eq. (4.19) with Im[εK ] = 0. (b)
Numerical solution for K = 0.32 and K = −0.32.
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Figure 4-13: (a) Spatial profile of density, driving force, and Krook relaxation rate for run DRV. (b) n1(t) at
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√
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4.5.5 Vlasov simulations
This subsection examines electrostatic ELVIS simulations of driven plasmons in a density gradient.
The plasma conditions are Te = 2 keV and n0 = 5 × 1026 m−3. As in the prior section, the drive
satisfies Ωd = 1.18 and |Kd| = 0.32. The normalized scale length L¯n = 2000. The drive is not quite
a step function in space but ramps from zero to one over a few wavelengths. A Krook relaxation
operator is included near the profile edges to prevent wave reflection, with a peak relaxation rate
νKe = 0.2ωp. Figure 4-13(a) depicts the spatial profiles.
The run DRV utilizes the above-mentioned parameters, a drive strength nd0 = 10−5n0 and a
drive propagating up the gradient (p = 1). n1(t) at the resonance point is shown in Fig. 4-13(b).
It oscillates on a time scale of roughly 8τd where τd ≡ 2π/ωd is the driver period. The response
amplitude is centered on a value slightly higher than the steady-state result of 1/χi ≈ 20. “rms2”
denotes the usual rms value is multiplied by
√
2, so that rms2 sinωt = 1. Figure 4-14 presents
the spatial rms of n1(x) late in time for DRV run with various drive strengths and both directions
of drive propagation. For the smallest value of nd0 the profile is similar to the numerical ODE
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Figure 4-14: Driven EPW amplitude for reruns of DRV with various drive strengths nd0 and (a, b) Kd =
(0.32,−0.32).
solution to Eq. (4.19). As nd0 increases, the response level rises above linear theory and becomes
more oﬀset in the direction the drive propagates. The rise is greater for Kd > 0 than for Kd < 0.
The trapping-induced nonlinear damping reduction may account for the rise, while the nonlinear
shift in the natural k could lead to the directional asymmetry. The diﬀerences from linear theory
can be interpreted as a nonlinear correction δε to the dielectric. Given the numerical solution to
Eq. (4.19), δε can be numerically backed out and compared with calculations of Morales-O’Neil or
others. This is in the same spirit as Cohen and Kaufman’s work [25]. We leave further work along
these lines to the future.
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Chapter 5
Simulations of SRS from
Inhomogeneous Plasmas
This chapter presents simulations and analysis of Raman scattering from an inhomogeneous plasma.
As plasma conditions vary, so do the wavenumbers of the natural modes at specified frequencies.
This detunes the interaction from resonance, since wavenumber matching can only be satisfied at
a point. ELVIS simulations of SRS in a density gradient show that for short enough scale lengths
a convective steady state is reached, with SRS gains similar to coupled-mode theory. For longer
scale lengths, kinetic enhancement occurs.
There are several sources of inhomogeneity in ICF hohlraums. The density, temperature, and
plasma flow speeds vary on length scales of order a millimeter. In addition, the intensity of a laser
speckle or hot spot varies in space. The length (along beam propagation) of a diﬀraction-limited
spot is 7.08F 2λ0, which for λ0 = 351 nm and F = 8 (considered for NIF) gives 159 µm ( [52],
p. 25). This gives rise to a spatial variation in the pump strength γ0. This chapter focuses on a
inhomogeneity via a density gradient. In a finite density profile, which goes to zero away from a
region of interest, the SRS pump strength goes to zero as well.
5.1 Coupled-mode equations in a density gradient
This section investigates coupled-mode equations (CMEs) for SRS in a density gradient. We first
derive the CMEs in one spatial dimension, and then solve them in the strong damping limit (SDL)
for linearized spatial variation (the LSV from Sec. 4.5). The SDL solution from Chap. 2 is equiv-
alent. We find the SRS steady-state gain and envelope profiles. We then compare these results to
Rosenbluth’s calculation with no damping [31].
5.1.1 Derivation of inhomogeneous CMEs
The background density profile nB(x) = n0(1 + h(x)) where h(0) = 0. The density scale length
Ln ≡ n0(dn/dx)−1 at x = 0, or Ln = 1/h0(x = 0). For a linear gradient, h = x/Ln. The resonance
or matching point x = 0 is where the light waves beat to give a “εr = 0” plasma wave (defined
precisely below). ωp and λD are the plasma frequency and Debye length in terms of the local
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density, while ωp0 = ωp(x = 0) and λD0 = λD(x = 0). In particular, ωp = ωp0(1 + h)1/2 and
λD = λD0(1 + h)−1/2. The EMW k’s satisfy the local, natural EMW dispersion relation with the
corresponding ω, that is, ki(x) = (pi/c)(ω2i − ω2p)1/2 for i = 0, 1. pi is the sign of ki. Following the
conventions of Chap. 2, the EPW is driven by the beating of the light waves, and k2 = (k0 − k1).
Thus k2 is not the local EPW corresponding to ω2.
The SRS coupled-mode equations (CMEs) in one dimension follow from Eqs. (2.86, 2.87) with
no damping (ν0 = ν1 = 0) for the EMWs and the kinetic operator Eq. (2.133) for the EPW:
(∂t + vg0∂x) a0 = Ka1a2; (5.1)
(∂t + vg1∂x) a1 = −Ka0a∗2; (5.2)
ε (k2 − i∂x, ω2 + i∂t, x) a2 = 2i
ω2
ω2p
χ Ka0a
∗
1. (5.3)
ε is the unitless permittivity and is called εˆ elsewhere. We adopt the linearized spatial variation
(LSV) to make analytic progress, as described on p. 109. All coeﬃcients in Eqs. (5.1-5.3), besides
ε on the LHS of Eq. (5.3), are evaluated at x = 0. We seek steady-state solutions (∂t = 0) and
expand ε for slow envelope variation, with dxf ≡ df/dx:
vg0dxa0 = Ka1a2; (5.4)
vg1dxa1 = −Ka0a∗2; (5.5)
(ε− iεkdx) a2 = 2i
ω2
ω2p
χ Ka0a∗1. (5.6)
ε and its derivatives εk ≡ ∂kε, εω ≡ ∂ωε, and εx ≡ ∂xε are evaluated at (k2, ω2). A second subscript
r or i denotes real or imaginary part: e. g., εkr = ∂kεr.
Inhomogeneity enters via ε. We choose x = 0 to be the resonance or matching point, where
εr(k2, ω2, 0) = 0. Taylor expanding about x = 0 and neglecting εxi yields ε ≈ εi + εxrx. Inserting
this into Eq. (5.4) and dividing by iεωr givesµ
vg2dx + ν2 − i
εxr
εωr
x
¶
a2 =
∙
2
ω2
ω2p
χ
εωr
¸
Ka0a∗1 (5.7)
≈ −Ka0a∗1. (5.8)
As defined in the preamble, ν2 = εi/εωr is the time damping rate and vg2 = −εkr/εωr is the group
velocity. The approximation of the bracketed factor holds for k2λD ¿ 1. It is customary to work
with the mismatch parameter κ0(x) ≡ dx(k0−k1−k2R) where k2R is the x-dependent natural EPW
that corresponds to ω2: εr(k2R, ω2, x) = 0. Let k2R = k2 + δk and expand about δk = x = 0 to
find δk ≈ −(εxr/εkr)x. Since k0 − k1 − k2 = 0 by matching, κ0 ≈ −εxr/εkr and Eq. (5.7) becomes¡
vg2dx + ν2 − ivg2κ0x
¢
a2 = −Ka0a∗1. (5.9)
As in Chap. 4, we work with normalized wavenumbers Ki ≡ kiλD0 and Ωi ≡ ωi/ωp0. For the
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light waves,
Ki = Kim
µ
1− δ
2
T
K2im
h
¶1/2
, i = 0, 1 (EMW) (5.10)
≈ Kim
µ
1− δ
2
T
2K2im
h
¶
, h¿ 1, (5.11)
with
Kim ≡ piδT
¡
Ω2i − 1
¢1/2
. (5.12)
δT ≡ vTe/c. The resulting K2 is approximately for h¿ 1
K2 ≈ K2m
µ
1 +
δ2T
2K0mK1m
h
¶
. (5.13)
The second term is usually quite small. The EPW susceptibility χ = (1− ε) is
χ = −1 + h
2K22
Z 0(ζ), ζ ≡ Ω2
K2
√
2
. (5.14)
χ depends on x not just through h but also K2. Thus, using subscripts on χ to denote derivatives
as for ε,
χx =
χ
Ln
+ (1 + h)χK∂xK2. (5.15)
Evaluating this at x = 0 for small h,
χx(x = 0) =
1
Ln
µ
χ+
δ2T
2
χK
K2m
K0mK1m
¶
. (5.16)
By comparison with Sec. 4.5, the first term is present even if k0 and k1 are constants, while the
second term is due to their variation. It is easy to track the “electromagnetic” contribution by the
δT factor. κ0 is given by
κ0 = −εxr
εkr
=
1
LnχKr
µ
1− δ
2
T
2
χKrK2m
K0mK1m
¶
. (5.17)
The second term is typically small. For the standard parameters (see thesis preamble), its magni-
tude is 0.0324. This justifies the frequent neglect of the spatial variation in quantities besides ε,
and in sometimes dropping the EMW k variation altogether (that is, from κ0 as well).
5.1.2 The strong damping limit
When plasmon damping is strong, it is useful to work in the strong damping limit (SDL). This
entails neglecting the EPW advection term ∼ dxa2 in Eq. (5.9). The formal validity condition is
|vg2dxa2| ¿ |(ν2− ivg2κ0x)a2|. Even if damping is weak, far enough from resonance the κ0 term can
make the SDL condition hold. The SDL is convenient since the EPW equation becomes algebraic
rather than diﬀerential, so that a2 is a local function of a0 and a1:
a2 = −
Ka0a∗1
ν2 − ivg2κ0x
. (5.18)
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|a2| can be expressed in terms of a “detuning length” Ld ≡ |vg2κ0/ν2| = εiLn, analogous to the one
defined in Sec. 4.5:
|a2| = |Ka0a
∗
1|
ν2
Ã
1 +
µ
x
Ld
¶2!−1/2
. (5.19)
εi is related to the damping rate and is usually ¿ 1, so that Ld ¿ Ln. As seen in Chap. 4, the
EPW envelope drops oﬀ much faster in x than the density scale length. Note that a0 and a1 vary
in space due to the parametric coupling, so that the maximum |a2| may not occur at x = 0.
The steady-state CMEs were solved in the SDL, for arbitrary spatial variation and including
pump depletion, in Subsec. 2.5.3. There the geometry was chosen for backscatter such that the
pump and plasmon propagate to the right (k0, k2 > 0) and the scattered light to the left (k1 < 0).
Subscript L and R denote quantities at the left and right edges. Recall the definitions made there
for normalized action flux zi ∼ |ai|2, τ ≡ 2i(ω2/ω2p)χ/ε, and the kinetic gain rate αk ≡ τ rγ20/vg1.
The solution for z2 is
z2 = ρz0z1, ρ ≡ |τ |2γ20
¯¯¯¯
vg2
vg1
¯¯¯¯
. (5.20)
The Manley-Rowe relation for the SDL is z0 = z1, and z1 satisfies z01 = −2αkz0z1. The complete
solution for z1 is given in Eq. (2.147), but a more comprehensible and very accurate approximation
(derived in Subsec. 2.5.3) is
z1 = z1R exp [zˆG(x)] , (5.21)
G(x) ≡
Z xR
x
dx0 2αk(x0), (5.22)
where zˆ = 1− z1L.
G can be integrated analytically for the LSV, whence τ becomes
τ ≈ − 2i
ωp (εxrx+ εi)
(5.23)
=
1
ν2 (−1 + ix/Ld)
. (5.24)
In this limit Eq. (5.20) gives the same z2 as Eq. (5.19) does. The resulting G is
G (x) = G0
1
π
(arctanuR − arctanu) ; (5.25)
G0 ≡
2πγ20
|vg1vg2κ0| , u(x) ≡ x/Ld. (5.26)
uR = u(xR). For a profile much wider than Ld, so that u¿ −1 and uR À 1, G approaches G0.
To illustrate, Fig. 5-1 shows the spatial profiles of z1 and z2 for the LSV profile variation.
We choose G0 = 8, uR = 15, and uL = −15. This covers the region where the majority of the
spatial growth occurs. The total amplification to z1 is small, so that z1L ¿ 1 and we neglect pump
depletion entirely: zˆ → 1. The EPW z2 peak is shifted to the left, since it is determined by both
the Lorentzian 1/(1+(x/Ld)2) factor as well as the scattered EMW intensity z1(x). The light wave
grows most rapidly near x = 0, although it takes many detuning lengths to realize most of the full
eG0 amplification.
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Figure 5-1: Solutions for LSV with G0 = 8 and no pump depletion zˆ → 1.
5.1.3 Comparison with undamped solution
Rosenbluth et al. solved for the steady-state convective amplification of a parametric instability
with no damping but with detuning due to inhomogeneity, for an infinitely extended profile [31],
[106]. When boundary eﬀects are neglected the instability can never be absolute, and the maximum
amplitude always approaches a steady value. Late in time the amplified signal is roughly constant
over a spreading region bordered by two sharp edges. However, if the interaction region is of finite
extent, then wave reflections from the boundaries can lead to unstable normal modes [107], [32]. In
the absence of damping the detuning scale Ld = |κ0|−1/2 ∼ (Ln/k)1/2 and is usually much shorter
than the inhomogeneity scale Ln: Ld/Ln ∼ (λ/Ln)1/2 which must be small for a WKB-type analysis
to hold. Therefore it is permissible to keep detuning as the dominant inhomogeneity eﬀect and
neglect variations of the group velocity and other parameters, which vary on the scale Ln. The total
undamped gain exponent is calculated to be the G0 found above for strong damping. Therefore, the
amplification for a suﬃciently wide interaction region is the same in both limits. It can be shown
that as long as the pump exceeds the instability threshold γ0 > γc then the total amplification is
given by G0. Damping slows how rapid in space the amplification is.
5.2 SRS simulations in a density gradient
This section shows results of ELVIS runs with a background density gradient. Besides the spatial
profile, the parameters unless noted agree with the run iBC and thus the standard parameters with
helium of the thesis preamble. In particular, the plasma conditions are Te = 3 keV, n0 = 0.1nc0, and
kinetic helium ions with Ti = 700 eV are included. The pump satisfies I0,15 = 2 and λ0v = 351 nm,
and BSRS is seeded with I1 = 10−5I0 and λ1v = 574 nm. This seed has the largest SRS temporal
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Figure 5-2: (a) Spatial profiles of nB and νKe for inhomogeneous SRS runs. nL and nH are the densities
at the ends of the linear region and are diﬀerent for each run. (b) Time-averaged reflectivity for diﬀerent
Ln and both directions of pump propagation. The solid and dashed curves, respectively, are the SDL and
undamped steady state values.
growth rate γ for a homogeneous plasma of density n0. The spatial profiles of the background
density nB and Krook relaxation operator (used only at the edges for numerical purposes) are
displayed in Fig. 5-2(a). nB is linear in the central region. The scale length Ln = [(1/n0)dnB/dx]−1
(evaluated at nB = n0) is varied by changing the values of the low and high densities nB(xL) = nL
and nB(xH) = nH . xL = 12.3 µm and xH = 112.3 µm and the profile is otherwise identical for
all runs. The role of pump propagation direction, either along (k0||∇n) or against (k0||−∇n) the
gradient is examined by changing which side of the box the pump and seed are incident from, rather
than reversing the density profile. The runs lasted for 7 ps.
A series of runs was performed with nL = (0.7, 0.8, 0.9) and nH = 2−nL, which give respectively
Ln = (167, 250, 500) µm. Figure 5-2(b) plots the time-averaged reflectivities R for both directions of
pump propagation. The curves are the calculated R for the SDL and for the undamped Rosenbluth
analysis. As Ln increases so does R. Moreover, for fixed x endpoints the normalized distance
u = x/Ld covered by the profile decreases; Ld increases with Ln for both the SDL (Ld ∼ Ln) and
undamped (Ld ∼ L1/2n ) analyses. Since Ld is much shorter in the undamped analysis than in the
SDL, the SDL does not give the full eG0 amplification of the undamped analysis for large Ln. For
the smallest Ln simulated, R from the run and both analytic calculations are close. As Ln increases,
R increases substantially above even the undamped calculation and approaches the homogeneous
reflectivities (∼ 10%) seen in Chap. 3 for Ln = 500 µm.
The system reaches a quasi-steady state, with pulsations related to the bounce time, when the
scale length is short, but the dynamics become chaotic and bursty, and similar to the homogeneous
runs, for large Ln. Figure 5-3 shows the instantaneous reflectivities for all six runs and displays
the transition from pulsation to chaos. As in the average R plot, the reflectivity is consistently
higher for k0||∇n (pump propagation to the right) than for k0|| − ∇n (pump propagation to the
left). The amplitude of the longitudinal field Ex, presented in Fig. 5-4 for Ln = 167 µm and both
directions of pump propagation, is peaked near the resonance point but shifted along the EPW k2.
Pulsations in Ex are clearly seen, but occur in a regular pattern which continues throughout the
full 7 ps run duration (the plot only shows the first half of the run).
Figure 5-5 depicts the rms spatial profiles of the density perturbation n1 and scattered light
(E− or E+) for the runs of Fig. 5-4. In panel (a), k0||∇n, the scattered light is amplified where the
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Figure 5-3: Instantaneous R for six inhomogeneous runs. Plots in a column have the same Ln but diﬀerent
direction of k0.
plasma wave is strong and then propagates to the left. The figure shows two pulses of light, one
exiting at the left and another which peaks at 60 µm. The reflectivity for this run is also periodic in
time. Figure 5-5(b) shows similar behavior for the case k0||−∇n but with the directions reversed.
Figure 5-6 graphs the rms2 n1 near the maximum EPW amplitude for the runs of Fig. 5-4. The
pulsations for k0||∇n (a) occur with a typical period of 0.19 ps. Taking a typical amplitude of
n1/n0 = 9.7 × 10−4 gives a bounce period of τB = 0.12 ps. Since the wave amplitude is smaller
away from this point the bounce period is slightly longer there. For k0|| − ∇n, panel (b), the
amplitude is smaller and the pulsation occurs on two time scales, roughly 0.18 ps (“big-to-small
peak”) and 0.37 ps (“big-to-big peak”). The shorter time scale equals τB for n1/n0 = 4.2× 10−4,
which is comparable to the actual n1 in the run.
The threshold scale length Ln for kinetic enhancement can be estimated in the following way.
Trapping reduces Landau damping once a resonant particle completes a substantial portion, say
half, of a bounce orbit before crossing the plasma. Consider a resonant electron with v = vp that
enters the plasma from one edge. How much of a bounce orbit it experiences is given by the “bounce
phase” θB =
R
dx0kB(x0) where the bounce wavenumber kB = ωB/vp. The wave amplitude nˆ and
thus kB vary with space. If SRS were to reach the convective steady state, one can calculate θB for
the resulting profiles. If θB & π, then trapping can reduce the Landau damping, at least toward
the edge of the box. For simplicity, we use the strong damping limit (SDL) profiles to estimate θB;
a more detailed calculation including EPW advection could also be carried out. The SDL approach
gives θB = 21.9 for the runs discussed above with Ln = 167 µm (the sharpest gradient considered).
This indicates trapping already plays a role at this small Ln. The reflectivity is indeed above the
undamped Rosenbluth value by about a factor of 2, and fe (not shown) shows vortex formation.
However, the chaotic stage of kinetic enhancement does not occur until Ln is much larger. At this
point the steady state, even with a trapping-reduced damping rate, is never reached.
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Figure 5-4: rms Ex for inhomogeneous run with Ln=167 µm and (a,b) k0||(+,−)∇n. The pulsations continue
for the rest of the runs (total time 7 ps).
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Figure 5-5: rms n1 = ne − ne(t = 0) and reflected light for inhomogeneous runs with Ln=167 µm and (a,b)
k0||(+,−)∇n. The E− and E+ signals are filtered to only pass the band from kλD = 0.07 − 0.19, which
includes the SRS seed.
A better understanding of the onset of kinetic enhancement in a gradient, as well the stronger
SRS when the pump propagates toward higher as opposed to lower density, should be explored in
future work.
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Figure 5-6: rms2 n1 = ne − ne(t = 0) for inhomogeneous runs with Ln=167 µm and (a,b) k0||(+,−)∇n.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
This concluding chapter summarizes the results of this thesis, and suggests future avenues of re-
search which they suggest.
6.1 Conclusions
Our findings, also described in Sec. 1.5, are as follows:
1. Coupled-mode predictions: According to the coupled-mode theory of Chap. 2, Raman
scattering is a convective rather than absolute instability in ICF hohlraum plasmas, with
gain lengths of ∼ 10−100 µm. Convective SRS is usually in the strong damping limit, where
plasma-wave advection is negligible compared to Landau damping. The collisional damping
of light and plasma waves is very weak compared to EPW Landau damping. Neglect of
collisions, which we do in our simulations, does not change the convective-absolute nature of
SRS and has little eﬀect on the gain length. We exactly solve the steady-state coupled-mode
equations in the strong damping limit, including pump depletion. The resulting reflectivity
rises exponentially with the laser pump intensity until it starts gradually leveling oﬀ for
reflectivities above 10% (Fig. 2-3(b)).
2. Kinetic enhancement: The ELVIS simulation BC1 of SRS from a homogeneous, 75 µm
plasma shows much higher reflectivity than coupled-mode theory predicts. Electron trap-
ping, evident in the distribution function, reduces the Landau damping and thus raises the
reflectivity. Also, the EPW frequency downshifts from its linear value, as seen in the Ex(k, ω)
spectra. The system behaves chaotically, with reflected light coming in temporal bursts.
Pulses of SRS activity form at the laser entrance and propagate away. Forward SRS and
Raman re-scatter of BSRS also develop.
3. Role of pump strength, temperature, seeding, and sideloss: The coupled-mode steady
state is reached for low pump strength I0 or high electron temperature (high k2λD). As we
increase I0 or lower Te, the reflectivity shows a sharp transition to kinetic enhancement,
roughly when a resonant electron undergoes bounce motion before crossing half the plasma.
For all Te considered, with k2λD up to 0.45, raising Io eventually gives kinetic enhancement.
The reflectivity is similar in runs like BC1 but with a smaller BSRS seed, with a broadband
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instead of monochromatic seed, and with no plasma-wave damping at the edges. When a
Krook operator in the central part of the plasma is included to mimic sideloss, there is again
a sharp transition from kinetic enhancement to the coupled-mode steady state with increasing
relaxation rate. The sharpness of the transition and independence from seed level suggest SRS
becomes an absolute instability due to the trapping-induced Landau damping reduction and
evolves to a nonlinearly saturated state. This explains why strong SRS develops in “small”
plasmas (several linear convective gain lengths long).
4. Mobile ions: The run iBC, which matches BC1 except that it has kinetic helium ions,
gives strong, kinetically enhanced SRS until the appearance of a “blob” of activity near the
laser entrance, after which there is little scattered light. Once the blob occurs we see many
parametric processes going on simultaneously, including Raman and Brillouin re-scatters and
LDI activity. However, we see neither pump SBS (perhaps due to lack of seeding) nor LDI
of the primary BSRS plasmon (consistent with the high threshold due to strong Landau
damping).
5. Acoustic activity and SEAS: A generic feature of the runs which show large reflectivity
is the presence of two acoustic modes in the Ex(k, ω) spectrum. Moreover, later in time
scattered light is seen which lies between the BSRS and pump frequencies, which may be
stimulated electron acoustic scatter (SEAS). A weak SEAS signal was reported in Trident
experiments when back SRS was strong [52], [54]. We compare the acoustic features to
the “natural” (complex, linear, Landau) and what we term the “εr = 0” (small-amplitude,
undamped) modes in Chap. 4. The higher and lower phase velocity acoustic modes observed
in our runs have the phase velocities predicted for the natural and εr = 0 modes, respectively.
The potential SEAS reflected light satisfies frequency and wavenumber matching with a point
that lies on the εr = 0 acoustic mode.
6. Driven plasma waves in an inhomogeneous plasma: Plasma waves driven by a fixed
external force in a density gradient were examined by expanding the kinetic permittivity
operator for slow envelope variation. For linear profile variation and a drive that passes
through resonance, an analytic steady-state solution is obtained. This is close to the strong
damping limit solution (which neglects plasma-wave advection), except the peak amplitude
is shifted in the direction of wave propagation and reaches a smaller maximum as advection
becomes more important. Electrostatic ELVIS simulations agree with the envelope theory for
weak drive. The numerical peak amplitudes increasingly exceed linear theory and are further
shifted in the direction the waves propagate as the drive increases. This could indicate a non-
linear, trapping-induced damping reduction and wavenumber shift. The numerical amplitude
is larger when the drive propagates to higher and opposed to lower density; linear theory
predicts no such asymmetry.
7. SRS in a density gradient: For shallow density gradients there is a kinetic enhancement of
SRS, which behaves chaotically as for homogeneous plasmas. This enhancement is well above
the inhomogeneous, coupled-mode steady state level calculated in both the strong damping
limit and the undamped limit. The reflectivity approaches the coupled-mode value for sharp
enough gradients. Pump lasers (and thus BSRS plasmons) that propagate toward higher,
instead of lower, density give somewhat higher reflectivities.
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6.2 Future work
In light of the research in this thesis, we propose the following future work:
1. Understanding kinetic enhancement of SRS: This research shows SRS is kinetically
enhanced for a wide range of plasma conditions, but we have not developed a comprehensive
theory of it. In particular, which of the many proposed saturation mechanisms [58], [59] is
eﬀective was not explored. Even though SRS is chaotic, a simple model that predicts time-
averaged reflectivities would be extremely helpful. A criterion for determining when kinetic
enhancement takes place should be sought. We have relied on roughly comparing the box
size to the bounce length of trapped electrons. This approach is only somewhat accurate,
and does not predict the sudden transition with parameter variation from the coupled-mode
steady state to kinetic enhancement. The relevance of the bounce length should also be tested
with simulations of varying box size.
2. Acoustic features and SEAS: Our simulations consistently show Ex(k, ω) spectra that
depart strongly from the linear EPW dispersion curve. The SRS plasmon is both downshifted
in frequency and develops a “tail” that merges with an acoustic (ω ∝ k) feature extending to
k = 0. The phase velocity of this feature is ≈3.6vTe and agrees with the second most weakly
damped Landau root (the “natural acoustic mode” of Chap. 4). There is also a lower phase-
velocity (≈1.3vTe) acoustic mode matching the “εr = 0” mode of Chap. 4, as well as reflected
light from stimulated electron acoustic scatter (SEAS) oﬀ this feature. A linear instability
analysis using the simulation distributions, as opposed to a Maxwellian, would illuminate
the nature of these modes, as well as the potential for scattering oﬀ them. This can reveal
conditions that favor SEAS, which can be tested with appropriate ELVIS simulations. Runs
could also explore whether SEAS occurs in conditions similar to the Trident experiments
where SEAS was reported [52], [54].
3. Model for inhomogeneous plasma-wave response: The ELVIS simulations of plasma
waves driven by an external force in Chap. 4 display significant departure from the lin-
ear steady-state envelope solution. The larger simulation wave amplitude may stem from a
damping reduction caused by trapping. Moreover, the larger response for waves propagating
to higher instead of lower density could reflect a nonlinear wavenumber shift. A quantitative
model that reproduces the numerical behavior is needed. These simulations can also be used
to extract the nonlinear damping and wavenumber shift, akin to the technique of Ref. [25],
and compared with theories such as that of Morales and O’Neil [26]. Pathological behavior of
the envelope solutions, such as blow-up of the response, were noticed when the full, complex
∂ε/∂k was used rather than just its real part. It will be interesting to address whether this
contains any physics, and how it relates to the driven response. Since the inhomogeneous SRS
runs of Chap. 5 also show an enhanced wave amplitude for EPWs propagating up as opposed
to down the density gradient, a nonlinear model for the plasma response may elucidate these
results and reveal when kinetic enhancement occurs. The possibility of auto-resonance due
to trapping [37], [14] in SRS from inhomogeneous plasmas should be investigated.
4. Ions: The ion work in this thesis was preliminary, and mainly intended to see whether LDI
or other ion dynamics prevent kinetic enhancement of SRS. There is strong evidence, both
theoretical and experimental, that for low k2λD (say below 0.3), LDI and subsequent cas-
cades take place and can saturate SRS. It would be helpful to see LDI in an Eulerian Vlasov
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simulation and to delineate the transition between LDI- and trapping-dominated behavior by
scanning plasma density and temperature, and thus kλD. This would provide an important
contact with experiment. Our ion simulation in Chap. 3 revealed many parametric inter-
actions occurs simultaneously, and led to the “blob” of activity after which the reflectivity
stayed low. The interplay of these processes, with a proper, broadband noise source for all the
relevant modes, needs further investigation. Several papers have shown chaotic SRS dynamics
from the coupled-mode equations when re-scatter, cascades, and LDI are allowed (e. g. [40]).
Kinetic simulations can reveal more about this phenomenon, and take into account much that
is absent from coupled-mode models (such as mode bandwidth and overlap of nearby modes).
It is also important to discern if ion motion is necessary for features like the blob to develop,
or if SRS re-scatter alone can produce it.
5. Wave-breaking: Wave-breaking refers to the upper limit on the amplitude of a wave. Dis-
cussions of wave-breaking are generally based on fluid models, either warm or cold, relativistic
or nonrelativistic [88—90, 108, 109]. The intuition is the wave breaks once fast fluid elements
capable of overtaking slower ones develop: density, velocity, and all fluid variables must re-
main single-valued. However, overtaking poses no problem to a kinetic description: even in
a stable Maxwellian fast particles constantly overtake slower ones. We are not aware of a
kinetic discussion of wave-breaking. Our simulations show regular vortices in phase space
which become irregular as the plasma wave grows (see Fig. 3-7). The corresponding electric
field k spectrum (not presented) shows a single large, well-defined k with several harmonics
when the vortices are regular, but becomes very broad for irregular vortices. The correct way
to understand wave-breaking kinetically may be to examine under what conditions periodic
solutions for the electric field (which is always single-valued, in any description) exist. Above
this level the electric field and particle orbits may become chaotic and lead to electron heating.
Given the existence of Bernstein-Greene-Kruskal modes of arbitrary amplitude [94], with the
trapped-particle distribution tailored for self-consistency, it is not clear what intrinsic limits
kinetic theory places on wave amplitude.
6. 2D2V Fokker-Planck simulation: This thesis demonstrates the importance of kinetic
eﬀects and trapping in a 1-D model of SRS. However, 2D and 3D eﬀects also play a role,
such as laser focusing (pump spatial variation), speckle sideloss, filamentation, Raman side-
scatter (shown in Chap. 2 to have an appreciable growth rate compared to backscatter), and
two-plasmon decay. Besides these higher-dimension phenomena, the transverse electron dis-
tributions can be non-Maxwellian; this requires one more velocity dimension. As discussed in
Sec. 2.5, super-Gaussian (Dum-Langdon-Matte) distributions [72] and ponderomotive modi-
fications to the distribution [74] occur in the transverse direction. Collisions transmit these
features to the longitudinal distribution and alter the dispersion and damping of plasma waves
from their Maxwellian characteristics [73] . Collisions also de-trap resonant electrons, both by
1-D collisions and pitch-angle scattering (see Sec. 3.7). Relativity has been neglected in this
thesis, which nonlinearly downshifts the EPW frequency via the relativistic mass increase.
This was modeled by a cubic nonlinearity in the EPW equation of a coupled-mode model for
SRS, and shown to produce temporal bursts and chaos, in Ref. [110]. 1-D relativistic PIC
simulations display similar behavior [111].
To our knowledge, no first-principles simulation with enough physics to allow for all these
phenomena simultaneously has been carried out. To do so requires a “2D2V” (two space and
velocity dimensions) Fokker-Planck time-evolution code. Such simulations would enhance our
understanding of these myriad eﬀects and indicate which ones dominate in various situations.
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Simplified models that take into account the important physics could then be benchmarked
against a few simulations, and then used with confidence. We imagine developing such a
code, testing it, implementing the correct diagnostics, exploring the relevant physics eﬀects
over interesting parameter regimes, and comparing with reduced descriptions could constitute
one or more good Ph. D theses!
7. Enhancements to ELVIS: There are several ways ELVIS can be extended, both to improve
the physics and its numerical performance. ELVIS, like all Eulerian codes, has very low nu-
merical noise. This allows low-amplitude problems and low-density regions of phase space to
be studied. However, the code does not produce fluctuations from which parametric insta-
bilities can grow. We seed BSRS in this thesis with an externally-imposed, small-amplitude
light wave. Physically the noise has a continuous spectrum and includes electrostatic noise.
A better source of noise, which is broadband, present in both the transverse and longitudinal
channels, and distributed throughout the plasma should be added. This is especially impor-
tant for investigating the coupling of SRS to other parametric processes, such as re-scatter,
SBS, and LDI. The ion run in Chap. 3 displays many parametric interactions even with only
seeding BSRS, and we must explore the dynamics in the presence of more realistic noise. The
low noise in ELVIS allows us to choose seed and noise levels that are well below the numerical
fluctuations found in my PIC codes run with typical numbers of particles per cell.
Several improvements to the run time of ELVIS can be made. ELVIS is currently a serial
code and may benefit substantially from parallelization. Brief attempts to use OpenMP on
a shared-memory machine produced no speed-up, perhaps because of thread synchronization
and other overhead. A non-uniform momentum grid would allow high resolution where trap-
ping and other detailed structure forms, while using few points in smooth regions like the
bulk. Care should be taken to see how a non-uniform grid aﬀects the accuracy of interpolation
for the momentum shifts, and how the recurrence phenomenon (Appendix A, p. 130) plays
out. Although we do not see recurrence in SRS runs, the role of recurrence in non-periodic
and driven problem should be explored. A more ambitious step would be to adaptively refine
the momentum grid where resolution is needed.
The time and space step sizes used in SRS runs provide excessive resolution and thus longer
run times. Our method for time advancing transverse electromagnetic field requires c dt =
dx. The fastest time scale in the problem is the laser frequency ω0, while resolving several
harmonics of the BSRS plasmon sets the shortest space scale. Typically the dx needed to
resolve the plasma activity is several times less than the c dt needed to resolve ω0. Therefore,
very high frequencies with no activity are resolved. Since almost all the run time is consumed
by advancing the particles (fe, fi) as opposed to the e/m fields, it would save time to advance
the e/m fields for several smaller time steps during a single particle time step ( [112] p. 364).
Similarly, the cost of kinetic ions can be made negligible by “sub-cycling” the electrons, or
taking several electron steps during one ion step [113].
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Appendix A
ELVIS: an Eulerian Vlasov-Maxwell
Solver
A.1 Overview: continuum methods for kinetic equations
The velocity distribution of plasma particles is frequently far from collisional equilibrium (e.g.,
a Maxwellian). This departure from equilibrium distinguishes plasma physics from fluid or solid
mechanics, and causes some of the most important aspects of plasma behavior. There is great
interest in kinetic models that follow plasma evolution in phase space (position and momentum).
The numerical solution of kinetic equations can be substantially more demanding than fluid equa-
tions, both conceptually and computationally. Two broad approaches have been used to simulate
kinetic equations: continuum or Eulerian (sometimes called Vlasov), and particle-in-cell (PIC) or
Lagrangian methods. A continuum method treats the plasma as a “phase-space fluid” instead of as
a set of discrete particles, and solves the kinetic equation for the distribution function f(x, p) on a
fixed grid in phase space. PIC methods, on the other hand, represents f by a discrete set of finite-
sized particles (macro-particles), which move freely in phase space. The forces felt by the particles
are found by first calculating the charge and current densities, and the resulting electromagnetic
fields, on a fixed spatial grid, and interpolating the force to the particle positions. Continuum
methods can be viewed as solving for f on a fixed, Eulerian grid, while PIC methods use a moving,
Lagrangian grid.
Both methods have their good and bad points. PIC has the advantage that the number of
macro-particles needed does not grow too rapidly as one goes to higher dimensions. However, PIC
suﬀers from high noise levels generated by the numerical single-particle dynamics, analogous to
the physical fluctuations in a real plasma (which are of much lower amplitude, since the number of
particles in a physical Debye sphere is much larger than in a PIC simulation). The high noise makes
it diﬃcult to study linear and weakly nonlinear problems with PIC. Since continuum methods treat
f as a phase-space fluid, they lack the fluctuations and noise arising from single-particle motion in
PIC. The price one pays is needing more phase-space gridpoints, and thus computer memory and
run time, especially in higher dimensions.
Another challenge in kinetic simulations is the so-called recurrence or filamentation problem
[114], [115]. Consider a distribution with an initial sinusoidal density perturbation: f(x, v, t =
0) = f0(v) (1 + ε sin kx). If we neglect collisions and forces, f satisfies the free-streaming equation
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∂tf+v∂xf = 0. The solution f(x, v, t) = f0(v) (1 + ε sin k(x− vt)) has a velocity-space wavenumber
kv = kt that grows secularly in time, leading to “filaments.” This is a real physical eﬀect, which can
lead to numerical inaccuracy in an Eulerian code when 1/kv approaches the velocity grid spacing
dv. Moreover, density perturbations which physically phase-mix away can be reconstructed, or
recur, in a simulation. For the free-streaming example given above, the density n =
R
dv f is given
by
n− n0 = −i
ε
2
eikx
Z
dv f0 e−iktv + cc. (A.1)
As t increases, the integral over f0 contains a phase factor that oscillates more rapidly in v. For
the Maxwellian case f0 = n0/(vT
√
2π) exp
¡
−(1/2)v2/v2T
¢
we have
n− n0 = εn0 sin (kx) exp
∙
−1
2
(kvT t)
2
¸
. (A.2)
The resulting density perturbation decays away exponentially. However, this may not happen on a
discrete velocity grid. Consider a uniform grid: vj = vmin+j dv. There are special times, called the
recurrence times, when e−iktvj is equal for every j. This happens when kt dv = 2π, or t a multiple
of trec = λ/dv where λ = 2π/k. At these times
R
dv f0 e−iktv = n0, and n(x, t = trec) = n(x, t = 0).
This recurrence phenomenon is shown below to occur for periodic, electrostatic simulations even
when electric forces are included.
Of course, collisions in nature smooth out high-kv structure. We do not modify the kinetic
equation in ELVIS in order to mitigate against filamentation. Dissipation, for instance via a
Krook relaxation term, can reduce recurrence, although it may also damp the waves of interest.
A numerical hyper-resistivity operator ν4∂4f/∂v4 can damp the high-kv structures produced by
phase-mixing without substantially aﬀecting the linear modes of the system [114], [115]. In driven,
nonperiodic problems, such as Raman scattering, we have not observed recurrence phenomena. It
has been suggested that recurrence does not happen if the recurrence time trec is longer than a
decorrelation time (for instance, the growth time of an instability being studied, like SRS) [116].
We choose our velocity resolution so that trec is longer than the linear SRS growth time (calculated
using linear Landau damping).
We adopt a continuum method in this work, and call the resulting code ELVIS (for Eulerian
Vlasov Integrator with Splines). It is described in Ref. [65] and is based on the algorithm found
in Ref. [117]. The low noise level allows us to study Raman scattering when it is weak, and make
contact with analytic theory. In addition, we can resolve very fine structures in phase-space. Since
we restrict ourselves to one spatial dimension, the computational demands are not too great. The
author is very interested in helping others use ELVIS for their own research problems, and is happy
to share with them both the code and the associated diagnostic routines. He can be contacted
electronically at dstrozzi@alum.mit.edu or david.strozzi@gmail.com.
A.2 ELVIS model, geometry, and governing equations
ELVIS is geared toward studying kinetic eﬀects in Raman scattering. The simplest geometry that
allows this has all wavevectors and spatial variation in the longitudinal x direction (∂y = ∂z =
0), and all light waves linearly polarized in the transverse y direction. We resolve the plasma
kinetically in x. The charge density varies in x, giving rise to an electrostatic field Ex via Gauss’
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Figure A-1: Geometry for the ELVIS code.
law. The light waves are represented by a transverse electric field Ey and transverse magnetic field
Bz. We work with the combinations E± = Ey ± cBz, each of which satisfies a one-dimensional
advection equation in our geometry. The particles oscillate transversely due to Ey, giving rise to
the “oscillation” or “quiver” motion in the y direction. A cold-fluid description of the transverse
dynamics is adequate, with the momentum equation consisting of conservation of canonical y
momentum Pys = msvys + qsAy. ELVIS has the option for a collisional friction term in the
transverse momentum equation, although it is not used anywhere in this thesis. The x component
of the Lorentz force ∼ vyBz provides a ponderomotive drive for the plasma wave. The code has
both an electrostatic (no transverse fields) and electromagnetic (transverse fields included) mode.
The code internally uses “plasma electromagnetic units,” where the scale for length, time,
mass, and charge are de, ωp, me, and e. Recall that de = c/ωp is the electron skin depth, ωp =p
n0e2/ε0me is the electron plasma frequency, and e > 0 is the positron charge. The velocity,
momentum, and electric field scales are c, mec, and E0 ≡ mecωp/e respectively. We write a species
massms and charge qs asms = µsme and qs = Zse and Ze = −1. Although each species has its own
momentum grid, all are normalized to mec. From now on we work with normalized quantities. The
code accommodates multiple species, and we label species-dependent quantities with a subscript s.
A.2.1 Kinetic equation
The dimensionless kinetic equation for species s is
∂tfs + vs∂xfs + Fs∂pxfs = Ks[fs],
where
Fs = Zs(Ex + vysBz), (A.3)
Ks[fs] = −νKs(x)
³
fs − nsf˜0Ks
´
. (A.4)
The velocity vxs = px/(γsµs) with the relativistic factor γs = 1 (nonrelativistic) or (1 + p
2
x/µ
2
s)
1/2
(relativistic). In this thesis we always work with the nonrelativistic choice γs = 1. We do not
include the contribution of vy to the relativistic factor γs. This is valid since vy/ ∼ vos/c ¿ 1.
γs only departs from unity in the high-px region of phase space, and vx À vy there. A Krook
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operator on the RHS provides relaxation to a background distribution f˜0Ks, which is normalized
so
R
f˜0Ksdv = 1. This operator conserves particle number, so that quasi-neutrality is maintained:
dns
dt
¯¯¯¯
K
=
Z
dv
dfs
dt
¯¯¯¯
K
=
Z
dvKs[fs] (A.5)
= −νKs
Z
dvfs| {z }
=ns
+ νKsns
Z
dvf˜0Ks| {z }
=1
(A.6)
= 0. (A.7)
However, Ks conserves neither momentum nor energy. f˜0Ks is a Maxwellian with the initial electron
temperature.
We use Ks to model sideloss of particles out of the pump laser beam, as well as to damp plasma
waves at the edges of the density profile. In sideloss, particles leave the pump transversely and are
replaced by thermal particles. Although this is a multi-dimensional eﬀect, we want to include it
approximately in 1-D. As discussed in Sec. 3.7, sideloss is relevant to SRS since it detraps resonant
electrons, and thus limits trapping-induced phenomena. In addition, sideloss provides a residual
damping of plasma waves after several bounce periods. We imagine sideloss conserves particle
number, since particles that escape the beam get replaced by a roughly equal number from the sur-
rounding thermal plasma. The dynamics inside the laser beam may generate high-speed electrons,
but the surrounding particle bath consists of lower-speed thermal particles. Therefore, sideloss does
not conserve momentum or energy. The fact that Ks lacks these conservation properties does not
degrade its use in modeling sideloss. This is, however, a drawback for Ks as a Coulomb collision
operator.
We sometimes use Ks with a large νKs at the edges of the simulation domain. This damps
plasma waves outside the region of interest, and prevents reflection at the ends of the density profile.
We let νKs vary with x so that we can have an unphysically large one in the edge regions, and
smoothly lower it to a nonzero (sideloss) or zero (no sideloss) value in the interior. A linear analysis
of the kinetic equation with a Krook operator, and the background distribution f0 = n0f˜0Ks, yields
the dispersion relation
D (ζ) ≡ 1− 1
2k¯2
Z 0 (ζ) + i
ν¯
k¯
√
2
Z (ζ) = 0. (A.8)
ζ = (ω¯ + iν¯) /
¡
k¯
√
2
¢
, k¯ = kλD, ω¯ = ω/ωp, ν¯ = ν/ωp, and Z is the plasma dispersion function. For
weak damping and in the fluid limit ζ À 1,
ω¯ ≈
p
1 + 3k¯2 + i (ν¯L + ν¯/2) . (A.9)
ν¯L is the Landau damping rate, normalized to ωp, for νK = 0.
A.2.2 Electromagnetic and transverse fields
The transverse momentum equation is
µs∂tvys = ZsEy. (A.10)
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The charge density ρ ≡ ΣsZsns and transverse current density Jy ≡ ΣsZsnsvys. The electric and
magnetic fields satisfy
∂xEx = ρ, (A.11)
(∂t ± ∂x)E± = −Jy, (A.12)
E± ≡ Ey ±Bz. (A.13)
In the absence of currents, E+(E−) is advected to the right (left): E±(x, t) = E±(x∓ t, t = 0) for
Jy = 0.
A.3 Grids
The spatial simulation domain extends from x = 0 to x = L. However, the spatial grid (that is,
the region over which quantities are distinct and may evolve) runs from x = 0 to x = xmax in
uniform steps dx. The diﬀerence is important for handling both periodic and non-periodic systems.
For periodic systems, L is the periodicity length, and xmax = L − dx since the point at x = L is
identified with x = 0. However, for non-periodic systems xmax = L. In all cases, the spatial grid is
uniform and contains Nx points:
xi = (i− 1)dx, i = 1 : Nx, dx =
xmax
Nx − 1
. (A.14)
dx should be chosen small enough to resolve the highest wavenumber of interest well. This is
generally the plasma wavenumber k2. However, we also want to resolve some harmonics, if they
develop. The code allows for an optional “moat” region on both the right and left extremes of the
domain, where f is identically zero for all time, but where electromagnetic fields are calculated.
This allows for light waves, which propagate in vacuum, to cleanly reach the boundaries. The
length of the left and right moats are stored in the variables xmoatL and xmoatR. The domain looks
like: 0------xpL------------xpR--------xmax. xpL=xmoatL and xpR=xmax-xmoatR. xpL and
xpR limit the region over which the plasma evolves.
Since ELVIS is a continuum method, momentum in the kinetic x direction is a grid. The px
grid is uniform with spacing dp and a total of Np gridpoints, and is separate for every species (we
suppress the species index s in this paragraph):
pj = pmin + (j − 1)dp, j = 1 : Np, dp =
pmax − pmin
Np − 1
. (A.15)
Clustering points around the plasma-wave phase velocity would allow for fewer overall gridpoints,
and may be a helpful extension to ELVIS. dp needs to be small enough that vTe is well-resolved,
or else the momentum integrals that lead to density and other moments will not be accurate. In
addition, the resonant region around the plasma-wave phase velocity vp2 needs adequate resolution.
The trapping width depends on the wave amplitude, so care must be taken to understand the
smallest amplitude plasma waves for which resonant or trapping eﬀects must be correctly handled.
For a given wave amplitude, simulations with dp suﬃciently larger than the trapping width will
not capture Landau damping. In SRS simulations we usually choose dp for electrons such that the
trapping width vtr in the unamplified plasma waves (driven by pump and seed) is at least twice dp.
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Figure A-2: An “interior” ELVIS timestep.
A.4 Time evolution
This section describes the numerical method ELVIS use to evolve the Vlasov-Maxwell system in
time. Operator splitting is used. The algorithm is similar to that given in Ref. [117], to which
we refer the reader for a more detailed discussion of the time step’s accuracy. Other methods for
the time step include symplectic integration extensions of operator splitting [118] and the semi-
Lagrangian or Eulerian-Lagrangian method [119].
A.4.1 The overall time step
As in Ref. [117], we “leapfrog” the time advance for the distribution fs and the transverse e/m
fields E±. To properly combine the two free-streaming shifts of fs discussed in the next section, the
first timestep is diﬀerent from the following, “interior” ones. Here we detail an interior timestep.
The variables have some initial values at the start of the step, and must be advanced to the initial
values needed for the next step. We imagine the time step starts at time 0 and ends at time 1 (in
units of dt), and use subscripts to denote a variable at a given time. Variables with subscript 1/2
or 3/2 represent fields at half timesteps. The acceleration and Krook operators are thought of as
acting on fs as instantaneous “kicks” at times 0 and 1, leading to the notion of times 0− and 0+
immediately before and after time 0 (and similarly for time 1). A full timestep, including a Krook
operator and transverse fields, is diagrammed in Fig. A-2. A listing of the operations involved in a
timestep, in the order ELVIS performs them, is as follows (the initial parenthesized symbol is the
shorthand used in Fig. A-2 for the operation):
1. Given: fs,0− , ns,0, Ex,0, E
±
0 , vys,0, vys,1/2.
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2. (A1) Accelerate fs,0− to fs,0∗ , which requires Ex,0, E
±
0 , and vys,0.
3. (K1/2) Apply Krook operator for half timestep, taking fs,0∗ to fs,0+ .
4. (S1) Free-stream fs,0+ by full timestep to fs,1∗ .
5. (K1/2) Apply Krook operator for half timestep, taking fs,1∗ to fs,1− .
6. Calculate ns,1, ρ1, and Ex,1 based on fs,1− .
7. Calculate ns,1/2 = (1/2)(ns,0 + n s,1), density at half-step.
8. Calculate Jy,1/2 =
P
s Zsvys,1/2ns,1/2 at half timestep.
9. (M1) Advance E±0 for full timestep to E
±
1 , which includes applying the source Jy,1/2 at t = 1/2.
10. (Ay1) Accelerate vys,1/2 for full timestep to vys,3/2 and compute vys,1 = (1/2)(vys,1/2+vys,3/2).
11. We have found: fs,1− , ns,1, Ex,1, E
±
0 , vys,1, vys,3/2.
A.4.2 Evolving f : splitting the time step
The Vlasov equation expresses the constancy of the number of particles along orbits, which are its
characteristic curves. Taking a timestep in a continuum method like ELVIS consists of finding the
new value of f at fixed phase-space gridpoints, given the old value at these same points (and the
electromagnetic fields). This boils down to finding the value of f at the “foot” of the orbit that
flows into the gridpoint in question at the new time. Since the foot is in general not a gridpoint, we
can take a timestep by interpolating the old value of f at the foot. This interpolation, along with
applying the Krook relaxation operator and advancing the electromagnetic fields, is the basis for
ELVIS. A recent review and comparison of several time-evolution methods for electrostatic Vlasov
problems is given in [120].
In ELVIS we organize the evolution of f with the time operator splitting method, first introduced
by Cheng and Knorr for Eulerian Vlasov codes [121]. Operator splitting is a general technique for
solving first-order time evolution PDEs; it was introduced in the West by G. Strang [122] and in
the Soviet literature by N. Yanencko [123]. The goal is to form a second-order accurate time step
for a composite time-evolution operator from second-order accurate steps for its “parts.” Consider
the equation
df
dt
= Hf (A.16)
where H is an operator and f is a vector (for continuum methods, it contains f at all the grid
points of the discretized phase space). The exact solution for f with initial condition f(t = 0) = f0
is
f(t) = U(t)f0, U(t) = exp tH. (A.17)
Suppose we have a numerical evolution operator for taking a single step U˜(t) and f˜(t) = U˜(t)f0 is
the numerical solution. We say the method is nth order accurate, or just nthorder, if f˜(dt)−f(dt) =
O(dtn+1). That is, the numerical and exact solution after a single step agree up to and including
order n in dt. We can write U˜(dt) = exp(dt H) + O(dtn+1). Now consider a composite evolution
operator,
df
dt
= (H1 +H2) f , (A.18)
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where H1 and H2 may not commute. Suppose we have second-order numerical operators U˜1 and U˜2
for solving dtf = H1f and dtf = H2f , respectively. The splitting theorem states that the operator
U˜(dt) = U˜1(dt/2)U˜2(dt)U˜1(dt/2) (A.19)
is a second-order accurate operator for the composite system A.18. This can be seen by computing
U˜(dt) − exp dt(H1 + H2) and Taylor expanding. The expansion of the exponential of a sum of
operators which do not commute is related to the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorﬀ formula from Lie
groups [124].
Upon discretizing phase space, our kinetic equation becomes
df
dt
= (HS +HA +HK) f (A.20)
whereHS,A,K are discretized analogs (in x and p, but not in time) of the free-streaming, acceleration,
and Krook operators −v∂x, −F∂px and K[f ], respectively. Let Ui be a second-order accurate
operator for solving dtf = Hif with i = S, A, K. We can apply the splitting theorem twice to
arrive at a second-order accurate operator for the full equation:
U˜(dt) = U˜S(dt/2) U˜K(dt/2) U˜A(dt) U˜K(dt/2) U˜S(dt/2) (A.21)
For the time being we neglect the computation of the electromagnetic fields. When taking successive
timesteps, the last U˜S(dt/2) of the first step is immediately followed by the first U˜S(dt/2) of the
next step (evolving the e/m fields does not aﬀect this). We combine these two steps into a single
step U˜S(dt). The initial timestep is U˜S(dt/2) U˜K(dt/2) while successive, interior stpes consist of
U˜A(dt) U˜K(dt/2) U˜S(dt) U˜K(dt/2). The state of f after an interior step is not quite what f is after
a whole number of steps from t = 0, although this is when output is saved. This does not introduce
any error into the numerical algorithm. We adopt this approach since it saves a substantial amount
of runtime (roughly 1/3 of the runtime, since US and UA take roughly the same time, and UK takes
much less).
A.4.3 Evolving f : shifting by interpolation
The operators HS andHA are both advection operators, and the corresponding numerical operators
U˜S and U˜A in ELVIS use cubic spline interpolation to implement them. This subsection details the
algorithm for HS; the one for HA is analogous.
The evolution equation for HS is
∂f
∂t
= −v∂f
∂x
. (A.22)
v is a spectator variable for the HS evolution; we have an independent advection equation like this
for every v. An obvious way to try parallelizing the code is to have the advection for diﬀerent v
performed on diﬀerent processors. Given f(x, t), after a time step dt the new f (x, t+ dt) is
f(x, t+ dt) = f(x− v dt, t) (A.23)
The evolution is nothing more than a shift in x. Let us discretize space, with xi denoting a gridpoint
and fi = f(xi). The exact solution is fi+1(t + dt) = f(xi − v dt, t). Since the right-hand side is
generally not f evaluated at a gridpoint, we must approximate f(xi − v dt, t) given {fi(t)} for all
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i. ELVIS achieves this by interpolation with cubic splines that involve the four gridpoints nearest
xi, taken in the direction appropriate to whether v is positive or negative.
For definiteness we consider in detail the case v < 0. We need an approximation to f(xi + δ)
with δ = |v |dt > 0 (this definition with |v| allows shifts for v > 0 to be written in a similar form).
For spline interpolation, f is represented at every gridpoint by a cubic polynomial Fi(x):
Fi(x) = fi + pidx
−1 (x− xi) + sidx−2 (x− xi)2 + gidx−3(x− xi)3. (A.24)
fi = f (xi) so by construction Fi(xi) = f(xi). There are still 3Nx coeﬃcients pi, si, and gi to
determine, where Nx is the total number of x gridpoints. Equations for these coeﬃcients are
obtained by requiring the continuity of neighboring Fi’s and several derivatives at the appropriate
gridpoints. In particular, the matching conditions for Fi−1 and Fi are Fi−1(xi) = Fi(xi), F 0i−1(xi) =
F 0i (xi), and F
00
i−1(xi) = F
00
i (xi). These equations hold for all “interior” gridpoints, and must be
supplemented by boundary conditions at the edges of the grid. Evaluating the matching conditions
gives the following system:
fi−1 + pi−1 + si−1 + gi−1 = fi; (A.25)
pi−1 + 2si−1 + 3gi−1 = pi; (A.26)
si−1 + 3gi−1 = si. (A.27)
Taking linear combinations of these equations at nearby gridpoints gives a tridiagonal system for
the unknowns in terms of the known fi’s:
pi+1 + 4pi + pi−1 = −3fi−1 + 3fi+1; (A.28)
si+1 + 4si + si−1 = 3fi−1 − 6fi + 3fi+1; (A.29)
gi+1 + 4gi + gi−1 = −fi−1 + 3fi − 3fi+1 + fi+2. (A.30)
For interpolation to the right, we approximate f¯i ≡ f(xi + δ) by
f¯i ≈ Fi(xi + δ) = fi + pi∆+ si∆2 + gi∆3 (A.31)
with ∆ ≡ δ/dx. We can form a tridiagonal system for the f¯i, all shifted by the same δ from xi, in
terms of known quantities fi, by taking f¯i−1 + 4f¯i + f¯i+1. The result is
f¯i−1 + 4f¯i + f¯i+1 = a−2fi+2 + a−1fi+1 + a0fi + a1fi−1, (A.32)
where
a1 = 1− 3∆+ 3∆2 −∆3, (A.33)
a0 = 4− 6∆2 + 3∆3, (A.34)
a−1 = 1 + 3∆+ 3∆
2 − 3∆3, (A.35)
a−2 = ∆3. (A.36)
For v > 0 the logic is similar and leads to the system
f¯i−1 + 4f¯i + f¯i+1 = a−2fi−2 + a−1fi−1 + a0fi + aifi+1. (A.37)
The a’s are defined exactly as for v < 0, with δ = |v |dt in both cases. The system for f¯i can be
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Figure A-3: (a) Dispersion error and (b) numerical damping/growth for cubic spline advection. In (b),
ImΩ < 0 below the zero contour in the upper-right corner, and ImΩ = 0 for ∆ = 1.
written in matrix form, for both cases, as
T f¯ = A±f. (A.38)
T represents the tridiagonal 1-4-1 system on the LHS: (T f¯)i = f¯i−1 + 4f¯i + f¯i+1. A± represents
the RHS and is
(A±f)i = a−2fi∓2 + a−1fi∓1 + a0fi + a1fi±1. (A.39)
A+(A−) applies for v > 0 (v < 0).
To understand the accuracy of spline advection, we perform the standard Fourier analysis of
the method. The original PDE ∂tf = −v∂xf , Eq. (A.22), is a linear, autonomous equation with
exact pure Fourier solutions f = exp i(kx−ωt) with ω = kv and k > 0, v > 0. The matrices T and
A± acting on this solution become
T f¯ → Tˆ f¯ = (4 + 2 cosα)f¯ (A.40)
and
A±f → Aˆ±f =
¡
a−2e
∓2iα + a−1e
∓iα + a0 + a1e
±iα¢ f (A.41)
where α ≡ k dx. Tˆ and Aˆ± are scalars, not matrices. They depend only on α and∆ = |v|dt/dx. Our
time advance states f(t + dt) = f¯(t). For the pure Fourier solution, this reads f(t) exp(−iω dt) =
f¯(t), or
e−iΩ =
Aˆ±
Tˆ
(A.42)
with Ω ≡ ω dt. Eq. (A.42) furnishes Ω(α,∆). The Fourier solution is recovered if Ω = kv dt = α∆,
or δΩ ≡ Ω−α∆ = 0. Re[δΩ] indicates a phase or dispersive error, while Im[Ω] constitutes numerical
damping or growth.
Figure A-3 shows (a) Re[δΩ] and (b) Im[Ω] for a range of α and∆. Since k = π/dx is the highest
k we can resolve on the grid (the Nyquist k) we only need to go up to α = π. For electromagnetic
runs dx = c dt so that ∆ = v/c < 1; for electrostatic runs dt and dx are chosen independently,
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and ∆ can exceed unity. The phase dispersion is very small except for the upper-right corner
of panel (a). Similarly, Im[Ω] is always negative outside this region, which indicates cubic spline
advection introduces numerical damping rather than growth. Growth, and thus possibly numerical
instability, do occur for ∆ & 1.5 for high α. We have not observed any loss of accuracy or instability
in electrostatic runs when ∆ > 1.5. Note that for ∆ = 1, corresponding to a shift by exactly one
grid point, there is no frequency error: Ω = α.
A.4.4 Evolving f : the Krook operator
For the Krook operator Ks, the numerical evolution operator U˜K must be a second-order accurate
solution to ∂f/∂t = −ν(x)
³
f − nf˜0K
´
. Since the Krook operator does not change the density, we
treat n as a constant. The exact solution to this equation is
f(t) = f(0)e−νt + nf˜0K(1− e−νt). (A.43)
We use this for the Krook time evolution operator; since it is the exact solution, it is certainly
second-order accurate. For more analysis of operator splitting that involves damping terms like
the Krook operator, see Ref. [125]. Note that f˜0K needs to be normalized to unity, and this is
done numerically at the start of the run. That is, we calculate an unnormalized form of f˜0K and
then divide by the density computed from this distribution. For instance, to use a Maxwellian
f˜0K first set f˜0K = exp(−v2/(2v2T )), numerically calculate the density with the same algorithm
that is used during a time step, and then normalize f˜0K . When an unnormalized f˜0K is used,
such as a Maxwellian that is analytically normalized over an infinite velocity domain (that is,R∞
−∞ dvf˜0K = 1), it will not be exactly normalized according to the density calculation routine. A
steady loss of particles results in this case, but it does not for a numerically normalized f˜0K .
A.4.5 Solving for Ex
We need to find Ex over the whole spatial grid. ELVIS contains two methods for finding Ex: one
based on Fourier series and another based on finite diﬀerences. The Fourier method can only be
used for periodic systems, while the finite-diﬀerence method can be used for periodic or non-periodic
ones. The runs in this thesis were computed with the finite-diﬀerence method.
Finite-diﬀerence method
This method was suggested by A. B. Langdon and is based on finding Ex at fictitious half-gridpoints.
We first find Ex at the half-points through a centered finite-diﬀerence discretization of Gauss’ law:
Ex,i+1/2 −Ex,i−1/2 = dx ρi. (A.44)
Ex,i at the gridpoints is found by averaging:
Ex,i =
1
2
(Ex,i+1/2 +Ex,i−1/2) (A.45)
An additional boundary condition is needed to solve for Ex at the half-gridpoints. For periodic
systems, Ex(x+L) = Ex(x). With x = dx/2, and recalling there are Nx distinct points on the grid,
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we find Ex,Nx+1/2 = Ex,1/2. The system of equations at the half-gridpoints can be put in matrix
form:
ME = ρ (A.46)
where
M =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−1 1 0
0 −1 1 0
...
0 −1 1
1 0 0 0 0 −1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (A.47)
E = [E1/2, E3/2, ..., ENx−1/2], (A.48)
ρ = [ρ1...ρNx ]. (A.49)
The blank entries in M are zero. As it stands this system has the same number of equations as
unknowns, but M is non-invertible. This reflects the fact that we have not yet completely imposed
boundary conditions for Gauss’ law. We apply so-called “short-circuit” boundary conditions [112],
which stipulates that the electrostatic potential φ is periodic. Integrating Ex = −∂xφ over the
periodic domain gives the average value of Ex must be zero. We arbitrarily set Ex,1/2 to zero,
which allows us to solve the system Eq. (A.46) from the first column down, and then oﬀset the
resulting Ex to ensure it has zero average.
To find the accuracy of this method, consider interior points and let ei = Ex,i − Ex(xi) be the
error. Ex,i is the numerical result, and Ex(xi) the exact one. Then
ei = Ex,i−1/2 +
dx
2
ρi −Ex(xi). (A.50)
Assume Ex,i−1/2 is the exact result Ex(xi−dx/2). What error results in Ex,i? By Taylor expanding
Ex,i−1/2, we find ei = (dx2/8)E00i (xi). The error is thus second-order in dx.
Fourier method
For a periodic system, we can solve Gauss’ law directly in wavenumber space. Integrating Gauss’
law over the periodicity length L gives Ex(L) − Ex(0) = ε−10 Q where Q =
R L
0 ρ dx is the total
system charge. If Ex is periodic, Ex(L) = Ex(0), and Q = 0. We set the k = 0 mode of ρ(k) to
zero. The Fourier algorithm is thus:
• Given ρ(x).
• Find ρ˜(k) = ﬀt(ρ(x)) and set ρ˜(0) = 0.
• Find E˜(k 6= 0) = −(i/k)ρ˜(k) and E˜(0) = 0.
• Find E(x) =iﬀt(E˜(k)).
ﬀt denotes the fast Fourier transform and is computed with the FFTW library [126].
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Figure A-4: Phase error for the Langdon-Dawson method used to advance the transverse fields vye and E±.
The error becomes large exactly at α = π (not shown; the absissa ends at α = 3.14).
A.4.6 Evolving the transverse fields
As discussed in the overall time step, the transverse fields vys and E± are used in the force that
accelerates f from time 0− to 0∗, while the current density Jy acts as a source for E± at time dt/2.
We need vys at both the full and half timesteps. To do this, we evolve vys from one half timestep
to another, and average these values to find vys at the full timesteps. Advancing vys is done with
a forward Euler step:
vys(3dt/2) = vys(dt/2) + dt
Zs
µs
Ey(dt). (A.51)
The fields E± are advanced following the Langdon-Dawson method, described on p. 133 of [112]:
E±(x, t+ dt) = E±(x∓ dx, t)− dt Jy(x∓ dx/2, t+ dt/2). (A.52)
This approach requires dt = dx, and corresponds to a shift of one gridpoint in the absence of Jy.
Discretizing Eq. (A.52) yields
E±i (dt) = E
±
i∓1(0)− dt Jy,i∓1/2(dt/2). (A.53)
Jy,i∓1/2(dt/2) is found by averaging: Jy,i∓1/2(dt/2) = (1/2)(Jy,i(dt/2) + Jy,i∓1(dt/2)). To compute
Jy(dt/2) we need both vy(dt/2) and ns(dt/2). We store vy at half timesteps so we have the former,
but we only know fs at the full timesteps. We average to find ns(dt/2) = (1/2)(ns(dt) + ns(0)).
The advantage of this method for the transverse dynamics is that it has no numerical dissipation
and very little dispersion error. This is related to the similar behavior of cubic spline interpolation
for a shift of one gridpoint. To see this, consider just the transverse evolution, for only electrons,
and set ne = 1 (constant). This is suﬃcient to produce EMW’s in a plasma, which do not involve
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any density perturbation. The governing PDEs, with Jy = −vye, are
(∂t ± ∂x)E± = vye, (A.54)
∂tvye = −
1
2
¡
E+ +E−
¢
. (A.55)
Fourier analyzing the system gives the familiar EMW dispersion relation ω2 = 1+k2. How good is
our numerical method at reproducing this? The evolution of Fourier modes E± = E± exp i(kx−ωt)
and vye = V e−iωdt/2 exp i(kx−ωt) under the discretized algorithm can be written after some algebra
as ⎡
⎣
dt
2 gω
dt
2 gω gω − 1
gkgω − 1 0 −dt2 (1 + gk)
0 gω − gk −dt2 (1 + gk)
⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣
E+
E−
V
⎤
⎦ = 0. (A.56)
gk ≡ eikdx and gω ≡ e−iωdt.
The dispersion relation obtains by setting the determinant of the matrix to zero. This gives
gω + 2Λgω + 1 = 0, (A.57)
Λ ≡ dt
2
4
(1 + cosα)− cosα. (A.58)
Eq. (A.57) gives ω in terms of α and dt (recall we work in normalized units where c = ωp = 1).
There is no dissipation if ω is real, or equivalently if |gω| = 1. By examining the discriminant
(Λ2 − 1) it is easy to show that |gω| = 1 for all α provided dt < 2. In physical units this restricts
us to timesteps dtphysωp < 2, which is irrelevant: we always choose dtphys ¿ 1/ωp or plasma
oscillations would not be resolved! There is, however, some numerical dispersion, although it is
small. Figure A-4 plots the phase error |Re[ω]− ωa| where ωa = (1 + k2)1/2 is the analytic EMW
frequency for the original PDEs.
A.5 Code logistics
ELVIS is written in Fortran 95 and uses C-style pre-processing. General aspects of a run (such
as whether it is electrostatic or electromagnetic, how to solve for Ex, whether to include a Krook
operator) are specified in the header file run.h. Input is done via the file run.F90. This itself is a
Fortran source file, with variable declarations, so mistakes made in modifying it can prevent the
code from compiling. The code is recompiled every time it is run with diﬀerent input.
ELVIS saves its output to binary files ending in .dat. There is also one text file readme.dat
which contains header info about the run and a user-specified trace of information printed out every
several timesteps. There is an extensive set of Matlab scripts for doing post-processing. Runs do
not have to finish for the output data files to be loaded and processed in Matlab.
A.6 Diagnostics
This section describes some of the diagnostics used to check and process ELVIS output. All ELVIS
post-processing is done with Matlab scripts.
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A.6.1 Conserved quantities
Conservation laws are important for understanding physics as well as checking the accuracy of a
numerical code. We discuss here some conserved quantities for nonrelativistic, electrostatic ELVIS
simulations (no transverse fields), with no Krook operator or external drive, and only electrons
mobile. We assume the boundary conditions are such that boundary eﬀects do not change these
relations (for instance, particles are not lost by leaving the simulation domain). Periodic boundaries
are one way to ensure this.
The electrostatic Vlasov-Poisson system conserves many integrated functionals Ig of the distri-
bution, where
Ig =
Z
dx dv g(f) (A.59)
and g is an ordinary function. dtIg is given by
dIg
dt
=
Z
dx dv g0(f)∂tf (A.60)
=
Z
dx dvg0(f)(−v∂xf − a∂vf) (A.61)
=
Z
dx dv (−v∂xg − a∂vg) (A.62)
= −
Z
dv v g|x2x1 −
Z
dxa g|v2v1 . (A.63)
As long as the diﬀerences of g at the endpoints vanish, dtIg = 0. Commonly used functionals that
result from g(f) = f , f2, and −f log f are, respectively, the number N =
R
dx dv f , the square
integral or L2 norm F2 =
R
dx dv f2, and the entropy S = −
R
dx dv f log f . When computing S
numerically we neglect points with f < 0, which can develop due to cubic spline interpolation.
Momentum and energy conservation are also important, and are found by taking moments of
f against v and v2. For electrostatic systems the electric field Ex carries no momentum, so the
momentum P ≡
R
dx dv f mv and dtP =
R
dxnma. This simply states that the rate of change of
electron momentum is given by the integral of the force density. It is important to realize that in
simulations with fixed ions momentum is not conserved. Physically, for any force experienced by
the electrons an equal and opposite reaction force is felt by the ions. When ions are allowed to move
the total electron and ion momentum is conserved. Ex carries energy, and the conserved energy is
W =WK+WE whereWK ≡
R
dx dv (mv2/2)f is the kinetic energy andWE ≡
R
dx (ε0/2)E2 is the
electrostatic energy. Energy is exchanged between the two components via Joule heating: dtWK
= −dtWE =
R
dxJE with J = −e
R
dv fv the electric current. These conservation laws can easily
be extended to include the transverse electromagnetic fields. Care must be taken in accounting
for boundary contributions, both due to light waves leaving the domain and external injection of
light waves (such as the pump and seed in SRS runs). In addition, our Krook operator conserves
number but neither momentum nor energy.
A.6.2 Instantaneous frequency
Given a time signal f(t), we sometimes wish to imagine it as having a single, time-varying frequency.
For instance, in the SRS run BC1 the streaked E− spectrum in Fig. 3-4(b) shows an upshift of ω1
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Figure A-5: Density perturbation n1 = ne − n0 near box center for run ES.
with time. Of course, we can Fourier analyze the signal over the whole time interval, and find the
signal is not monochromatic. But it is illuminating to see what the main frequency is at a given
time, or the “instantaneous frequency.” The windowed Fourier transform used to make streaked
spectra like 3-4(b) gives a rough sense of this, but has limited frequency resolution and does not
clearly indicate the main frequency.
The idea is to relate the instantaneous frequency ω(t) to the instantaneous period τ(t), or
time between successive maxima of f . We know f only at a set of discrete points; we assume the
sampling rate is suﬃcient to adequately resolve the maxima in f . We determine if a time point
is a “near-maximum” by examining it and its nearby neighbors. We then approximate the time
for which f is a maximum by fitting a polynomial (usually 4th order) to a set of points (usually
9) around the near-maximum point. Doing this for all numerical near-maxima gives a list of times
f is a maximum. From this we deduce τ as the diﬀerence between successive times, and thus ω.
When ω varies slowly with respect to τ we sometimes average ω over several successive times to
smooth the resulting figures.
A.7 Benchmarks
This section contains periodic, electrostatic simulations to demonstrate ELVIS’s performance for
electron plasma waves (EPWs) and ion acoustic waves (IAWs).
A.7.1 Electron dynamics: plasma waves and recurrence
The electron dynamics are illustrated in the electrostatic run labeled ES, which simulates a periodic,
fixed-ion plasma with n0 = 5× 1026 m−3 and Te = 2 keV. The plasma extends for one wavelength
λ corresponding to kλD = 0.3. The grid spacings are dx = λ/50, dt = 0.2/ωp, and dpe =
2 × 10−3mec. The plasma initially has a Maxwellian distribution but a perturbed density ne(t =
0) = n0(1 + ε sin kx) with ε = 2 × ×10−3. This initial condition generates a standing wave,
or two oppositely-travelling waves each with half the amplitude. Figure A-5 graphs the density
perturbation n1 = ne − n0 near the box center. Three separate phenomena are visible. Initially
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Figure A-6: Relative changes in (a) total energy W , (b) electron number Ne, and (c) electron L2 norm F2e
for run ES.
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Figure A-7: Density perturbation at x = 0.296λ for mobile-ion run IAW.
the wave is Landau damped, with an amplitude e-folding time of 79.2ω−1p . The bounce period
of trapped electrons in the initial traveling-wave amplitude is τB = 199ω−1p , which leads to the
rebound in wave amplitude (see Chap. 4 for a full discussion). Finally, at the recurrence time trec
= λ/dv = 654ω−1p the amplitude suddenly spikes up. The conservation properties of ELVIS are
demonstrated in Fig. A-6, which presents the relative changes in total energy W , electron number
Ne, and L2 norm F2e.
A.7.2 Ion dynamics: ion acoustic waves
ELVIS can in principle handle an arbitrary number of kinetic species, although all work in this
thesis includes at most one mobile ion species. All kinetic species are updated with the same
numerical algorithm. As a benchmark of the ion dynamics, consider IAWs generated by an initial
density perturbation similar to the EPW excitation in the prior subsection. We excite IAWs with
an initial sinusoidal perturbation to both the electron and ion densities at t = 0. The distributions
are initially Maxwellian. The linear theory of IAWs states the ion density fluctuation ni1 slightly
overshoots the electrons due to larger ion inertia. In particular, |ni1| = (|nei|/Zi)(1 + (kλD)2). We
use this ratio for the applied density fluctuations, so that the excited EPW is minimal.
The periodic, electrostatic run IAW demonstrates ELVIS gives the correct IAW dispersion be-
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havior. The parameters are n0 = 5 × 1026 m−3, Te = 2 keV, Zi = 2, mi = 200me, and Ti = 500
eV. We use a small mass ratio so we do not have to run for long times to resolve IAW periods
and to avoid recurrence eﬀects in the electron motion. For the wave, we choose kλD = 0.2 and a
traveling-wave amplitude ne1 = 10−3n0. The kinetic IAW dispersion relation gives the complex root
ω/ωp = 0.0243− 1.90× 10−3i. The electron perturbation ne1 at one location is plotted in Fig. A-7
and displays IAW oscillation and damping. The time and relative heights of the 2nd and 3rd maxima
(slightly after tωp = 250, 500) give a numerical frequency of ωnum/ωp = 0.0244−1.94×10−3i, very
close to the linear value. The departure from a damped sinusoid for late times is due to harmonic
generation and numerical recurrence.
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Appendix B
Plasma Waves Driven by Two Light
Waves
This appendix derives the linear electron plasma waves driven by the beating of two light waves
from a kinetic description. The two light waves, labeled 0 and 1, propagate in the x direction and
are linearly polarized in y. The resulting electric and magnetic fields are
Ey =
1
2
E˜y0eιψ0 + cc+
1
2
E˜y1eιψ1 + cc; (B.1)
Bz =
1
2
B˜z0eιψ0 + cc+
1
2
B˜z1eιψ1 + cc. (B.2)
ψj ≡ (kjx − ωjt) is the wave phase. We represent any physical field g in the Fourier domain by
g = (1/2)g˜eiθ + cc where θ is a real phase. The light waves induce a transverse electron oscillation
velocity. The cold fluid y momentum equation, equivalent to conservation of canonical y momentum,
is
∂tvy = −
e
me
Ey. (B.3)
In the Fourier domain this gives, for a single light wave j = 0, 1, v˜yj = −ie/(meωj)E˜yj . The z
component of Faraday’s law ∂tBz = −∇× E gives B˜zj = (kj/ωj)E˜yj , or B˜zj = i(me/e)kj v˜yj .
The light waves exert a ponderomotive force in the x direction via the v× B force. This produces
several drive terms with all phases ±ψi±ψj (all four sign choices are driven). Only the drives with
frequencies near ωp excite an appreciable plasma response. We take ω0−ω1 ≈ ωp and focus on the
phase ψ ≡ (kx− ωt) = ψ0 − ψ1. This choice resembles the EPW (mode 2) in SRS, which satisfies
ψ2 = ψ0 − ψ1.
The 1-dimensional non-relativistic Vlasov equation for electrons is
[∂t + v∂x + a∂v] fe = 0. (B.4)
The x acceleration a is
a = − e
me
(Ex + vyBz). (B.5)
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Ex is the self-consistent longitudinal electric field given by Gauss’ law:
∂xEx = −
e
ε0
n1. (B.6)
The total electron density ne = n0 + n1 where n0 is cancelled by a stationary ion background and
n1 = (1/2)n˜1eiψ0+cc. We write fe = f0+(1/2)f˜eiψ+cc where f0(v) is the homogeneous equilibrium.
fe has units of 1/(speed * volume). The density perturbation is related to the perturbed distribution
by
n˜1 =
Z ∞
−∞
dv f˜ . (B.7)
In the Fourier domain, Ex = (1/2)E˜xeiψ + cc and E˜x = (ie/ε0k)n˜1.
The resonant part of vyBz which drives an EPW with phase ψ is
[vyBz]res ≡
1
2
αrese
iψ, αres =
1
2
³
v˜y0B˜
∗
z1 + v˜
∗
y1B˜z0
´
. (B.8)
We drop the nonresonant terms in vyBz from the acceleration a. We now linearize the Fourier-
domain Vlasov equation, treating all the remaining terms in a as the same order as f˜ . We keep
only terms with phase eiψ:
−i(ω − kv)f˜ −
Ã
i
ω2p
n0k
n˜1 +
eαres
me
!
f 00 = 0, (B.9)
with f 00 = df0/dv and ω2p = n0e2/(ε0me). We divide through by (ω − kv) and integrate over v:
−in˜1 −
Ã
i
ω2p
n0k
n˜1 +
eαres
me
!Z ∞
−∞
dv
f 00
ω − kv = 0. (B.10)
The integral can be expressed in terms of the susceptibility χ, given in the thesis preamble:
χ =
ω2p
k2n0
Z ∞
−∞
dv
f 00
vp − v
. (B.11)
vp ≡ ω/k is the EPW phase velocity. Eq. (B.10) becomes
−in˜1 −
µ
in˜1 +
n0ke
ω2pme
αres
¶
χ = 0. (B.12)
Rearranging, this yields
εˆn˜1 = i
n0ke
ω2pme
χαres, (B.13)
where εˆ ≡ 1 + χ is the unitless permittivity.
It is helpful to write αres in terms of v˜yj :
αres =
i
2
me
e
kv˜y0v˜∗y1. (B.14)
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We used the fact that k = k0 − k1. Inserting this into Eq. (B.13) yields
εˆ
n˜1
n0
= −1
2
(kλD)
2 χ
v˜y0v˜∗y1
v2Te
. (B.15)
The driven-wave amplitude nˆ ≡ |n˜1|/n0 satisfies
nˆ =
1
2
(kλD)
2
¯¯¯χ
εˆ
¯¯¯ vos0vos1
v2Te
. (B.16)
vosi = |v˜yi|. In terms of a light wave’s intensity I, vacuum wavelength λv, and index of refraction
η, ³vosi
c
´2
= 7.3× 10−4 I15λ
2
v,µ
η
. (B.17)
I15 is in units of 1015 W/cm2 and λv,µ is in microns. We can approximate χ and εˆ for the case
that the beat mode (k, ω) is a weakly-damped natural mode. In particular, εˆr(k, ω) = 0. In this
limit, χ→ −1, εˆ→ iεˆi, and εˆi = 2ν/ωp where ν is the EPW’s temporal damping rate. Eq. (B.16)
becomes
nˆ ≈ 1
4
(kλD)
2 ωp
ν
vos0vos1
v2Te
. (B.18)
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